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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF USING'

COMPUTER EXTENDED INSITRUCTION TO TEACH

BASIC CONCEPTS OF INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS

Martin T. Lang
California Polytechnic State University

4 . San Luis Obispo, California 93407

r

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this experimental study was to develop and evaluate a particular mode of

computerkextended instruction (CEI) ia\introductory calculus. Prepared computer Programs were used by

students pan otherwise conventional'Ealculus class to investigate the concepts Of functions, limits and
derivatives. The CEI Was evaluated on to dimensions: concept attainment and general knowledge.
The results indicated that the use of CEI can have a significant effect on the Darning of basic concepts

of introductory calculus. Male students seemed a benefit particularly from the, CEI, while female
students were not measurably affected by it. No significant effect on the learning of general knowledge

in calculus was observed. However, there was some indication of the presence of a differential effect

(interaction) of the CEI on students with varying leveld'of proficiency in algebra and trigonometry.

There is a growing awareness among educators
that the vast capabilities of modern computers
have brought, us to the verge of a revolution in

education that far exceeds anything that an has

ever experienced. It is easy to see that the com-
puter technology which now exists could readily
provide us with.a totally dIfferent instructional

program in our schools. Some changes have already
been implemented whileneeded experimentation is
continuing briskly in all areas Of instruction. ;

Mathematics educators have been interest ed in

this computer revolution right from the start. In

fact, most of the pioneering studies in computer
aided learning were done with mathematics s2udents

at various levels. This interest has expanded ex-

ponentially so that now many mathematics educators
feel that the computer will soon become a standard.
tool throughout the mathematics curriculum. It is

therefore of great importance that we direct our
attention toward devising effective modes pf com-
puter utilization in the classroom.

In this paper I would like to describe a re-
search study which concerned itself with the
development, implementation and evaluation of a
particular type of computer use in an introduc-

tory calculus class.

Modes of Computer Use inMAthematics Education

Several modes of computer utilization have
been suggested for mathematics programs in the

schools and colleges. Three general categories

that are often mentioned are Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAUft,Computer Managed Instruction

(CHI) and Computer Extended Instruction (CEI). A

brief if somewhat oversimplified explanation will
serve to distinguish these categories.
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In CAI, the computer more or less assume% the
role of the instructor. It may be used for the
purpose of presenting a particular learning se-
quence, providing drills dnd exettises to the
student, and testing diagnostically as well as

for mastery (Suppes, 1968). Though the teiCheris
not replaced, many of his traditional functions
are altered and he is freed to concentrate orr iqF

diyidual problems in his class.

CHI, oh the other hand, provides a managerial
tool for the instructor. The function cV*the
computer in CHI is to assist, the teacher and the

student in planning instructional sequences.
Through repeated diagnostic evaluations and de-
tailed record keeping handled by ehe;coiputer, a
student is able to.receive individualized pre-
scriptions.for learning tasks.

CEI is a,label which has been used to de-
scribe the role of computers as a supplementary
teaching tool in a conventional classroom setting
(Bitter, 1971; Dorn, 1970). Though the instruc-
tion is not presented on the computer, CEI is
intended to provide the teacher with instructional
capabilities that would not otherwise be possible.
At the same time the student can be provided with
a tool .td aid him in mathematical explorations
far beyond his usual limits. In this mode, the
computer becomes a type of laboratory device which
can be used as an aid to the teacher in presenting
material to the students or as a means of leading
students to observe mathematical properties, to
,discover mathematical relations, and to perceive

mathematical conceptd.

t

It was this third category, Computer Extended
Instructioh, bhich was the focus of this research

study. The specific objectives were to develop
and evaluate a particular mode of CEI in a col-
lege level introductory calculus course.
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Related Studies

The use of CEI sin an introductory calculus
course has received attention by'a number of re-
searchers in recent years. Already nine years ago,
Smith (1970) conducted an experiment with honors
level calculus students in which the students were
givers special computer assignments to investigate

the limit of functions. In 1968-, Fiedler (1969)

carried out a study to determine whether students ,

develop a deeper grasp of some of the concepts of
calculus through programming problems dealin

tke
these concepts on a computer. Later duxiag
same year, Bitter (1970a) conducted an expe .

tal calculus course in which students used a'time-
sharing system to work special computer assign-

ments. The objects xt was again to illustrate and
fortify some of the basic concepts of calculus.
The experiment by Bitter was repeated with some
revisions the following year and a formal educa-
tional study was carried out to assess the effec-

t iveness of this approach (Bitter0197-0b).
Holoien (1970) conducted another study in the Fall
of 1969 using sote computer augmentation with stu-
dents of introductory calculus and a few years

' later Bell (1972) devised still another experiment
*There certain computer projects were used to en-,
hance the learning of calculus concepts.

4

Though not all of these studies produced con-
clusive results, the studies of Bitter, Holoien,
and Bell seemed to give 9trong,indication that the
use of CEI in introductory calculus provided an
effective meant of improving instruction. Statis-
tically significant results were obtained by each
of these researchers favoring CEI groups over
classes receiving only conventional instruction.
It seemed also,transparent in these results that
the teaching of fundamental concepts of calculus,
such as functions, limits, derivatives, etc.,
rather than techniques was most positively bene-
Pitted with the use of CEI.

A Special Mode of CEI

Although the above mentioned studies were all
similar in their objectives, the nature of the
CEI that was employed was quite different in each

case. This resulted both from the difference in
computing power available on the various campuses
and the difference in the philosophy of how the
computer should be used. In all cases cited
above, students were required to learn a simple
computer programming language and to.write some

of their own programs.

Because of certain problems encountered whelk

students must write their own programs'to'illus-
trate a mathematical concept, it was decided for

this study to develop several programs which .

would be readily available and usable by the stu-
dents, including those with little or no know-

ledge of computer programming. Consequently,

programs were devised by the experimentor to
illustrate functions, graphs, limits of functions

and derivatives. The programs were general in'
nature, requiring the student to supply the func-
tion to be investigated and the necessary para-
meters (e.g., a value where the limit of the
function was to be taken). The programs were

stored on disk files on a large multi-programmed

C.
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computer system (CDC 6600/6400) and were accessed
through the submission of four or five control
cards in the batch processinLmode. Turnaround

time was minimal-on this sys* -- usually only a
few minutes -- providing the students with almost
immediate,results and the opportunity to freely
experiment with varying input parameters.

The type of computer extended calculus des-
cribed above was 'labeled the "PCP mode of CEI"
(Prepared Computer Programs mode) to distinguish

it from other forms of CEI. (At the time the
study5tai-bedt, this form of computer use was

judged:to te'mpst appropriare for,tfte-4sttibUlar

students ,involved. Similar types of CEI could of

course be devised on time-sharing systets using

teleprinters asI/0 devices.)

80
All'the computer augmentation was accomplished

thrbugh special supplementary assignments which
directed the students to investigate certain phe-
nomtna regarding various. mathematical functiops.
The emphasis was on teaching the underlying con-
..cepts'of calculus and not on teaching problem-
sOlvinF or techniques;

Experimental Design

To assess the effectiveness of using this
special mode of CEZ in introductory calculus, an
experimental' setting was created and several for-
mal hypotheses were formulated and testedv The
design for the experiment was the (non-equivalent)
pretest-poittest control group design (Campbell

and Stanlej?,. 1963). Twsonretests were Oen to
the subjects to control tor initial differences in
preparation in precalculus mathematics, while two
posttests served as seitarate measures of effec-

tiveness in the study.

Procedures

The students involved-in this eXperiment,were
selected from introdUCtory cdlculua classes in the

Fall semester of 1972 at the University of Texas
at Austin.

Two lecture classes taught by.senior faculty
members were arbitrarily selected to participate
in the experiment.' Each of these classes,was
subdivided into four discussion sections, headed
by two teaching assAtants. Thus a total of two

professors and ,four teaching assistants (besides
the experimentor) were indirectly *involved, in the

study. Complete test data were available for
subsequent analysis from 84 students in these
classes, and from this group certain "subsamples,

were deffhed.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this
special mode of CEI in introductory- catculus, the

sample was partitioned into two gropps.,'Four out
of the eight discussion sections. involved in the
study were selected to comprise the experimental'
or CEI group, while the rebinder was designated
as the control or Non-CEI group. This assignment
of intact classes to the CEI and Non -CgI groups
was random,but subject to certain constraints
which assured a crossing of professors; teaching

assistants an class time with the experimental,

variable. Bot wera provided supplementiry

1
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assignments', but the computer augmentation was
confined strictly to the CEI group...,

Several sptkific questions (which are given in

the next sectton together with their responses)_
were considered during the evaluative phase of

this study. (The formal hypotheses. relevant t6

these questionsIdll not be stated here.) Stafis-

ttcal tests were made using two separate crite-
rion measures. One of these was the author-
produced Calculus-Concepts Test, a test of the

basic concepts of introductory calculus, While the
second criterion was the Calculus-General Test, a
standardized test of general knowledge in intro-

ductory calculus. Two standardized precalculus

tests, one in algebra and one in trigonometry,'
served as covariates in the study. The general

technique of analysis used was the multiple linear

regression analysis.

Conchs ions

- The three fundamental questions that were
asked in till{ study and their responses which are,

based on the'statilIical analyses follow.

Question 1. Does the PCP mode of CEI, when

used in an introductory college calculus class,

have a positive effect on achievement and concept

attainment?

i

The gtatiStical tests of the main hypothesis
which pertained to this question provided strong
indications that an affirmative answer is justi-
fied when'the focus is on concept attainment,

especially for the male students. When consider-

,
ing those students in the sample who sh wed active
patticipation in the experiment, a nearl signifi-

can (a .059) difference in adjusted mans was

observed on the Calculus-Concepts Test f voring
the CEI group over the Non-CEI group. Far the

subsample consisting of only male students, this ,

'difference was clearly significant (a .016),

again favoring the CEI group. No significant

difference was apparent for the female subsampler

xsbn the other hand, when achieAment in calcu-
lus was measured by a test of general knowledge
(the Calculus-General Test), no statistically sig-

i
nificant differences between the CEI and, Non-CEI

groups u+re'apparent. It should be kept in mind,

however,'thae the CEI was not aimed at teaching
general techniques, but was primarily designed to

elucidate the basic concepts of calcul4.

.
,

The analysis pertinent to Question1 revealed
therefore that the use of CE1 can be an effective
supplementary tool in teaching the basic concepts

of calculys. However, with the partitylar objec-

tives which were used in this study, the CEI

seems to be of questionable value in bringing
about improvement in the general niques ofTcalculus, although there are apper ntly no dele-

terious effects. This is in pricise agreement
with the finding of Bell (1972). Holoien's (1970)

results seem.also to point in this direction since
he found that certain concepts, such as the limit
of a function and the evaluation of a function,
seemed to benefit more directly by the computer
augmentation than other topids. Bitter (1970b)

found in his experiment that even on a general.

27c1'

test, the CEI group outperformed the Non-CEI ,group.
Nc separste test of the effects on concept attain-
ment was made by Bitter.

It will be observed that since each of these
studies utilized different modes of CEI in caleu-
lus, they cannot be considered as replitations.
Nevertheless, the general support for the use of
.'CEI in.calculuseparticullarly toward 'teaching the

basic concepts A functions, limits, derivatives,
and so forth,seems to point toward the. fact that
the cbmputef can be used. effectively to enhance

calculus instructive. 'Therefore serious thought

should be given toward implementing CEE in,intxo-,
ductory calculus in our colleges and universities.

Question 2! Is there a differential effect

from the use of the PCP mode ofCEI on students
of varying levels of ability in precalculus mathe-

matics?.

The results of the anal''ses dealing with this,
question showed that when the criterionis concept
attainment; there- is no reason to suspect any
interactkm oftreaVmeat'Ali.t4.prior achievemeAt in

precalculut mathematics. 'However, when a test of

general knowledge was the criterion, there was
pome indication that students with high trigonome-
try pretest scores benefitted more from the CEI in
calculus than those with low trigongmetry scores,

-while the reverse seemed to be true for students
with high algebra pretest scores. In the'statis-
tical tests, this differential effect of CEI on
students with varying levels of precalculus
achievement-was observed to be close to dignifi-
cant, with an a-level of .084. Thus the answer

may well be affirmative when a general knowledge
of calculus is of primary concern.

,:

Figure 1 shows the regression planes for the
CEI and Non -CEI groups and indicates the region
where the expected score of the CEI group exceeds
that of the Non-CEI group for different combina-
tions of trigonOmetrY and algebra pretest scores,
From the equations of the regression planes, it
can be shown that the predicted score for a-member

' of the CEI group is greater than that for a member

of the Non-CEI group whenever the linear inequal-
ity 35A - 29T < 348 is satisfied, where A and T

are the Algebra and Trigonometry pretest scores.

If -this result regarding the effect of CEI on

the acquisition of general knowledge in calculus
can be substantiated in further research, it may

be advisable to use different strategies of in-
struction some with CEI, others 'without -- for
students of varying levels of prior achievement in

trigonometry and algebra. Considerably more ra-

search is necessary, however, before any such
conclusions are warranted. ('

4

Question 3. Is phe effect of using the PCP

Rode of CEI different between the,maletand female
students?

In regard to this question,'the.atatisticel
tests,provided some e'idence that there is a dif-

ference in the effeCtiveness of using CEI between
the male and female students when the criterion.is

concept attainment. The test of the main hypothe
sis using only male subjects revealed that the

9
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Trigonometry Pretest

Figure 1,

Pecrersion Planes for CEI and Mon -CSI Groups

,

adjusted means on the Calculus-Conceptetest were
significantly.(a .' ,016) higher for the CEI group

than for the Non-CEI group. A similar test re-
stricted to the female subsample showed no signifi-
cant difference. On'the other hand, when the
Calculus - General Test was used as criterion, there ..

were noesignificant differences between the CEI and
genCEI groups for either the-rale or female sub-
samples.

.
. .

,

The fact that the male subjects apparently re-
sponded more favorably to the CEI than the female
subjects substantiates a similar observation by

Bitter (1970b) who surmized that this difference

may be the'result of a difference in attitude
toward mechanical devices by these two groups. It
may also be possible that the female students tend,
to be more apprehensive and fearful than the male
students when confronted with new and unfamiliar

situations. The experimentation in. computer ex-

tended instruction certainly provided some uncer-
tainties for the students throughout the semester,
and it maybe this factor that destroyed the poten-
tial effectiveness of the CEI for the, female

students.

Possible implicationa of this result are that
different modes of instruction may be appropriate
for male and female subjects in order to achieve
optimal learning in calculus. Much more research

is needed before such action is contemplated, for
it may well be that there is a need to provide the
female students with more opportunities of dealing
.with mechanical devices or of exposing them to

more nique and unfamiliar situations at alp earlier

age o

(I

as to eliminate any unusual misgivifiga they

may eve toward computers.
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Limitations*"

Sevekal actor which may have affected the
outcomes of this experiment should be considered
when evaluating the results. Any conclusions
based on this study must be tempered with these
limitations in mind.

1.. The subjects who were included in the ex-4
periment were all students who had enrolled in
the introductory calculus classes taught by two
cooperating professors at the University of Texae.
Although the assignment of subjects to the exReri-
mental and control groups involved a process of .>

randomization, the original selection of the
samplerfrom the total population of introductory
calculus students at the University of Texas at

Austin was not random. Therefore, any generaliza-
tions beyond this population at the University of.
Texas will reqUire even greater care.

2. The homework assignments which served as
the vehicle for the CEI were supplementary and
were given In addition to convention sig nts

relating to the class lectures. Sine Y he upple-,

mentary assignments were given to thr.. students'

through their teaching assistants while the regu-
lar assignments originated, directly from their
professors, there was a tendency for tht students
to place more weight on the regular assignments.

3. Although the problem; which were investi-
gated in the supplementary assignments involved

.

This fact seems to have significantly reduced the
number of active participants in the experiment
and may in addition have diminished the impact of

the computer augmentation.
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standard topics from introductory calculus, the
timing of the assignments was not precisely co-
ordinated with the lecture presentations of these
topics. Thus the effect of the CEI may conceiv-
ably be increased with a closer conformity of the
assignmenta with the classroom presentations.

4. Independent investigations apart from the
assigned problems using the prepared.computer
programs were also encouraged, but the rapid pace
that is typical in a beginning calculus course
and the considerable demands placed on the stu-

, dents due to the dual sets of homework assignments
seemed detrimental to the realization of the goal

of individual experimentation. Closer coordina-
---tion of the CEI with both the classrOom presenta-

tions and the regular assignments may also lead to
more spontaneous computer experimentation, and may
enhance the effectiveness of the CEI.

, .

5. The mode of Ca
.

which was used in this ex-

periment involved the tudent use of prepared pro-
grams dealing with cer ain basic concepts of in-
troductory calculus. .S udent access to the

computer wassained at ne of several remote job- '

entry terminals, using "batch - processing' method

where turnaround time w s usually between five and

ten minutes. At installations where computer
turnaround time is substantially longer than this,
the positive effects of this type ef,CEI may he
seriously reduced. HoweVer,-minor modifications
are easily possible which would provide access to
calculus programs of this nature via on-line .

teleprinter terminals or CRT terminals whensuch

terminals are readily available.

6. The fact that no positive conclusions
could be Fade regarding the effectiveness of the
CEI relative to learning the general techniques of
calculus'is probably due to the fact that the sup-
plementary assignments and the computer piograms
were specifically intended to strengthen the under-
standing of sdthe of the Basic concepts of calculus

and not the techniques. This objective wag appar-

ently accomplished without causing any deleterious
effects on the learning of techniques. Therefore .

it should not be concluded that t'he CELcann9t be

used also as a tool for enhancing the learning of
otter aspects of introdbctory calculus. The type

of assignments as well as the mode of computer use
will surel,y need to be altered to bring about pos-
itive results in this direction;

Recommendations

The following recommendations are suggested in
consequence o. the experiences gained through the
research study in computer extended calculus con-
ducted at the University of Texas at Austin in the

fall of 1972.

1. When CEI is used in calculus, it should, be
carefully integrated into the regular instruction-
al program, with conventional as well as computer
oriented assignments originating from the instruc-
tor wholis primarily responsible for the course.

2. Although the use of "batch processing" in
CEI has the advantage of providing, the user with
printed resUltA including long lists and extensive..

graphs, the use of on-line teleprinter and CRT
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terminals should be carefully explored. Whenever

the'turnaround time of batch - processed programs is
excessive, these, alternate means 'f cdtputer com-
munication seem preferable. *Further research is

ne to explore the possibilities of such use

and to es§ their effectiveness.

3. Because students who are unfamiliar with
computers often have a considerable fear of them

or of the peripheral equipment asdociated with
them, it is advisable to provide some closq guid-
ance in the use of any equipment which is utilized

in conjunction 0117 the Lid programs. Carefully

written instructions are important but often in-

adequate to dispel initial fears, so personal
instruction should be provided at the start _A
computer consultant who is familiar with the CEI
programs should also be available for additional
help throughout the duAation of the course.

4. The use of the prepared programs should be
as simple as possible so as to provide the student
with a readily Usable means of investigating math-
ematical concepts without first requiring him to

learn a new complex skill.

5. Additional programs illustrating basic
mathedatical ideas in various courses should be
developed and research assessing their effective-
ness

-
ness as part of the instructional program should
be conducted.

6. Fuither investigation into the possible

, presence of an interaction between the use of CEI

in calculus and the prior abiiity of students in,
algebra and trigonometry is necessary.

7. Concerns for the differential effective-
ness of CEI on male and female students need fur-
ther research.

Concluding Statement

The general purpose of this study was to
develop a particular mode,of computer extended in-
struction in introductory calculus and to assess
its effectiveness in bringing about learning. The

results of the research shared that the PCP mode
of CEI which was 4aveloped for use at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin can be effective in
teaching basic concepts and should be explored
more fully as an aid in calcalus instruction.
This generally confirms the earlier results of
similar studiesbY Holoien (1970), Bitter (1970b)
and Bell (1972), who also found CEI to be a use-

ful tool in calculue instruction.

A

It is true that the computers which re

iat different schools vary widely mid thiit computer

access by students is possible in mAny Waysj. Ex-

perimentation at the local level witkseveral
modes of CEI in various areas of matheratitiai con-
tent is therefore stiongly recommended prior to a
wholesale commitment to one former another.,
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APPLICATIONS OF GOAL PROGRAMMING TO EDUCATION.

Ralph A. Van Dusseldorp, The University of Iowa
Bernard J. Isselhardt, Jr., The University of Iowa

James 0. Gundersod, Multonomah County Intermediate Education District
`John R. Kelley, The University of Iowa

Raymond Vander Wiel, Cedar Rapids Community Schools

William R. Johnson, Loras College

ABSTRACJ. Goal Programming (a generalized extension of linear programming) is a method of allocating
resources while considering multiple objectives or gOals. The brief history of goal programming *ill be

explained with reference to its development from linear programming. The basics of problem formulation

.will be discussed fpr educational settings. The primary requirement of problem formulation is an orcfifal

ranking of the goals. These goals may represent incommensurable quantities. Likewise, the goals may be

mutually Lunflicting. Examples of educational applications will be presented and discussed with respect to

linear programming solutions to the same or similar problems.

Coal programming is both a modification and
extension of linear programming (Lee, 1972). Lin-

ear progtomming is the name given to thepperations
research technique wherein a mathematical model of
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a problem situation is formulated to co
linear objective function and constrain
the use:of an iterative algorithm known

*1.implex technique or a modification th
objective function and its components,
choiCe variables, are optimized (maxial
rinimized) subject to the constraints,

sources or restrictions).stated in th
Constraints represent relationships b
choice variables and are stated 'as 1
qualitie4,and/or equald.ties. Betaus

,vailability of computer programs fo

the mathematical calculations neCess
solution of complex linear programm
it is not the computation but rathe
formulation that is the chief conce
..)robelmlsolver.

The goal prograMMing approach as originally
formulated by Charnes and Cooper 955) and named

'n Volume I of Management Models nd Industrial

A lications of (1961). The

method presented used a weighted bjective func-
tion. Ijiri (1965) presented an lgorithmfur
goal programming in which the ob ective fdnction
is prioritized rather than weig ed. This causes

all resources in a problem to b applied to the

first goal until it is satisfie and then the
second goal until it is satisfi d and so on. By

1968 Charnes and Cooper et. al., had made appli-
cations 4n the fields of media planning and man-
power Planning. In the last s x years the number
of artiaesconcerrring goal programming has in-
creased greatly, and one book,in particular (Lee,
1972) provides an excellent i troduction to the ,

area. Lee presented an algor thm for goal pro-.
;;ramming that is a modificat n of the standard
linear programming simplex m shod. The computa-

tional basis of the examples discussed here
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depend on 'Lee's algorithm, and his Fortran program.

His prograh has also been adapte4 for time-Sharing
on the H-P (access) system at the university of
Iowa.

How Goal Programming
and

Linear Programming are Alike

1. Both require the formulation of a model for
transfording a real-world decision problem into
a prescribed format.

2. Both are concerned with goal or objective
achievement.
Both have the following motel characteristics:
a. The optimization of the objective function

subject to a set of constraints or limited
w'reSourc,es.

b. Variables must have the property of non-
,' negativity.
c. Constraints and objective function are

linear, i.e. all variables Are to be the
first power or "of the first. order".. No -
quadratic or higher order relationships may
be included in the model formulation.

4. Both represent a systematic attempt toward
rationality in decision-making.

5. Both are adaptable to analyzing decisions.
When a computer program is available to perform
the necessary calculations, the educational
manager con easily "try-out" different formula-
tions of the problem model. can, for exam-

ple, observe the effects upon the solution of
changing the coefficients of constraint
variables.

How Goal Programming 0
is 40

Unlike Linear Programming

1. Goals -- The goals of a particular problem are
modeled as constraints although they may be
statements (written in the same format as



constraints) which are not restrictive or
descriptive of limited resources but positive
in nature, representing a desirable condition.
These constraint/goals will be hereafter ,

referred to simply as goals. Since it is not
usually necessary that,each goal in the model
be achieved exactly, goal programming allows.

for the likelihood that goals in a real-
world problem may be conflicting. The devia-
tional variables preserve thg eeilality of
each goal when combinations of goals are con-
flicting. Although the choice variables
within goals must be consistent as to units
of measure, goals may represent incommenAr-
able quantities.

Deviational variables -- A featbre of g9al
programming models no; found in linear pro-
gramming models is the use of deviational

.variables. These variables enable all goals
to be stated as equalities. Of primary con-
cern are the variables, known as slack and sur-
p4adeViational variables. After all goals
whiCh are to be incorporated in the model are
identified, each must be assigned slack and/or

surplus variables.
3. Objective function -- In goal programiling the

objective function usually contains no chsqice
variables, but rather is made up of the ddvia-
tional variables contained within the goals.

When multi/lc goals are thus represented in
the objective function, it is said to be
multidimensional. Because the optimal solu-
[Ion would be the one in. which the sum of the
deviations from goals is minimal, the objec-
tive function is always minimized. In order
that goals be achieved according to their
importance, the deviational variables in the
objective function must be prioritized accord-

ing to the ordinal. ranking of goals or the
importance of.each goal to the manager. The

same priority level may be assigned to one 15r
mate deviational variables. Deviational vari-
ables on the same priority'level may be
weighted; it is perhaps most desirable to A.

weight such variables when lit makes clearer
that the "cost",,okupderachievement of a par-
ticularogoal is gre15044,lesser than another
of equal importance;T''AThe ains of measure of
the deviational vas within the objective'
function may be nonhomogeneous, e.g., repre-
senting dollars and$we?s, rather than one
type of unit.

Limitations of Goal Programming

Lee (1972) indicates four limitations of goal,

programming as: (1) proportionality, (2) additi-
vity, (3),div[sibility and (4) deterministic. Pro-

portionality; as a limitation, means, that the lin-
ear relationships in the problem model must be
proportional.^'Additivity.indicates that the
activities, expressed in the objective function
and gOals must be additive in order to ensure
linearity. Divisibility means that the...values for

decision variables in the optimumsoluffon of a
'coal progiamming problem cap be nonintegral. Re-

cently, a study on integer goal programming has
appeared (Keown and-Lee, 1975), therefore it is not
anticipated that the appliCation of goal program -'
ing will long be limited to a feasible, solution set

of positive real numbers. The deterministic nature

of the goal programming model means that model

coefficients must hp constants. In this sense, the
goal programming procedures is not better than most

other rational procedures which requirera "snap-
shot" of a continually changing world. Again,

there is reason to believe that this limitation may
be eliminated or at least reduced, in light of re-
cent wbrk showing that constraints Lay have varia-
ble limits (Sweeney and Williams, 1074) or repre;-

dent a unique probability distribution (Contini,
1968).

Despite its present limitations, goal program-
is believed to be applicable to a wide range of

educational roblems.

Educational Applications
of Goal Programming

As an extension of linear programming', it is
assumed that goal programming can readily be ad pt-
ed to, the solution of educational problems pre-

. viously utilizing linear programming techniques,,
but it appears that a greater value of goal pro-
gramming lies in its facility for providing a more

realistic model of the decision environment than
has previously been possible with linear programm-

ing.

Linear programming has been utilized in the

solution of such educational problems as:

1-.1 minimizing travel distance inbusiagfor
integration IOntjes, 1971).,.

2. maximizi(ig the district-wide assignment of
teachers' pertie,,1972);

'3. optimizing various aspects of a foundation type
of state aid program (Matzke, 1971).

4. determining university faculty salaries..

(Hartley,11973).
5. designing alternative forms of salary schedules

for public school teachers below the university

level (Bruno, 1969,1970).

Goal programming models have been created for

the solutions OD such educational problemsas:

1. allocation of resources in institutions cg
higher learning (Lee, 1972),.

2. determining,a job factor comOnsation plan in a
public school setting (Gunderson, 1975).

While applications of goal programming in edu-
cation have been retatiVely scarce, there is
_reason to believe that Lt will prove to be a valu-
able decision-making aid to the school administra-
tor once programs are widely available (Gunderson,

1975).

Model Formulation

The bas linear programming problem is

formulated is follows:

'Optimize E jelcixm

such tat T7/11jxj6th
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and ,c.a..13

wherp aii, bie and ci are arbitrary constants.

The basic goal programming problem is formula-'
ted as follows:

Min. 7. = t n
1.

(d
i

+ d +),
L=

such that Ax + Id - Id = B

and x, d, _

whbreA- is a_n .xnmatrix, I is a n x n iden-
tity matrix and B is a n component column vectar.

As in'any model formulation the following
steps should betaken:

L., define the variables and constraints.
J. formulate the constraint equations.
3. develop the objective 'function.

Summary

Goal programming is an extension and modifi-
cation of linear programming which allows the
educational manager to more closely simulate real-
life situations. Both linear and goal programming

are optimization techniques which lend themselves
to increasing the rationality of decision-making:
The foremost value of goal programming is in its
facility for.iolving problems with hierarchically
arranged, conflicting goals. While there ar,g,

presently certain limitations of gOal progrAbing
which may slightly narrow the scope of its feasi-
ble applications, it is believed that its poten-
tial for educaticial problem solving vast.

Examples of Educational Problpms
and

Gbal Programming Solutions

In the following three sections, examples of
goal programming applications to educational prob-
lems are given. The reader will find that, while
all three examples areisimplified, the complexity
of the given model formulations increases sub-
stantially from one model to the next.

1. Scheduling Instruction

Problem

In a high school, 60 students are enrolled in
algebra. Those students can be taught through
large group instruction (all 60 in a class),
medium sized group instruction (30 to a class),
small group instruction (15'to d class) or indi-
vidual instruction. We need to decide how much
time they shodd spend in each type of instruc-
tion, subject to certain conditions:

Condition 1. 'Regulations require that each
student spend at least 250 minutes per week in
algebra class or individual instruction. But,

we also want to avoid having students spend more
than 250 minutes per week in algebra. "Letting Tr
stand for the number-of minutes per week each
student:will spend in large group instruction and

ti

similarly for medium group (TM), small group (Ts.
401

and Individual instruction (T1), this may be

expressed by:

TL + TM + TS + T
I

+ d
1

+
= 250

where dl 'is the number of minutes per week less

than 250 that 4fich student spends in algebra and

d
1

+
is the number of minutes per week more than 250

each student spends in algebra.

r .

Condition 2. Due to limiEed spate for large
classes to meet, we would like to schedule algebra
students for not more than 60 minutes per week of
large group instruction. This is expressed by:

T
L

-d
2

= 60

where d
2

+
is the number of minutes per week over 60

schedules for large group instruction in algebra.

Conditipn 3. We would like to'schedule each stu-
dent for at least GO minutes per week of small
group' j.nstructitn. This is expressed by:

TS
3

= GO

where d
3

is the numbdr of minutes per week less

than 20 that each student is sdeduled intu small
group instruction.:

Condition G. We would like each student to have at

least 10 minutes per week of individual. instruction.
This is expressed by:

.

1

T
1

+ d
4

= 10

where d 'is the number of minutes per week less

than 10 that students spend in individual
instruction.

Co ndition- 5.- We would like to limit the amount of

teacher time used to teach algebra td 1,0'70 minutes
tier week. This is expregsed byr

T + 2TM + GT + 60T1
5

+
- d = 1070

where d5+ is the teacher time used in excess of

1,070 minutes per week.

,Priorities

Now priorities must be established for.the con-''
ditions - actually for the deviation variables, the
d's. Let us place the highest priority on each
student having at least 250 minutes V instruction
per week. This is expressed as P1d1 . Let us say

that our second priirity is to use not more than
1,070 minuted of vacher time per week. This is

expressed as P2d, . 'similarly, priorities are ,

established for fhe other devia on variables.

these made up oui object function w c is

expressed by:

Minimize = P1d1 + P2d5+ + P3d2+ + PGd1+

P5d4 + P
6
d
3
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Model

1
Thus the. goal programming model fof this

problem is:

Minimize B = Pldl + P2d5+ + P3d2+ P4d1+ +

P
5
d, + P

6
d
3

tL + TM + TS +T1 +d1 - d
1

= 250

+'
i= 64

d
3

= 40

T
1

'+' d4 = 10 '

60T
I
2d = 1070

TL

TL + 2Tm.+ 4tx

foluElon
. ,

Solving the above model yields the

f'ollowing results:

Type of''Inst. Min/Week

,.barge' Group (TL) 60

dium Group (TM) , 155

Small Group (Ts 25

' 10Individual (T
I
)

With that solution, students' spend exactly 25'0

L.. minutes per week in algebra and exactly 1070 mint
.uses per week of teacher time is used. Thus all

nditions except the one having to do with the

mYputes per week for small group instruction are
met. Only 25 minutes per week are a/notated to

/wanted.

group instruction rather than the.40 sm.
That, however, .was our lowest priority.

2. Busing
4.

' This,example will deal with the busing of
students to achieve specified percentages (or
better a range of percentages). of students
in schools by gr-oupS, such as race, sex, voca-

tional-interest, etc.). There has been a great
deal of work done on this problem using a linear
approach (Stimson and Thompson, 1974). 'Here a
goal programming formulation of a busing problem

and the solution for a sample problem will be
presented.

The basic problem can be viewed as having two .

requirtments. The first is to achfeve a speci-
fied percentage range composition by group. The

other is to minimize rransportation costs via
midimization of total,busing distance,

The sample problem will be.constructed as
follows. We will assume a community with three
scho* and three corresponding tracts that pro-
vide.studnnts for the three schools respectively.
The st=ht population by group, the school 'cap-
cities, and the busing distances (using an aver-
age distance) are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

ft
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Fable 1

STUDENTS

Tract Group 1 'Group 2 School Capacity

2

3

450

600
50

225

0

700

750

1000

650

Totals 1100 925

'Total Student Population: 2025

Table 2

Distances to Schools (in miles),

Tract

1

2

2400

1.2

2.6

0.7

2 3

1.5

4.0

1.1

3.3

5.5

2.8

A linear programming formulation-of this prob-
lem could only consider one objective - busing
distancipor percentages of students by grogis, The

goal programming formulation can consider both ob-

jectives. In'the problem four priorities will be
used. Priority one will be to have all 'students

assigned to a school. Priority 2,will be to have
no school assigned more Students than its capacity
will allow. Priority 3' will be ;o achiive a stu-

dent composition such that each group falls within
a range of 40% to 60% of the total school popula-
tion:144nd finally, priority four will be to mini-

mczethe total busing distance.

The problem can be summarized as follows where

X
ijk = the number of students from tract 1 4A

school j from group k.

School

1 SX
ilk

d
1

-.4- = 750

2 EX
12k

+ d
2

= 1000

3 EX
i3k

+ d
3

650

These constraints force students to be assigned
to all schools with no school filled beyond its
student capacity.

Tract
.4

1 T. +.d
1j1 4

and

= 450

IX
1j2

+ d = 225

2 EX2i d
6

and

600

EX
2,12

+ d 7/4 = 0

3 E X
3j1

+ d
8

50

and

1

t



e4

I-

X
3j2

+ d
9

- 700

'These constraints force all the-students

to be assigned to a school. e

Ratios for schoql:

1 -0.61X
i11

0- 0.4EX
i12

+ d
10

= 0

and

0.4/ X111 - 0.6LX
112

+ d
11

- 0

2 -0.61-Xi21 -+ 0.41X122 4,-112

and

.04ZX
121

- 0.61-X
122

+ d
13

= 0

70.61X131 + 0:'41X132EXi32 + d14 = 0

and

0.4TX
131

- 0.6IX
i32

+ d
15

= 0 4,

1

These constraints establish the 40% to 60%

flange for each group of students.

Distance

1.2/X
Ilk

+ 1.5/X
12k

+ 2.6EX
13k

+ 2.61X21k .

+ 4,0EX22k
5.51X23k D'7"31k + 1 '1"32k

2.8/X33k - d16
+

= '3800

This constraint forces the total distance
bused beyond 3800 milesto be minimized. The '

value of 3800 miles was obtained aslEhe solution
,to a linear programming transportation problem
for the given data with the objective being to

total distance bused. Therefore for

this goal programming problem, 3800 miles repre-

sents an ideal minimum distance.

Now according to stated priorities the ob-

jective function is
9 ' 3

HinimizeR=P
1 1= 4 i

+Pa JE'd- +

15P.
3 i=r10

d +P
i 4

d
16

The solution is summarized in Table 3; it

qhows.the nuditr of, students assigned from .each
tract and grodfo to each school.

School Croup

1

2 '
1

2

3

1

2

1

2

Table 3

1 2 3

0
0

450

0

0

300

450
225

50

175

0
0
A50

0
0

225

Totals 675 600 750

Group School

Totals Totals

450
/50

300

500
960

.400
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As canbe seen priority 1 was net completely

with all students assigned to a school. Priority 2

(filling all schools) was not net. There was a

deviation of 375, but that is exactly the amount of.
excess capacity for the three schools. The desire .

to meet the 40% to 60% composition for each group.

was met exactly in schools one and three. Schpol

two had a 44% to 56% group composition range which

is still within the desired 40',. to C.)% range.t

Finally, priority 4 had a deviation :If 295 whfbli

means the total busing distance for this situation

is 4095 miles.

3. Job Factor Compensation

This example is a summary of J.O. Gundersbn'S
doctoral dissertation (1975). It concerns the der

'velopment of a model for.determining job factor A

compensation for supervisory oersonnel under

,collective bargaining. The basic idea is to dis-:

tribute wages to supervisory personnel where the

dollar amounts desired exceed the dollar amounts ,

available. The situation models collective bar-
gaining between the supervisory personnel' and the

board of education of a school-district. The

supervisor's jobs'were assumed to be composed of

twelve variables. The variables can be summarized

as follows!

Variable

Xl

Definition

District advisory conittee
participation

X2 - Administration of afferent collec-

c tive bargaining contracts'

X
3

Scope of work

X
4

Bu.dget.developnent involvement

X5 Supervisi9n of multiple programs

t. X6 Supervision of supervisory

staff

X
7

Supervision of classified staff

X8. Re'sponsibility for,,capitol equip-

ment

X
9

Direct contact wit) students

X
l'O

Supervision of staff under a fair

dismissal law

X
11

Highest degree obtained

Years of supervisory experienCex12

Thus each sup' vlsor considered had frittgelve

item "job factor profile." This job faCtor pro-
,

filetdetermined the amount of special compedsation
an individual would reeeive beyond his basef%alary,

Each variable was also scalelito reflect an inter-,
nal hierarchy of importance within each *tor.
Each individual's salary was then the Sum of his

base salad plus the total dollar value of each
variable times the individuql's aonropriate scale .

factor. The Vital bpdget for all cipervitors'
special compensation was the *sum of the individual

special compensation salafies. This is an impor-
tant'sum because limits placed on this total will

affect the b'asic alignment between each ,

4
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indivquars, special compensation'

Six basic types-of const;adote'were formu-
lated"zo reflect the relationships!berween the
variables. The first constraint was the total
district resources allowed for special compen-

,

sation. The second type were the varigille'
value constraints used to force equality among
the variables unless the goal priorities affect-
ed them otherwise. The third type was the nego-
tiation constraint and it.was used to balance
the total value of variables 1-6 against vari-
ables 7-12. Fourth was the factor sum con-
straint which was used to provide overall model
factor consistency. The fifth and sixth types-of
.onstraints were used to control the stale hierar-
chy widths and'midpoints respectively. The total
number of constraints. (rows) was 23. Rows 1-13
Align with individual job factors and rows 14
dealt with the relations of job factors,a per-
sonnel types to each other. After Internal scal-
ing of rash variable there were 349 total. factor
weights.

Six priorities (goals) were established to
reflect he overall view of how the job factor
compensation model should work. Goal 1 was to use
all of the 'resources allocated by the district for
special compensation. The desired level was o

un/Crechievement of the total resources
allocated.' Goal 2 was to balance board initia
and supervisor initiated factorg. Goal 3 wJI to

balance the effect of the width and midpoint, scale
factors. Goal 4%/as to maintain oyerall consis-

tency of special compensation for the supervisors.
Goal 5 was to maintain overall consi=stency and
equpliu between each of the 12 variables. Goals
2-5 wanted then to limit both over and under
achievement. Finally goal 6 was to allow the
total resources spent to Aceed the limit desired
in Coal 1. That is, the desire was to allow over-
achievement within reason. This was done to, allow

the othef goals a greater chance of affecting the '

final solution.

The initial district resourcet budget for
special compensation was set a $58,305 (row 1) and
each individual job factor (rows 243) was.set at
$167 ($58.395/349) for each scale level. The solu-
tion values of the variables-then reflect the rela-
tive importance of each variable in view of the
constraints and goals used.

The results are as follows:

d

Variable Value (in dollars.)

X
1

225.10

X2 l'67.00

X
3

167.00

X4
12,7.00

167.00

X
6

167.00

X
'7

167.00

s
205.40
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X
9

186.74

X
10

119.50

.X
11

205.40

X
12

186.20

These results indicate that variables 1, 4, 8,
9, 11 and 12. were the most important since they
exceeded the base value6.af $167. Variables 2, 3,

5 and 6 equal the base value an-1 variable 10 was of
least importance in this formulation.

Four similar models, formulated Sy changes in
various priorities, weighting factork and goals,

tested as a part of the stuJy. The result of
model testing was a conclusion Ciat a goal pro-
gramming model Was developed which did demonstrate
the capability to develop a job factor compensation
plan in a public school. setting. The model Was
able to relate goal statements df a prioritized and
weighted nature to a series of mathematical rela-

- tionshitik,abd procipce'useful output for the

decision -mang process.

Conclusion

The adequacy of any single set,ef output is .

dependent upon environmental and hUman coasider-
ations that are beyond the scope/of any model.
,However, by using a tool such as oal programming,

, a significant aid is provided to the decision-
making profess and the consequerice5 of a given set
of goals can be evaluated ahead of-time.

'
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HUNTING BIG GAME--WITh A BOW AND ARROW

Dale Woods
Northeast Missouri State University, Kirksville Missouri 63501=---

41:,

ti

OSIRACT: I will show how one may take a small computer (one that doesn't even have, double pre0.sion),

LASe matnemati,a1 ingenuity and determine whether a large number- -say over 1000 digits--has a small factor
(less than 1000000). I also will indicate how one may use a small computer in the search for large ami-
,able pairs--over 1000 digits. Also, I will present some currently unpublished amicable pairs as a part
of the'lecture.

Most of you willrecolniza the title of this
paper is similar to a previously published paper by
Professor D. N. Lehmer. I do not mean to iEply that
the big game for which I am proposing to hunt is as
large as that stalked ,by Professor Lehmer or that
the speaker has4qdal to or greater than his mental
acumen in order to trap 'the elusive big game. How-
ever, the speaker hopes that he will be able to in-
spire some promising student to go after big game
in the future.

Obviously, the speaker does not have access to

the hunting equipment currently being used by many
other mathematicians (hunters), therefore, the sub-

title "with a bow and arrow" seems to be appro-
priate.

4 one goes on a hunting expedition, there are
several things one Must consider:

1. What sort of big game should one attempt to
catch? Our environment, number, theory, abounds

with big game, unsolved problems, hence one must
decide whether it is the "really big" animal you
decide to try to catch or is one to be satisfied
with a smaller trophy to hang in his den for.a
conversational piece.

2. Is there the game available or what is the
probability that one could find an animal that has
not already been captured by a previous hunter?
There may be that the particular game you desire
to capture is as extinct as a dinosaur or that all

of this game is like the whooping crane whereby
all are known and are protected.

3. What territory does the particular game in-

habit? Would the animals probably be in a region
you would be able to retch with your method of
conveyance (mental and physical endurance). Most

any amateur mathematician could have performed
the factorization feat of Professor Cole but not
many of us would have given up the Sunday golf or
the Saturday night beer to devote his energies to

the division of integer4.
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4. Do you have the proper equipment to cap-
ture the particular animal? An elephant could be

a prize if one used an elephant gun or perhaps a
poisoned dart, but one wo d be a bit bold to go

on an elephant hanting s ari with a muzzle load-

ing gun.
,

5. After the previous questions have beien
considered, one should think through the following

'question. How does one make proper use of th'

environment one finds himself? Where does one,use

the computer at his command and where does one 'use
his mental abilities with a paper and pencil to
minimize the time spent and to maximize the output.
in trophies collected?

6. After a foraging expedition, does one come
home with a prize? Could your "butterfly set" be

empty or does one return home like the deer huntef,
with the prize atop his automobile for all the
world to see?

Let us consider the above 1n:4k-eater detail in
the remaining time that I have 4 discuss one par-

ticular safari with you. Perhapg0 should say bore
a captive audience With small talk.

A

Of all the unsolved problems (uncaptured gale)
in mathematics one .cd,,the most fascinating, to me,

are the perfect numbers:" is there an odd perfect
number? Are there infinitely many perfect numbers?
Anyway, only twenty-four have been found (captured) f
and at that only twelve since the computer (Post
bow and arrow) era. Should one attempt to locate

an odd perfect number3 If one exists it must be

greater than 1036 From previous mathematical
experience, it is indicated that if any odd per- '

fect number exists it will be a very large number

and not to be found by direct computer search.
Should one Attempt to find the twenty -fifth.perfect
number or attempt to prove an infinite number

exists? Surely by use of a computer a rigorous
proof of the number of perfect numbers is not
prob'able and since the twenty-fourth perfect num-
ber (219936)*(219937 71) contains some 12003 dints
it is very logical to-shy away from a search (safiiri)

for this type of game.

;
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A generalization of a perfect number is the
amicable pair. Any perfect number being amicable
to itself. Are there infinitely many amicable
pairs? Is there an amicable pair of opposite
parity? At present, both of these questions are
still unanswered. We do know, however, that more
than 1100pairs have been found and that if an
odd pair exists then the product of the pairs
must be divisible by at least twenty-one differ-
ent primes.

Professor H. L. Rolf was the first to dis-
cover, in 196 4, an amicable pair using a computer.
Prior to this time, some five hundred thirty-five

6 pairs were known (in May 1943--390 pairs). All,
of course, were of the same parity. Four pairs
were published in 1974 and at least three published
in 1975. Since several others have locavd (been
able to capture) amicable pairs very recently it
seemed to me that this was the type of game I
should attempt to captures for a trophy. Since
there are many different varieties (classifica-

, Lions) of these beaats some decision had to be
made as to )use what type would be sought. I de-
ided to limit ray hunt to two very simple varie-

ties.

All arrucable Lumbers M, N must satisfy the re*-
lation.S(M) = S(N) = M + N where, for the benefit
of Donna, my secretary, 5(K) is the sum of the
divisors of K. Using this relation a systematic
search is easily performed on a 'small computer.
The first such search procHiofd some new pairs but
most of all, all pairs less pen 106 were now lo-
cated. The systematic ,seaicii has later been ex-
tended go chat it is believed 'that all pairs less
than 10 have been tabulated If we consider the
special cases, than there is.somepossibility of,

locating some new pairs.. First ,.we restrict
Epq and N = Er. Contrary to Sc`ire previous writers
I find that in studying this pro \lem it isconven-
ient to write solutions in the foim

Q = C/D -1, C = E*(P 1),\
D = E*P.-(P + 1)*(S(E)-E),"
R = (P + 1) * (Q + 10, -1.

then assign pritre,values for P and teSt the pri-
mality of Q and R. Now if E = 2N and
P 2N-M.1/4/37.1+ 1)-1 we have 9 - 2N*(2,s71F4- 1)-1
and R 2 '.-M*(2M+ 1)2-1. For different
values of Id and N this form has been studied for
many /ears. Several interesting thegrems re-
garding the primality of the P,Q, and R for dif-
ferent values of M apd,A01nay be proven. I have
found sevexal interesting relationships that as '
yet have not been published so we,will not dis-
cuss these at thts'tirne. .

'

If M. 111 the abc1 we have theLformula %de-
rived by a 9th century Arabian mathematician Kor-

%rah. 'To my knowledge he did not locate.an
6 cable pair by use of this forzmull. lt,seerns Iliac

Fermat found the first ?aCr in 1636 from this for-
mule. The most recdnc was found by Professor
te Riele in 1974 using N 40, and M. 11. -Thia
latest pair have forty digits each.

I first calculated the possible pairs for
1, N 200 not because I would hope' to find

any new pairs since it has been well-known for
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quite sometime that none existed. I did 'carry out
the computations up to N = 400. According to my
calculations, there are no pairs in this range. I
then calculated all values of M and N up to M = 150.
I must say that I did get the pair for .4 = 40 and
M = 11 but unfortunately, Professor te Riele had
found this pair some three or four months before
my work was completed. In this instance, my
"butterfly net was empty.' I do plan to publish
the results of 'this work in the near future.

My ne c step was to let E = 2N* S. . Only Eve
of this t7M had been found, however, I suspected
there were more around. That is, game surely must
be found of this type and in the range that the
small computer could reach. The basic formula is
Q (E*S*(p + 1))/((P + 1)*(S + 1 - 2 * E)-E*S)-1.
One now assigns prime values for S and P then com-
putes Q and R. I 'restricted N to less than sixteen
since on a small computer (Honeywell 1640) I founcl
that I cannot work effectively with numbers greater
than 8300000. A program was written with these
restrictions. After using 28 seconds of computer
time, I found only one amicable pair, the one
known to Pythagoras. ObItiously the program needed
to be altered. The next program was written to
take advantage of the fact that the denominator .

should be a factor of E*(P+1). We then let
Q=((E*(P+1)/((P+1)*(S+1-2*E)-E*S) /S)-1. I further
restricted S=2*E-1+2M for :1 = 1 to 2*N. This pro-
gram produced five amicable pairs of which two were
known. Those unpublished are

211* 4507 * 23039 * 811259
l$91430399,

2n* 4099 * 2102783 * 1077413951
2265568819642367.

an d

en forwarded to a journal for p'ubli-
. The basic program has been altered so

*E-1+L,for 1.=,2 to 2*E. With this change, nine
pairs 'were obtained of which five had previously
been,published. The other two unpublished numbers
are: ' 14,

2 * 25425 * 23039
*6292872959

6747972998399

215* 66047 * 4359101 * 139491263
k6u8056647884927.

and

Tf coe has the bik gun (a Computer with inte-
ger double precision or a multiprecise arithmetic

. program) one would tie encouraged. to go after the
bigger game. But without this equipment one must
jdo some reflection before attempting a safari.
One could, of course, do as one mathematician did
in the past. Have his students (slaves if you
dare) perform the tasks on a hand calculator which
has a considerable number of dig14 predision.
Anyway, one with no slaves and with only a'bow and
arrow must make other adjustments.

If one does not have the multip.recise arlth-
rnetic available one can create one by using bases,
other than 10. After.doing this (poisoning the
arrow) one is ready to proceed. The basic idea is
to simply use blocks of digits. For example, if
n- 853476 then we use N(2).853 and N(1).476. One

now can easily perform the four basic arithmetic

.
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operations wrth numbers up to say 1000 digits quite

easily. To add or subtract simply calculate
C(L)= A(L) +B(L) then normalize with base 1000. To

mult,iply calculate C(K)=C(K)+A(I)*B(J) wheie
10q+J.-1 and I, J range over the numbers in the mul-
tiplier and multiplicaqd then normalize. To di-

vide is just a birmore difficult if the divisor
is greater than 1000, however, if the divisor is
less than 1000 all one needs to do is to calculate
Q(L)=IALTA(L)/D) then normalize. 'ro generalize

tne,divisor to numbers greater than lopo but le$s
than 1000000 wecalculate AA(L)*1E3+A(L-1) so
Q(L)=INT(N/D) then follow the fundamental division
algorithm. Witn numbers greater than 106 the trial
quotient gives a it more trouble: A further com-
ment'i* that we are of course limited Eo the size
of the computers memory for sdbscripting.

. .

After calculations of the'Q and R satisfying
the equation r amicable paird the next step is to

'1.cdetermine if t ese computed values are prime or

composite. We teed then an efficient method of
factorization for large numbers. To locate factors

less than 1000ohe of course just uses the division

algorithm repeatedly. I wtla not dwell on the fac-

torization process since this is very well covered
in the recent work of Professors Selferage and Guy.
I should, however, remark tnat Professor Shanks'has
developed a process, to factor twenty-digit
on a hand held calculator. .Since the Q and R'for
this second Oroblemore quite small the method of

Snanks.is quite satisfa?tory.

As previously noted our "bueterfly net" was not

empty. Further expedition* for hunting big game

prooably will.oe quite productive. I suggest that

you spend some Sunday afternoon (not as many Sun-S

days.as Cole) on a hunt. In my opinion, there are

many trophies available. In fact, so many that
f they doanot make'a particularly good trophy (not

many are published except in the NOTICES) any more-

t cite major deterrant seems to be in "the area of

factorization. One might say-to determine if that

which.we have captu'red"is not in season.

*ay I suggest that future computer oriented
mathematicians continue working on more efficient

methods of factorization. When this i$ accomplished

I feel certain other big game will be brought in

as trophies for All to view. This is especially

true if we consider the case wherotE - 2i9. In my

opinion, many Ore pairs may 11 found by con-
sidering

K A
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It has beep said that-the factorization of numbeYs
up to 108' 1411 not be accomplished in this cen-
tury. Pe haps this prediction is like one of the
past whe by it was indicated that it would be
quite s metime before aum6ers of 40 digits were
factor . Surely the mathematicians of the next
20 yea s will be able to do .much more in this
area han the mathematicians have accomplished in
thes. past 20 years. One mathematician has de-
velo ed an interesting method of factorization by
as ming Riemannishypothesis.
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DATA PROCESSING AND SCHOOL MEDIA CENTERS

Don D. Shirley
Supervisor of Library Services

Shawnee Mission Public Schools, Shawnee Mission, Kansa's 66204

ABSTRACT: Our district of 40,000 students is using data processing in the school media center pro-
grams for central library pfocessing, t4ta retrieval and acqvisitions': Th,e major function of the com-
puter is central library processing. This is on-line through the use of four 3767 terminals, utilizing
IBM's FASTER generalized software package and the district's IBM 360/40 computpr. The retrieval as-
pects of the system include bibliographic data, inventory data and printing of extra cards and labels.
lected tapes are usedto generate microfiche union catalogs for our high school collections of 8-0,000
items. Our data bank consists of 152,000 unique book and multimedia titles. The cost of the program
has reduced from $4.30 ()969-70) to $2.18 (1974-75).

I. Introduction
Shawnee Mission (Kansas) Public Schools is

located in the suburban portion of the Greater
Kansas City.Metropolitan area. The district en-
rollment is around 40,000 students; kindergarten
through twelfth grade. There are 49 elementary
schools,- ten junior'high schools and'five senidr
high schoold. The district was unified in 1969
from 12 elementary school districts of various C\
sizes and one high school distriCt-which also in-.
cluded junihr highs. The highest enrollment, al-
most 46,000 students, was during 1970-71 school.
year with a steady decline of several hundred stu-
dents a year since then, During the 1.974-75
school year, two schools were closed and it is
anticipated over the next five years several more
may be closed.

Each of the district's 64 schools have a
school library media center. All but 18 school
media centers,bave a full-time librarian. The
collection sizes in the elementary schools range
from 4000 to 16,000 books and 500 to 3500 multi-
media jaudiovisual) items: junior highs average
12,00'0 books an 2500 AV itemsi and the senior);
highs average 20,000 booke and 3500 AV items..

The district has a Department of Library
Ser3!ices, which coordinates all of the library.%
related activities. This department has three

)4-full-time administrators, 1.5 full-time certified
cataloger, one classified cataloger, and 20
clerks. They are responsible for a district
Flm Library, Central Library Processing,
Library Material Acquisition,s, library related
federal funds, Professional Library, preview
and examination center, etc., The Central
Library Processing Center receives, processes
and ships to the media centers all of the library
material purchas'ed.

The main purpose of the policy of the
Shawnee Mission Public Schools in regard to
automated library processing is directed

. . '
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towards freeing.the tibrarians'irom clerical-
type funEtions and to increase the availability of
resources for both students and teachers. The

time can then be rechanneled towards
working more closely with students and teacher's.
In addition, we draw statistical inforrriation which
assists in guiding sound management pr,qcedures.

Immediacy is a key in providing quality li-
brary services to students and teachers. They
require assistance in locating library resources
when the need is felt, not two weeks later. Auto-
mated library processing provides the solution
to this problem by releasing the librarian from, .
clerical duties so she can help the students now
and by making available data,oh resources in the
entire district, thus providing maximum service
for the student.

The day of the students or teachers using
only their, own school's library is quickly fading.'
Adtomated processing allows the students to gain
access to all 64 libraries in the district.

The district utilizes Data Processing in
many of their media functions. The primary use
of the computer by the media centers is for the
Central 'Library Processingi.GLP) activities.
Data Processing is also used" fur acquisitions
information retrieval, magattne ordering, over-
due notices and business functions. This paper
is designed to delineate all *ofthese uses.

Technical aspects of the.district's computer
. -

center and operation is giv'eti first to provide the
reader v3ith a basisto refe back to as the vari-
ous data processing uses are explained.

Technical Aspects - SoftVare
The software framei.votk for the on-line cata-

loging Is FASTER (Filing and,Source Data Entry
Techniques for Easier Retrieval). This was first
developed in Alirrneda, Cazkitbrnia, for law en-
forcemera. The designer3 of the school district's
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program observed this system in operation at
the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Department
and felt it would satisfy their needs. FASTER
was selected as the basis for the on-line cata-
log system in January, 1970.

The main language for the other data pro-
cessing activities related to the meaia centers
in the district is COBOL. Batch work related
to centralized library processing such as the
printing of cards and labels utilizes COBOL
also.

Hardware
The district's, computer center consists of:

1 IBM 360/40 computer with 'DOS 384K,
8 discs
4 2401 tape drive
1' 2701 line control
1 2540 Card Reader/Card Ptinch Unit
2 2711 Modens
1 3714 7 Data convertor
1 optical mark scanner
2 3742-dual data stations
1 1403 N 1 Printer (with upper-lower case

print train)
At the Central Library Processing Center(CLP)
are four 3767 terminals.

The computer center system *rates in
three partitions. Partition Fl houses Power
Spooling Support. FASTER is housed in parti-.
tion F2. Partition sg is used for batch obs
(COBOL). .

I
Files

There are two basic files for storing the
Cataloging data. The first is the Title file con-
sisting of full bibliogra'phic data for each unique '

, title in the school distrigi. Table 1 displays the
information in the Title ,file.. Each unique Title
record is 562 characters long.

TABLE 1 - Main Fields Input.byOperators
_ Record Field Length Comments

Title Form code 2

Publication date 4
Copyright date 4
Author 35
Title 50
Annotation 105
P.ublisher 30
Edition 3

- Price 5

Dewey number 8
Cutter number 10
Grade level 4
Collation 40
Series 35
Latikuage code 3

LC card number 14
Subject heading 1 24
Subject heading 2 46
Subject heading 3 60
Added entry 30

Copy Title number ' 7

Number cif opies 4
Building code
Funding code 2

Distinguishes
/physical format

May be continued
Annotation

C

Use MARC lang.
/abbrev. codes

Use Sears headings
Use Sears headings
Use Sears headings
For name or title

If other than ken.

TABLE 1 (continued)

Copy Volume-number 3 For vol. /other seq. N
Print instructions 16 Kept bnly until

/labels&cards print.

Duringyin-.line operations, 8 a. m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, a modified Title file is being .
used. Thissmodified'Title file consists of a
shortened title (first 50 characters), the author's
name, physical fort-nat' code and the unique title I/
number. The modified file was developed so
that additional disc packs could be released dur-
ing the day fir other rises. This Title file is'
stored on two disci;i4acks and has the capability
of handling 190,00 title records and 9j0,000
copy records. When printing or retpieval func-
tions are in operation the full Title and Copy
files are brought ill1 and run on six-disk packs.

The second basic disc file record is the
Copy file. The Copy file contains a 56 character
record for each copy of a title, and comprises
fixed-length fields for building number, special
funding, volume information and circulation con-
trol. Cody and Title records aie linked through
the- Title number.

A third file is the ISAM (indexed and, sequen-
tial) title index, comprised of records with a

,phonetic cot key for each,title neord. This
file is calle up by a terminal trahitction con-
taining title; the incoming phonetic code for tine
title is matched with any equal ones on the index.

In the cataloging files each unique title is
assigned a unique title number. This title ants
copy number consists of six,placeS to the left of
the decimal and four places to the right. The
title number is represented by the first 6 digits.
Example:

Book Cat in the Hat 013469 (Title iNo. )
Filmstrip Cat in the-Hat 002387 (Title No.')
As schools actd this book or filmstrip to their
media collection the numbers to the right of-the
decimal are assigned automatically by the corn-,
puter.. Example:
Books

School

Apache-
Oak Park ,
Pawnee
Apache'

Cat th the Hat
Cat in the Hat
Cat in the Hat
Cat in the Hat

294,'

013469.0001
013469.0002
013469.0003
013469.0004 copil

Film
School

Traitwood Cat in the Hat 002387.0001
Efrookridge Cat in the Hat 002387.0002
Flint Cat in the Hat 002387.0003

):1 complete and very detailed description o the
technical aspects of our on -line cataloging sys-
tem can be found in the following article:
Miller,

A

Ellen Wasby and B. J. W:gdges,"Stnee
Mission's Cataloging 'g Syste', journal of Libra
Automation, 4:1, March, 1971, pp 13 -2.
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In addition to the cataloging system file;

there are separate files for the acquisition.sys-

.
tem, the overdue system,the magazine ordering
system, and the business systeM. The in[forma-

: tion retrieval system utilizes the cataloging sys-

tems data bank.

II. Central Library Processing (CLP)

History
The year' before unification, 1968, the Uigh

School District started an automated system 'for

cataloging library material. _This has batch
system using an IBM/1401 computer. At the
time of unification, 1969, only the high school

and two other elementary school districts, of the
13 district, had centralized library processing.

With unification the new district committed
itself to centralized library processing for the

65 schools. To faoilitate the handling of the an

ticipated mass of library material to be proces-
sed, it was also decided. to stay with an automated

system. Thehigh school 'district's batch system
presented a number of problems, which would
have.to he overcomes to establish an effective

and efficient operation. Some of the Problems

were:

a, Limitations of the 1401 batch system
to handle 100,000 items a year.

b. Only upper case letters on catalog tar.ds.

c. Fixed length fields whiqh resulted in ab-
breviations that could be difficult for

the elementary age children.

d, nigh incitlence of error.. Need for more
accurate data on cards and rabels.

e. Compilations with paper handling; color
code grid-forms for duplicate items,
massive Shelf list, etc.

,After considerations of these problems by
thediqrict's personnel in both library and.data
processing it was decided to explore the possi-

bility of some type of on-line system. The on-

line system became a reality in mid-March 170

on a pilot basis. By August, 1970, the total pro-

cessing'was converted to the on-line system. The

on-line, system solved most of the problems that

existed in the batch system. A major break-

through was scored with the capability of upper
and lower case letters op the catalog cards,,thus
making reading of these cards more natural to
the children using these cards in the school

media centers.

.The syam has grown from one 2740 ermi-
.

.4 nal to four 3767 terminals this year.,, At one
time in 1971 the Central Library Processing

(CLP) was using eight 2740 tenminals.
The databank has gone from zero.to f50,600
titles and over 500,000 copies.. All library
material purchased in the district PO any school
media center since August, ,1970, has been pro-

cessed by the on-line system of the CLP.

Present application
cCP receives, catalogs and processes all

library material purchase&for tfte.schoolyedia
centers. The items are checked Via the termi-
nals to determine whether, we have other copies

in the district. If it As,a duplication, then

the data bank is. up-dated on-line tip add this

item to the bank.
245
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If the item is not a duplication theh it is' sent

to professional catalo ers to be cataloged. After

rg
rnoriginal catalogin , it is returned to the terminal

operator to input he item's bibliographic data in

the computer. A complete set of catalog cards

is printed by batch operation in the computer
center during the evening and night shifts. Also

labels'for the book pocket, check-out cards, and
book spine are printed by batch. These-cards

and lab4is are then sent to CLP for the final

processing.

The entire operation takes anywhere between
five days to five weeks to complete depending
on the time of year and volume of neV'material

in CLP. The average amount of elapse time
between receiving the material in the center
and shipping'it out to the building is between

three and four weeks.

Data Bank
The data bank developed by adding this ma-

terial to triFIrtedAa centers is the major involve-

ment with the district's Data Processing Center..
This cataloging data bank is gring at the
monthly rate of approximately 1200 new titles
and 7000 copies. Table 2 displays the'data bank

size as of February, 1976.

TABLE 2 CATALOGING DATA BANK

`Physical Format Copies Titles

BOOK '

SOUNDFILM

388801

19045

106611
6351

DISC,.REC 12030 5293

TAPE'',, 2035. 1379

ASSETTE . 9511 2847

SUPER 8 11058

FILM 16 1p6s 02
49.ANSIIIW 4612 1854

SLIDExp
....

1994 831

FILMSTRIP .3§M 10514

tDDELV.,b____. 305 222

MAP 184 124

CHART
1

290 205

FLASH CD . 84 301

(LOBE 25 17

KIT 994 59

GAME 770 34,

VIEWSTR 382 231

PRINT'AP 3875 2080

PRINT SP ; 5525 1455
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1320 778
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The steady growth of this data bank can be seen
in the four-year growth-patterns of Table 3.

TABLE 1 - CATALOGING DATA DANK GII0157t1 PATTERN
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A detail d analysis of this data bank,

Table 4, in cater the overall duplication rate
is about to 1, with the largest duplication

ratio in oks 3.6 to 1 and filmstrips 3.4 to 1.
This table also shows that 777. of,the copy file
and 73% of the title file is books and the others
a wide variety of multimedia. The ratio of
books to multimedia is fairly representative of
our total media
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We do not presently have all of the library

material on the computer. In May, 1975, we

compared our data bank totals with our inven-
tory figures. .we had 651,366 books in all of
our media, centers and about 56% of these, or
362,141, were in the data bank. In the area of
multimedia, the schools/inventoried 126,490 in

May and about 83% of these (105,000) were on
the computer.. In h May, 1972, compaison of
these same figures, we had only 26; of the dis-
trict's books on the computer and "about 45% of
the multimedia items in the data bank.

A long range projection of our data bank ,

indicates we anticipate that the unique title-
count will level out at about 230,000 and the
copy file to be almost 900,000. If all factors

remain the same we are expecting to reach
this level by May, 1981. This projection is

based on several factors:
a. Four terminals inputting 85,000 '

items a year;

b. Keeping only 4 terminals;

c. Status quo of library budgets;

d. Cost of library material increase -

about 10% annually;

e. Annual deletion rate for the schools
of about 3.5% of their collectiop size
(lost, damaged, discarded material).

Retrospective Cataloging

. As previously pehtioned, everything pur-
chaSed for the media centers since August,
1970, has been added to the data bank. Most

media centers were established before this.
time and so plans had to be made to add these
older items to the data bank. The teem used
for addihg-these pre-August, 1970, items to
the data bank is.called "retrospective citalog-

ing."

At lea6t four different methods of retro-
spective cataloging have been tried:

a. The 'shelf list card for each item is

sent to CLP and this data is entei.ed,
b. The actual physical items nbt on the

computer are sent to CLP.
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c. Cards of a selected section of the data
bank are matched with the media

center's shelf list. The cards that
match are sent to CLP and the data
entered. '

d. A terminal is moved to a media center
and the material entered at the building
site.

Of these methods, the second one of having
the actual material sent to CLP has been the.
most successful. This allows the terminal op-
erator to actually compare the data on the ma-
terial with the data bank information. It a

allows CLP to finish processing the items c
pletely so that when it is sent back, to th school

0
it is ready to be put on the shelf. Tile other

methods require the librarian or building level '

clerk to attach the labels sent from CV after
the item has been put on computer.

' The processing o new Material takes pri-
ority over retros tive cataloging,in CLP.

Two techniques of retrospective cataloging
have been performed in the district, The first
technique was to select a single school and com-
plete retrospective cataloging on the entire

school. During the 1974-75 school year a differ-
ent approach was used. The district's Art De-
partment wanted to kilowatt the art material in
all the media centers. All of t-his'dala was not

in the data bank. The decision Wasimade to do
iretrospection across the district in the Dewey
/Decimal classification (700-769), pertaining to
lArt. This'was done and now we have all the art
material in all 64 -schools on the computer.
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. This year it was decided to continue with
this approach. We are presently involved in
entering the rest of the 700's to the data bank.
It'is anticipated that byl.the end of this year...we
will have all material, book and multimedia, in
the Dewey classification 700-799.99 frbm all
the schools in the databank. Even while we are
doing this, howevertwe arcStill at work on re-
trospective cataloging, in bEiieral individual

1,
schools.

After a'schoai.adds its
puter, it normally Deceives
cards for this material. An

most often used by,buiidings w
collection is added, is to requ
catalog. The computer,has the c
generate &complete cgrd catalog
betized.

material-ethe'com-
new set'of catalog
lternate method
en their entire
st a newt card

pabillAy to
krea 'alpha=

PresentlY.in the district we baye all the
material from' five high schools, three jun'ior

highs and film etementary schools completely
tin the data bank. All of the schools' 700-769
Dewe)c's are in. There are three junior highs.,
and one elementary school working rapidly to-
wards being on the computer. It is anticipated
that by May, 1981, all of the media colledtions
for all of the sdqools will have completed retro-
spective cataloging.

Problems
The system in general does not seem to

i
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have any major drawbacks. The problems
related to it are more similar to problems of
Central Library Processing operations in
general than related to Data Processing. ' The
problems related to fixed length fields seem
to be the main progr'amming problem. Catalog
card format bothers some librarians; particu-
larly the lack of the ability to distinguish ))e-
tween a title and subject heading at the top of
a card. Other problems are:

a. Limitation of having only three
subject ,headings per entry.

b. Keeping price of material on
catalog cards up-dated.

c. Keeping data bank current. If a
library deletes an item from its
collection, CLP must be notified so
they can delete from data bank.

d. If a typographical error gets into the
computer it can repeat itself over and'
over until it is caught.

e. If an item's classification number is
changed for one school, then all schools
having tlat item must change their spine
labelsrook pockets,check-out labels
and catalog cards.

The district has an active Cataloging Com-
mittee ade up of librarians from all grade
levels, P catalogers and supervisor, and a
Dept. of Library Services administrato* This
committee must approve any changes in Dewey
classification and other major decisions affect-
ing cataloging and the data bank,,

Cost Analysis
-To determine the actual cost of processing

is very difficult. Most data affecting this cost
analysis can be collected, including cost or data
processing and central library processing per-

! Bonne', terminal and line rentals; and an esti-
mate'oi the pro-rated oomputer cost, and this

, data can,be analyzed fairly completely. The
itenis 'which are more difficult to measure, if
th4 decisen is made to even include them in a
cost analysis, are the building maintenance
costs_of-.tlie facility housing central library
prcicessliig (including water, lights, gas, cue=
tbdial"belp*, and.necessary repairs): the cost of
devellopint.the original con'iputer program (o'er
how.nan) rearsfttlo you pro-rate this expense;
were 'acceirat-erit'eords kept 'in the beginning to

.show everyone's,time involved in program de- ,
Velopment, eke.): should only the cost of pro-

, ceasing new itennsbe considered or should re-
trospeclive _cataloging be included; should minor
progrwnming ehanges be'cptnputed in the cost
analysts and for, how many years should they be
epreaa.out; thd Cost of equipment (typewriters,
embossing machine, etc.); the cost of the busi-.nese affiVe's time related to central library
processing; 6c1, sawing of librarians',clerks',
and administiators' time when the data bank
is 'use& tdIordish necessary data.

L.

Theludstion also arises' of whether to
'figure a cost analysis on the full capacity of
the system, 100,000 items annually, or on the
actual output within a given period of time
(summer months, semi-annually, annually, or
Aver sert.eral years). There may be extenuat-
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ing circumstances which prevent full utilization
of the capacity of the processing system, such
as power 'failures, computer down-time, person-
nel problenis, telephone line problems, loss of
data due to computer problems, changing of pro-
grams, persOnnel turnover,' training time for
new personnel, duplication rate and type of ma-
terial input (media items take longer to input
than boat(s), etc. So the question arises, should
the cost analysis be based on actual output or on

\ what thp system was designed to produce'?

AltialYses of estimated cysts that have been
computed on the Shawnee Mission Public Schools'

csysterh over the last several years have been
both on a full systerri capacity situation and actual
output. This includes data processing and cen-
tral library Processing' salaries and supplies,
and an estimate of computer costa', terminal, ex-
penses, and other data processing expenses.'
During the 1969-70 school year, the system was
on a batch system using keypunch to enter data:
the estimated cost of processing a library item
was $4.30. "1.11 '4.0

0

12 4

Table 5 displays the cost analysis since
196970 and a prqjection of the current year,
1975-76. ReCords were not accurately kept fox.:
the 1970-71 or 1973-74 school years, so no cost
analysis is given for thesA years. This table
shows a constant decline in processing cost until
this year.

TABLE 5 - COST ANALYSIS PATTERNS

...
cost per acttIal
Item prooeseed

69-70

$4.24-
71 -72

$ 2.42

7'2-73

-$2.56
74-75
.$Z. a

1-1,Jj
75-76
$4.44

cost po..rF0.001/
!terns posse
numbernumber 9f items

prticested ;
22.000 98.788 41, 107 89,188 90,000

system in.
opertion Batch on-lino on-line on-line online

.

There are sevprallactors
...
which influenced

the cost increase for this year., The major
reasons for the increase' ire an adjustment in
the salary of the CLP supervisory position, and
a greater prorated amount of the compuber
charged to library processing.: Last year the
library system was run during the same time
that a Computer Assisted Instruction(CAI) sys-
tem for students and teachers was in bp'eration.
The prorrated cost for each of these function's
tended to balance the cost of the computer opera-
tion during this period of the day* This year the,.
CAI activities have -been dropped rom the dis-
trict's computer, so the library p ceasing sys-
tem must assume a larger portion the cbm-ci

puter cost. This year's on-line com uter ex-
pense increased by 56% over the 1974 75 school
year. ,

The increased cost for processing would
have beeh even higher if-it had not been for sev-
eral changes.' This year four 5767 terminals
are in operation as compared to five 2732 termi-
nals in 1974-75. In addition to saving on the cost
of terminal rental we were also able to reduce
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one ke rad tla 1 operator's positiori. This person
is now being used part time in the Film Library.
Due to the high duplication rate and the size of "
the data bank we-were also about to reduce the
amount of professional cataloger's time.

Cost analysei by other districts having
eatral library processing range from $.60.,to,
$14.80 per library item. A study done by the
library consultant from Bellevue, Washington,
in 1968 -b9 showed that to catalog and process
one book under ideal conditions would cost most
districts at least $2.32, as reported in anAmer-
ica,n Library Association bulletin." As you prob.:
ably suspect, with the very wide range in costs
($.60 to $14. 80), the people computing the" cost
analysis are not talking about the same thing
when they think about "central library proces-'
sing:" This same kind of Communication gap
exists_when commercial library processing is -

considered to be the same as Shawnee Mission
Public Schools' central. ibrary processing.

Information Retrieval
The p,resent retrieval system is handled al-,

most completely through batch operation in the
computer center. The data bank used ig the
same as that developed from the processed items.
Even though this is a large data base, 150,000
unique titles and over 50030004, copies,. it does not
represent the total collections of the district's,
media centers. As more schools or district-.
wide sections of the collection are added to the
data bank, the retrieval utilization will increase.
Some of the value of the retrieval system is
represented in the following list of capabilities
and services.

a. Provides bibliographies for-specific
teaching units or selected readings.

b. Provides bibliographies for use with
curriculum development task forces or individ-
ual teachers.

c. Provides bibliographiel on new ma-
terial. to the district in any specific time se--
quence.

d. Establishes if a district has a specific
item and its location in specific media centers.

e. Provides data that assists teachers
and librarians in selection of material for their
media centers.

f.. Provides bibliographies of material in
specific physical formats (cassettes, films,
games, prints, etc.) which can be used to de-
velop interest centers, provide students with a
variety of media experiences and allow students

,,access to material best tailored to their learn-
ing style.

g. Provides statistical data.
h. Reduces aper handling tinough'pro-

duction of addition 1 catalog cards and labels.

The information from the data bank can be
retrieved by a number of ways. To date the
most common retrieval requests have been.by
Dewey Classification or subject headings, or
for a single building location. Over the past
few years programs have been written as
needed for special requests.

rWh individual bibliographies the data can
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be retrieved in any number of combination's re-
lated to special form codes, building locations,
Dewey classifications and Subject Headings.
There,are about 3 -5 such request's a week. These
retrieval requests are handled by completing a
preprinted grid sheet, which is keypunched. The
computer then supplits the appropriate print -gut,
usually withir 48 hours of the requyst.

Another retrieval technique which will prob-
ably expand greatly over the next few years is
the request for single items. This is done on-
line at our processing center. Usually once a
day they are called by a librarian to determine
if the district has a specific item and what media
center hash it. At thIS tirfie this on-line retrieval'
can only be done if a,apecific author and title are
known.

Special requests, usually resulting. in large
print-outs, are handled on an individual basis
wi h direct communications between flie Depart -
mintnt of Library Services and the Data Prop-
si g Dept. Due to the amount of computer and
print time required for these requests, they are
planned for on a scheduled basis.

All of these retrieval requests are designed
to provide teachers, students, librarians, and
administrators with data as to the availability of
resources and to save time in paper Handling.
The data processing cost for these requests for
this yeai is anticipated to be About-$15, 000.00.
The following are some'specific examples of how
the information retrieval system has been used.
I. Inventory Data,

Each spring, immediately before inventory
time, an inventory print-out is requested for
each school. This tells the school exactly the
number of books, filmstrips, or cassettes, etc.,
they should have in each Dewey Classification,
100's, 200's, fiction, etc. On request they have
also received a shelf list print-out of specific
sections to be used during inventory time.

2. Book Catalog
Three buildings'have made use of bo:1c.)ta-

logs. The book catalog takes the place or the
card catalog. It is an alphabetical listing of ail.
the material' in a single media center. The print-
Out is arraneed in three sequences; author, title
and subject heading. The advantage of the book
catalog is its mobility. A student or teacher
could take it to the claasrooth or have a section
of the catalog for use and not be limited to using
it only in the, library. The disadvantage of the
book catalog isaceeping Wupdated. In our disL
trict library, material ordering is contrhuous
so the media center receives new material
weekly.

3. Building Closings
Last year the district closed two elementary

School buildings. To assist with thetredistribu4
tion of the library material we requested special
print -outs. The print -outs showed us which of
the buildings receiving the relocated students
had the same material as the closing schools.
We were able to identify specific items which,the 4
-closed school had and the other media centers -e.

didn't have. This saved us a great deal of time

I



and we did not have to rely on the librarians re-
ceiving the material to try to recall Which of
the materials they already had, nor the .need to
bring the shelf list from their building to the
closing building.

4. Printed Catalogs
A number of printed catalogs have been

developed}
a. 16mm Film Library Catalog

Every year we request a print-out by
title and subct heading of all the 16mm films,
in our pistri'ct Film Library. This is sent to
the printer to have 1500 copies made. These

A copies are then distributed in quantities to the
schools. A teacher can then take this print-out
of the films to their classroom or dome for
planning purposes.

b. Professional Library Catalog
This it handled similarly to the Film

Catalog with a wide ditstributfon. The teachers
involved in college courses can carry this cata-
log with th m to determine what the district has
in the Profs s 1 Library appropriate to their
classes.

c. Art Catalog
After the retrospective cataloging of all

the art material in all the media centers last
* year, an art print-out by school level was re-

quested. This print-out was prrinted and distrizu-
ted to all art teachers and librarians in the dis.,""
trict. This allows any elemeptary art teacher
(or junior or senior high) to know what is avail-
able from any other elementary school in art.
Next year the music and physical education teach-.
ers will have this type of print-out available.

5. a Catalog Cards
A' n ber of schools are requesting extra

catalog ca ds. Onehigh school building has
satellite libraries (resource ceat.ltrs.)in scien, e,
foreign language anti home economics. By re-
questing extra cards they can have a card in the
main library's card catalog case and one in the
satellite library. Two buildings receive cards
for all 16mm films so their card catalog will
reflect the holdings in the Film Library. In the
case of vandalism or disaster, the domputei
could replace an entire card catalog. ,

6. Bibliographies'
Several times a week librarians request

individual bibliographies. The debate coach
may want to know all the material in all the high
schools on a topic, or a teacher may be writing
a new unit on a selected topic and will need to
know all of the available material on it in their
own media centers. Every request reflect, a
different need.

7. Union Catalog
A union catalog 'is a catalog of all the ma-

terial in a selected group of liblitries. The
first union catalog in Shawnee Mission was of
all the high school library resources; this in-
cluded material in all five of the district high
schools. It was arranged with author, title, and
subject heading indexes. The catalog is avail-
abl in the libraries so that a interested stu-
dent,'dent, teacher, parent, orlibr3Fian could con-
sult 't to determine the location in the distrierof
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needed resources; Essentially,. this function,
from the user's viewpoint, is as if each high
school had:a-card catalog of the Material in all
the district high schools. It promotes greater
utilization of material, provides the students and
teachers with a one-stop source of all the mater-
ial in the district's high schools, reduces the
need for all the schools to buy exactlythe same
materials, thus reducing duplications and.im-
proving the buying power of the district, and
would promote interlibrary loaning of materials.

Preliminary cost quotes for such a catalog
in-pa ner form 'ranged as high as $10, 000. We
were 6.151e To reduce this to less than $500 by
going to a union catalog on microfiche. This
cost was considerably below the $10, 000. cost.
The fiche are made directly from prepared
computer tapes by a local company.

The original microfiche packet incl'uded 61
microfiche. This represents about 78, 000 unique
titles in three arrangements; author, title and
subject heading. There are 27'fiche for' the title P

index, 21 for the subject heading index and 13 for
the author index. Each fiche has 260 pages plus
one index frame. This interprets to 7119 pages
of titles, 5392 paggi of subject headings, and
3351 pages-of authors. From the originals, ten
copies of each packet were made. Each high
school, the Johnson County Public Library, and
the Dept. of Library Services will have a copy.

-.timely this concept will be used in all
buildings.41t is anticipated that when all of the
library re'sbces are in the data bank, such a
union cataloPwill be developed to show the total
holdings of the district.

IV. Acquisition System
Purpose
The principal function of the acquisitions

unit is to check, approve, and submit requests
for books, audiovisual material's, periodicals,
and library supplies to the computer or

are
the

business office where these requests are trans-
ferred to purchase orders and mailed td vendors.
All library resources for school libraries, for
the district professional library, and for the dis-
tiict film library are submitted to the acquisi-
tions department. Library materials for feder-
ally funded programs, such as Title II, Right-to-
Read, etc., in the eleven private and parochial
schools within the Shawnee Mission area, as
well as District #512 schools are also ordered
and processed. .

Requests for ordering library material may
be made by using one of three methoas--the auto-
mated acquisitions listing, the library recniest
card, or the regular district requisitipnde-
pending upon the type of material and whether or
not it is to be processed.

Automated Acquiaitidu System
The automated ac'quisition'systerri was devel-

oped in 1973 with the fitst print -out generated
in December, 1973. The acquisition system con-

t sista of 'a data bank of over 13,000 titles of ma-
terial that has received favorable'reviews inpro-
fessional magazines or favorable preview by our
district's staff.

1 e
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Every month two clerks peruse 20-25 pro-

fessional magazines and selection aids. They
complete preprinted grid forms, supplying speci-
fic data on each item. These grid forms are .
then keypunched by the Data Processing Dept.
and entered into the district's acquisition data
bank. Three times a year the computer sup-
plies a print-out of all the material input dur-. -ing that time. This print-out is then sent to
the district printing deparment to duplicate

6 enough copies to send to all media centers.

f

The print-out provides the librarians with
the following data:

. a.4 Unique item number
b. , Physical form code (same as used

in cataloging system)
c. Author's name
d. Tit li
e. Publisher
f. Copyright date
.g. Edition .

.41: Suggested grade level i
i. Review Source (1. Magazine Title

.1-t* code: 2. Date of )spe; 3. Page of
review)

J. General classification (Fiction, Non-
. fiction, Poetry, Biography)

k. Number of volumes .
1.. Price
m. Vendor code and cataldg number

Three separate print-outs are generated
every four months. One for the elementay
et hool,s, one each for junior and senior highs.
These' are selected from the data bank by sug-
gested grade levels so there is some overlapp-
ing* Each'print-out is divided into two sections
one for books and one for AV items'.

The librarians complete a grid-type order
'form when they want to order from the acquisi-
flan list. On,the order form, besidessome
building,and funding codes, they simply record
the form code, item number, 9ttantity desired,
untt cost,, and total cost. This form then goes

the Data Processing Dept. for keypunch and
entering into the business files. The computer
generates purchase orders for the material and

y
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cards showing what was ordered. The cards
are returned to the librarian for the active
order file. As material is received from CLP
the librarian can remove the cards for the
items received. The remaining cards tellwhat
is still on order but has not been received.

Cost Analysis
The Data Processing Dept.-yearly cost

analysis for the acquisition-sYS-tem is about
$6700. Two clerks maintain the input to the
fill -and one libriary administrator works part
Srie on acquisition. With the 3-times a year
printing cost the total annual expenditure is
loss than $20, 000. WhereAthe,systern itself is

., only a little over two years old, it is difficult
to determine the cost savings, related to the
system. Mpst librarians are .now using the
system ta a great extent, but it is anticipated
that this utilization will continue to increase
significantly in'the next four years.
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V. Magazine Ordering System
The magazine ordering system was develop-

ed two years ago. It was designed to simplify
orders, make them more accurate, provide data
for bidding procedures, and create a master list
of who is receiving what magazines in the district.
The district's media centers subscribe to more
than 600 different magazines. Most elementary
schools order 30 to 50 titles, Junior highs 50 to
150 titles, and senior highs between 100 to 250
titles. A data bank of these titles and other
ordering information has been developed.

Once a year a print-out is generated for each
media center listing the magazines in alphabetical
order by title of those they subscribe to. In the
.late winter, the librarian is instructed to delete'
any title from this list which is not wanted for
the next year, or change the quantity on any title.
This corrected print -opt, along with another form
listing any new magazine(s) wanted is then stint
to the Data Processing Dept. to update the files.

A compbsite list is printed from the correct-
ed data bank and sent out to various subscription
vendors for bids. Once a. jobber has been select-
ed, then all of the magazines the jobber can fur-
nish are so marked in the data bank. Then, when
it is time to generate purchase orders, the data
bank can print thope for the jobber and individual"
ones for those gbing directly to a publisher.

A list for the individual rtredia centers is #
sent to them in the Fall so they can check off the
magazines as they receive them.

A master print -out is produced fn"the Fall,
alsb. This list allows anyone to identify which
buildings have what magazines. This helps the
stu ts by allowing them access toover 600 dif-
ferent titles. Once a title has been identified as
being received by one of the other media centers,
it can be handled through interlibrary loan. It
also provides a librarian the opportunity to look
at magazines or talk to librarians hav4ng special-
ized Magazines before ordering for the media
center..

VI. Overdue Notices
Se&eral years ago e student in our SM South

High School wrote a computer program to help
the librarians. This program was designed to
print overdue notices upon request. South has an
enrollment of over 2000 students who actively
use the library, so there is a great deal of paper
work related to writing overdue notices. One of
our other high school libraries will also be try-_
ing this program this semester.

Basically the system works as follows:"
1. The librarisins have a complete deck of key-
punched cards on all students in the school. On
this card is the student's name and room loLtion
for a special claw! hour. (2nd period at South)
2. As the student's material became overdue,
the regular check-dut card is matched with this
keypunched card.
3. These keypunched cards, along with control
cards, are sent to the computer center as batch
work.
4. The computer center generates a number of

I



print-outs from these cards; a. master alphabe-
tized list for librarians, a class roster print-
out for second hOUr by teacher of those students
having overdue material, etc.
5. These lists are then used by the librarians
and teachers to retrieve the overdue material.

The program is designed to provide sever-
al different types of print-outs and notices as
required. This system saves the librarians a
great deal of time and provides for more ac-
curate record keeping.

VII. Business Fbnctions
The district's business and fiscal control

functions are totally computer ed. Purchase
orders, audits,. ohecka, ' ., are all automated.
Monthly the librarians receive a print-out show-
ing the budgets and expenditure records. The
business records interface with the library's
acquisition and magazine ordering systems.

VIII.Fu ture of Data Processing
Continued refine ent and improvements will

be made on the exi ing data processing programs.
As mentioned pre iously, by at least May,, 1981,
all of the media centers items will be in the data
bank. This alone will create a greater demand
on the retrieval aspects of data processing.

Union Catalogs
Once retrospective cataloging is complete

for all media centers it is anticipated that a
master union catalog will be generated. This
will list all of the library material in the dis-
trict and be indexed by author, title and subject
headings. The catalog will be on microfiche.
This will allow any student, teacher, librarian,
or administrator in the district to know the avail-
ability and location of over 200,000 unique
library resources.

Search and Circulation System
A program will be developed in th future

to try an on-line, in-building circulatio aid re-
search system at the secondary school lib r'y
level. This system will provide the library h
a check-in, check-out system and a search sys-
tem to locate material anywhere in the district.

4111t/These.ptncedures,wjll allow the students and
teachers to ask the librarian itir a specific re-4 '
source (book, film, record, tape, etc.) or a
general area (Kansas government and history,
effects of water pollution, etc. ). The librarian
will immediately request and receive from ihe
computer via a terminal in their media center,
the location in the district's high schools of this
material and whether it is checked out and if ;-
who has it and when it is due back in that library.
This system will also save the librarians and
clerks time by checking material in and out, and

r by printing overdue notices, fine lists, and other
lists. It will also produce statistical reports,
circulaticerecords, inventory records, data
for state reports, specialised "circulation data
which will assist in accountability and utiliza-
tion of materials and services, and for pur-
chasing and selection activities.

1.6 mm Film Scheduling Program
'We district's 16m Film Library has

01

V. .

grown during the past years from 700 films to a-
bout 1800 films. The scheduling has grown from
12,444 films booked in 1971-72 to 25,000 films
booked during 1974-75. A district the size of the
Shawnee Mitision Public Schools could easily ef-

fectively use over 3000 films.,The booking
schedule will continue to increase over the next
few years. It requires a great amount of person-
nel time to book these films and send confirma-
tion notices back to teachers. It is anticipated
that eventually a computerized program will be
developed to handle this booking, providing a
speedier, mare accurate, and time-saving
system.

Summary
As knowlddge and information .expands, so

must the libraries in a school distfict. It will
not be sufficie to have access, only to the ma-
terial

s,

terial within y r own school library. The stu-
dents and the chers must be able to "tap" the
resources of all libraries in the district, other
libraries of all types in the immediate region,
state libraries, libraries of higher institutions.
and even data bases at the national level. Re-
trieval. capabilities and interlibrary loan activi-
ties will increase significantly through inter-
library communication systems such as compu-
terized search and circulation programs, getting
all library material in all libraries in the district
.in the computer's bank through retrospective
cataloging, union catalogs of all material shoW-
ing location which any student or teacher cane
look at, and improved infer- library loan pro-
cedures.

It is hoped that someday all of the library
resources in Johnson,County might be linked by
computer. This would mean a student, teacher,
or patron could go to a library and ask for a book
or other material and the computer could immed-
iately determine if the material was available in
any of the school libraries, Johnson CcLunty Pub-
lic Libraries, or the Johnson County Community

.College, library. Ultimately this network could ,
include other agencies (such as universities,
medical libraries, etc. ) in the state of Kansas,
in neighboring states, or even in the nation. This
type of service would make greater utilizationof
resources,. save the students, teachers, patrons .

me, .nd Amprovt the buying power of the librar-
ies reducing the need for a large number of
maters 1duplications, thus giving the taxpayers
more for their money.
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TEACHING TEACHERS COMPUTING: It PRGAMATIc4APPROACH--

0

A. R. Kaled '

Miami University, Oxford; Ohio 45056

, ABSTRACT: A framework for teaching teachers about computing is described. An approach
is presented which examines a methodology to provide teachers with the necessary
knowledge and skills to use computers in an instructional environment.

Computers have begun to play a Certain barriers or obstacles seem
greater role in education. Results from to exist which inhibits the learning of
the last bienpial survey of programs and computing. By removing or min*pizing
practices conducted among public school these obstacles, learning computing
systems in 1974 by the National Education should be facilitated.
Association (NEA) illustrates the trend
of computer use in education. According
to this survey, comprising a sample of
839 school sritems, it is estimated that
about 20 percent of the school> systems
provide computers for student use in
some of their'dchools. This is an
increase of ten percent from 1972. Some
,of this increase may well be attributed.
to the advance of technology both from a
hardware and software point of view.
The development.of microprocessors,
minicomputers, and the associated soft-
ware.packagea related directly to educa-
tional applications has played a major

_role in the introduction of computers
pinto the public school curriculum and the

public school administration. Admini-
o strative uses of the computer such as

scheduling, budget reporting, and

What theh are these obstacles or
hinderances?*-One of qe major hinder-
ances seems to be th*translation of
one's thinking about a problem into
symbols and statement* understood by the,
computer. The student is sVddenly
required to pay close attention to _

.,
details and to be, rigorous in his thinkmt
ing about the steps'that will solve a
given problem. Associated very closdly
with this phenomenon'is the often
expressed thought that mathematics is a
prerequisite to learning computer pro-
gramming. A student needs to be assured
that his present kndwledge is adequate
for learning computing. The presentation
of material can avoid many fears by
drawing upon the experiences and knowledge
that students already possess. It is not .

record-keeping have been wide y devel- necessary to speak in detail of the inner
wed and are very common. Th devel- workings of computers or the binary' system
opment of computer application for in- of numbers. The beginning student need
struction has not progressed as ily. only-know that he can communicate his
According to some educational observers,
the use of computers in the publie

problem to the computer through the use
of-a high-level language. If can be

school curriculum has been -what further explained to the student that
isb.ibl'ad by 1) the number of teachers iNtransiation or interpretive process
trained to use computers in the class- takes place to pike his programming
room, and 2) the coat of equipment. statements understdod by the machine. At
With the trend toward miniturization this stage of learns g, simplicity'is
of components, the cost of equipment has important. i,

been decreasing. Although still impor- ..

tapt, cost,has become in some areas less Another common fear has been the
of a consideration. The major area of. "device replacing teacher" syndrome.
concern is the training of teachers. . Although, probably not as prevalent today,
413 computers come to be introduced more
into the public school systems, teachers
will be expected to utilize this "new"
technology for classroom instruction:
Presently, there appears to be an inade-
quate progra% in computer education for
teachers during pre-service training
(1, 2 ).
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this feat nevertheless seems tp operate
as a threat or barrier to learning. Much
of this attitude could be dissipated by.
demonstrating how the computer can be
utilized in the classroom as an instruc-
tional tool. The computer, it can be

4, explained, is one of many technologies
that can be used in the course of



instruction. Other technologies such as
filmstrips. overhead projectors, video
tapes, and movies are now in common use.

Being cognizant of student anxieties
about computing and minimizing these
hinderances represents the first step to
teaching teachers computing. Learning
computing is somewhat similar to the
learning of a foreign language: Certain
basics such as noun and verb forms must
be mastered before the more complex
language structures can be learned. In
programming, the basics include reading,
writing, and arithmetic. Once these
elementary concepts are understood and
the student has had sufficient time to
test his knowledge using these Con-
cepts, then he may progress to the

'Practice

PROGRAMMING
APPLICATIONS

Tutorial

C1I
4

more difficult concepts such as decision-
making, iterative processes, and list
processing. Figure 1 illustrates this
flow of learning.

As with any other course of idstruc-
tion, there are certain objectives which
computing instruction should meet for
teachers. The minimal objectives are 1)
to identify those areas where the com-
puter can be of assistance in the learning
process, and 2) to provide teachers with
the knowledge to select between the proper
and improper use of computers in the
classroom.

Some of the
centralizes upon
should be taught

Simulation

emphasis in teaching
the questions of what
(content) and how should

Problem
Solving

iti

PROGRATIM
CONCEPTS

Subprograns Functions

/it

Iterative
Processes

List
Processing

Inee niom
Malin;

PREPROCRAM4FD
APPLICATI0g5

FOR
DtMONSTRATION Problem

Solving
Simulation

FIGURE 1. A. STRUCTURt or LtARNING FOR TFACOING
TtACHERS COMPUTPX.
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it be taught.(methodology.). The content
of an introductory computing course
should consist of three major components:
1) a survey of computer applications, 2)
programming fundamentals; and 3) writing
application programs. More specifically,
it would seem that the following items
should generally be included in-an intro-
ductory course:

- A survey of computing applications
tq education
-Sources of assistance /information
on computing
-Computing terminology
-Fundamental programming concepts
- Exposure to the practical applications
of computing related to instruction

-"hands on experience

This list although not all inclusive
`should nevertheless serve as a basis for
the design of an introductory course.
The emphasis that can be 'given to any one
item will vary according to the amount of
cc$urse time available and the amount of
importance a course instructor would
place upon each item. Some of ;these
items might be comfortably 'covered in
one class session.

Aft er a discussion of computer
applications, it should be apparent to
the leatner what use the computer can be
in an instructional environment. The
student should realize:

-The computer can be very useful
as a drill and practice resource
thus relieving a teacher from routine
tasks.
-The computer can provide clerical
support for individualized instruc-
tion i.e. .computer-assisted-instruc-
tion (CAI) where a concept or skill
is taught (tutorial).
-The computer is an aid to test con-
struction, testscoring, test analy-
sis, and record keeping.
-The computer can be used to amplify ,

and extend the curriculum. Many
more problems can be solved with the
aid of the computer than what is
humanly possible in the classroom.

Another examinationsOf Figure 1,
indicates what may be the content of the
second majOr component of instruction:
programming concepts. Starting with the
basics, the student is introduced to
the concepts of reading/inputing data,
writing data/information, and per-
forming computations. Instruction at
this point remains simple with explan-
ation being supplemented by many
examples. The student after completing
this frame-ofii.nstruction should be
able to write a program whereby data is .

read, computation is pikrform4p, an the

results printed and laffeled appropriately.
This simple process is floikhartqd in..
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Figure 2.

COktPUTC

FIGURE -2. A SIMPLE PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

From the basics, instruction pro-
gresses to the next level of complexity:
decision-making. Based upon the com-
parison of two quantities the student
learns how to inform the computer Whit
course of action to pursue. The concept
of branching is explained with examples.
Discussion includes spch topics as rela-
tional operators and true-false condi-
tions. After 'completing this portion of
instruction, the student should be able
to write a program to solve the following
type of problem:

'.

A survey was conduCted op the
question: iTeachers need improved
facilitief to do a better, job.
Agree? Disagree? The agree
responses are coded ds l's and tWC
disagree responses are coded as 2/s.
Write a program which will total
all the agree and the disagree
responses for a given set of data
and display the results appropri-
ately labeled.

The student can now writs simple pro-
grams with some amount of flexibility.
The next step of learning will include the
concepts of looping (iterative processes)
and the processing of lists. A dis-
cussion of iterative processes should
include loop construction, transfer of
control (decision-making) within/outside
a loopy use of the loop index, and types
of loops. In discussing the concept of
a list, one should include list char-
acteristics, the purpose of"lists, and
the specification of listsin a program.
Here the student learns about repetitive
processes and the procedures to effi-
cently program such processes. 'fIlft

student also learns how to set aside
storage area in his program and read
information into this storage area
through the use of aloop. Once an array
of information is established, the student
learns how to manipulate this information
in many different ways. Thxdifferent
functions of lists and how lists can be
used for instructional applications are
explained in detail.! This information,
for example, may be rted or rearranged
in some other manne4 or may be searched
for a particular Vane or piece of
information. After 'completing this level
of instruction the student should be able
to write a program of the drill and

lw

r-
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practice type., An example of a
.problem,and the expected results follows:

Write a program to.drill a student
,m,cm' the capitals of ten states you

nr. select. Use the following pro-
cedures for giving feedback and
keeping score: .

- If the first response is correct,
give the learner two points.

- If the first response is in-
correct,Trint a message such as,
"WRONG, PLEASE TRY AGAIN".

- If the learner does not respdnd
correctly after the second try,
then no points are given.
Print a messag&such as,_ "TUE
CAPITAL IS" folloyea_by the
correct response.

Print a message-indicating the
score atta4ed. If. We student
attains a score-greateitolthan 85,
then print a rewarding message such

as "YOU HAVEDONE WELL" followed

by the learner's,hame. If the

score does not meet this perfor-
mance,. then print a message

,,
informing the learner that he
hould review.

A sample session follows illus-
trating how the output might
appear.

IIHAT IS YOUR NAME?
?CONNIE
NAME THE CAPITAL OF THE FOLLOWING
,STATES
NEW YORK?ALBANY

ARIZONA?PHOENIX

MICHIGAN?LANSING

OHIO/TOLEDO
TRY AGAIN PLEASE
OHIO?COLUMBUS

VERMONT?MONTPELIER

IOWA?DES MOINES'

kyouR SCORE IS 92
YOU HAVE DONE WELL CONNIE
DO YOU WANT TO TRY AGAIN? TYPE

YES OR NO
?NO

The next level of programming
includes the concepts of functions and
subprograms. The student learns'what
comprises functions and subprograms,
their use, and how theyiar:e specified
in a program. After a discussion of P4
functions and subprOgrams, the studeW.7
should be prepared to begin pro -'
.gramming instructional applicatiohs.
Relevant programs would include
problem-solving, CAI, Or simulation
applications. The student should now

ti P.
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pe able to design a drill-and practice
'unit or a simulation. If a drill and
practice unit i$ programmed', the student
should meet the following.briteria:

-The program should 1)9 applicable
to the student's discipline.
-The learner's name should be
requested.
-Unanticipated responses as well
as anticipated responses should
he accounted for and the appropriate
feedback bhould be prOvided:
-The learner should be provided with
a score orpercentage correct based
upoh the performance., If the
learner's is below an
acceptable score, then prescribe
further work. If the learner's
performance is acceptable, then
provide positive feedback.

.

The foregoing discussion has focused
primarily upon content. From a methe-
dological point of view, this instruc-
tional approach has assumed that the
teacher will be working in a timesharing
or interactive computing mode. As pait'of
the learning process, this appioach
expects students to'begin by actually
participating in a terminaltsesiion. In
the first assignment, a student should-
be confronted, with the experience of
'interacting with a computer. The student
after a formal orientation and demonstrate
tion of terminal procedures should sit at
a*terminal and participate in a CAI
session or a simulation. . Through ?hands
on" experience, a student should quickly
realize the uses and the benefits of
computers. It is important that students
achieve success in interacting with.com-
puters very early in the learning pro-
cebs.

To enhance the communication of pro-.
gramming concepts, it is suggested that
the full-range of audio-visual media.. be
employed wherever possible. This would
include overhead projection,' video tapes,
terminal demonstrations, and.other media.
"koolproof" terminal exercises that
demonstrate concepts should be regularly
assigned. Included in the classroom
discussion should be Sh.sist-problems/

if

exercises demonstrati g various concepts.
Students should be e couraged to wdrk4with
others in solving-pr blems during clans
perials.

.

This course structure and aeproacti
has been designed to introduce teachers
to coMputing without the necessity of
expending a great amount of time and
effort. Acquired expetience with this
approach has demonstrated that it is
feasible, practical, and can be accost.'
plished in a 'mihimum number of blassroom-
hours of instruction.
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COMPUTER SUPPORT FOR A.:SYSTEM APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DATA ENTRY TECHNIQUES

by Etigene A. Collins and Dean C. Larsen

c t

ABSTRACT. The Jefferson County Public School Syftem with the National Science Foundation is conducting
a study which implements a, digital time-shared computer as support for a systems approach to instruction.
This study presently involves one elementary school but will support a'botal of 13 schools in the fut re.

The computer support includes computer generated criterion test forms. The Items for the test forms 'e

randomly selected from a test-item bank. Additional computer support includes the use of a r4Mote doc -_

ment reader for test scoring and updating student academic records. The records are updated using test

results and teacher certification of mastery. Data from academic records is being studied to determine

its usefulness for formation of instructional groups in a multi-unit elementary school. The design of

feedback reports to teachers is being studied in order to optimize the report's usefulness in instruc-

tional processes. The effects on teacher's roles caused by the computes support of an existing instruc-

tional system,are being observed.
. .

Many programs for individualizing education have been developed during the last ten years. An outcome

of these experiences has been the identification of a problem which is common to all attempts to individi

ualize. The problem is one of data management. At any given time students in a particular group may be

at many different places I.n the curriculum, each student in the group having different learning needs.
Information about the learning needs of each individualisusuallyavailable. However,.techniques have

not been developed for effectively managing this information for optimiOrl,te instruction for each

student. ,

,.

.

This paper is a description of a National Science Foundation) project located in the Jeffbrson County

Public Schools, Jefferson County, Colorado. The project is designed to de4elop computer support for an

existing instructional management information system in schools attempting to individualize instruction.
The primary purpose of the project is to develop the data management techniques required tq group stu-

dents with similar learning needs.

The Jefferson County Public School district has defined curriculum in language arts, math

reading by stating explicit student,performance objectives. Procedures for monitoring stu

against these objectives have been identified. The programs have been implemented through,

mathematics, criterion test items have been developed parallel to the objectives. Levels o

been established. Dependency hierarchies between objectives have been identified, and mult

activities have been designed which relate to these objective;.

Teachers are keeping records on individual student performance against the,objectives. However, these

records on individual student performance are not generally used as a basis for selecting appropriate

learning activities. Furthermore, in most schools, the formation of student groups fo. instruction is

not accomplished through Use of past performance records. That is to say that student records are not

widely used as input into tihe formation of groups of students for instruction or into design of instruc-

tional strategies. As a result, effective grouping of students for experience with appropriate learning

activities dogs not always occur. Students may be provided_instruction in skills which they haye previ-

ously mast d or for which they do not have the necessary prerequisite behaviors. '

While sy ematic diagnosis of student's individual needs may occur, this diagnostic ifilormation is not

always available in a useable form when students are grouped for instruction. This is due primarily to

the fact that instructional decision makers have too much data. They do not have the procedures nor the

time necessary to process it.

tics, and

nt progress
rade 8. In

mastery have
ple learning

4 'The work reported in this paper was performed pursuant tO Grant Number GY 11109 with the National

Science Foundation, ExperVental Programs Group, Office of Experimental Projects and Programs. Any

opinions, findOpgs, conclusions, or recommendations expressed herein are those of the authors and do not

necessarily reflect the views of
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The project described here is developing,a solution to this problem. Funded by The NationalSOence
Foundation Office of Experimental Projects and Programs, Experimental Program Group, the project is ti-

tled The Computer Support for a Systems Approach to Instruction. A computer system which mill allow in-

structional decision makers to process records on student performance is presently being developed. The

,outcome of the application of this syttem will be the formation of student groups for instruction.

The syStem is being developed on a Hewlett - Packard 2000 series time- shared computer. Communication and

remote data entry are handled over telephone lines with a General Electric Terminet 300 terminal and ir
Bell and Howell Mark DocumentlReader.

Development is taking place at Normandy Elementary School. After refinement and field testing the system

will be installed in a total of eleven schools in the Bear Creek/Columbine Area of Jefferson County.
These schools will be added in two waves over a period of four years after the system implementation is

completed in the development school.

The system is being developed in a manner which will provide for the maintenance of performance infor-

mation on children in any discipline. Currently, mathematics performance records of students in the

development school are being managed on the computer. Four years of performance history are being main-

tained on each individual. In order to insure that these performance records are currents two system
componentie,for updating them have been developed. ,The first component provides update by application off,

criterion rgecriced testing for mastery. The second component allows update by teacher certification.

When teachers are interested in testing students over any subset of objectives, in mathematics, they call

for a test using the test generation subsystem. This subsystem generates a recipe for the test by ran-

domly selecting items for each objective from an item bank. The item bank contains approximately 80%
multiple choice items.. The recipe produced by the comppter lists the items to be used on the test,, the

order in which they are,'to appear, and the cbrrect answer. '1ulitple choice items are listed first ,fol-

lowed by items requiring more-detailed stude t'responses. :Nis recipe is used by an aide who constructs

the test by drawing items from the item bank .

,

The decision has been made to u'se only two Is items per objective. The criteria for' mastery is that

both items must be a6swered correctly. b (ell

4;4: :' : 1-2. \
1,

The test is admidistered to students. They res and to multiple choice items on an answer card shown in

figure 1. Students respond to non-multiple cho ce items n their test paper. These non-multiple choice

items are then graded nd transcribed to the an wer card y an adult. An answer key is filled out from

the test recipe. This key is entered through t e mark do umept reader along with the student answer

carps. Grading of the test is done by computer The st ent's academic performance records are auto-

maticaly updated by th system. A summary of est resul s is printed'out for teacher Analysis.

The advantages of this procedure are numerous. First of 11, there is total flexibility regardjng which

objectives are tested together. Random selection of item from the item bank is alsb assured. More than

one form of each test can be generated, and there is no n ed for computer storage,of the answer keys.
Automated grading and record update is provided along wit enough human interface to allow fbr non-

multiple choice items.

A second component of the system allows for update of stu ent records through teacher observation and

subsequent certification of mastery. This is a necessary component of the system because many mathe-

matics objectives through the second grade are not approp measured using paper and pencil. Stu-

dent behavior described by these objectives includes verbal response and application of manipulative

devices. These behaviors must be observed and recorded by)the teacher. Furthermore, this teacher obser-

vation and certification is an appropriate assessment of student behavior beyond second grade.

The need to update records by teacher observation and certification is being supported by the form shown

in figure 2. The form is initially blank on the left side. The heading, containing student name, system

number, mathematics level, etc. is printed by the terminal. Forms for each student in a_particular group

are kept together in a folder. Teachers observe individual student behavior. Mastery of particylar ob-

jectives is then certified by marking the. appropriate code on the computer readable part of the form on

the right side. These forms are read periodically by the mark document reader which has the capability

of reading both 34" and 84" width forms. Student records are updated accordingly.

As mentioned Before, the form in figure 2is initially blank on the left side. Alternative types of in-

dividual student profiles are being printed remotely by he terminal in thiS space. The project staff

and teachers are working together to determine which for of the individual student profile are most

helpful to the teachers in Supporting their efforts in ob erving students.

Now that many of the mass data entry problems have been solved, the primary task of the project is being

pursued. The Cask is to increase t, 96eability of the data for teachers? using it to form instructionat
-4:-

groups. The development school, as ell as many of the other project schooiS,,is implementing IndOid-
':-,,,6"

ually Guided Education. Under,this odel, schools are organized on a multi-unit basis: each unit is _
composed of 100 to 150 studentspwit uprto thret4ears age difference. The formation of such multi-a '

4,-: -..,.
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units increases the heterogenei0 of the unit with regard to'student's previous background and experience.
This increased variety enriches the learning experience which can be brought to any instructional subgroup
formed within the unit. This heterogeneity is important to learning in any discipline.

Within a multi-age unit, instructional sUbgroups are formed in the skill disciplines on the basis of

common, student learning need. These skill disciplines are typically mathematics, reading, and language

arts. Based on their observations and previous experience with students, teachers identifpclusters of
objectives for which they think instruction is needed. Student's needs with regard to these objectives..

are assessed. IT instruction is needed, appropriate student groups are formed.
r

The multiage unit organization along with the procedure for subgrouping on the basis of needs has

the following advantages. Some of the heterogeneity present in the total unit is maintained in the in

structional subgroups. Furtherebre, variability in student achievement in any,qugroup is reduced.
This allows the opportunity for planning an optimal learning experience for eact subgroup.

Student learning needs related to any cluster of objectives in mathematics are assessed in two ways,
through diagnostic test procedures and through the analysis of historical records of student perfohmance.

When a team of teachers feels the need to regroup within their unit, the objectives for potential
instruction, during the next Instructional period, are identified. A pretest is constructed over pre-

requisite objectives using items from the test item bank. After administration of the pretest, the

results are analyzed by the teachers and the project staff. Subsequently, student subgroups are formed.

The criteria for this subgroup formation are recorded as precisely as possible.

,While the teachers are providing instruction, the project staff uses the computer ,to probe the histohcal

performance data in an attempt to form similar groups. The stated grouping criteria are used as a guide

for developipg alternative algorithms for subgrouping. These algorithms are prograTm*ed and'executed.

The composition of the suggested groups which result is then compared with the comption of groups

actually receiving instruction. In the future this procedure will be repeated regularly. The desired

outcome is the discovery of generalized algorithms for.probing historical performance data to prAuce
instructional groups which are similar in composition to those obtained through pretesting.

Any successful application of computer technology to support instruction requires attention to the inter-
face problems which exist Between the user system and the technical system. The level of technical

literacy on the part of educators isoof primary concern. They need enough technical literacy to under-

stand both the power and limitations of the computer and to communicate precisely with it. The required

level of technical literacy may be different for each educator. This depends on the edOcator's role in

the schools and the person's relation to the information system. The various roles and relations must

be observed. The necessary level of technical literacy must be identified and provided.

Thg problem of understanding and precisely modeling the users original information sytem is of equal

importance. Technical staff members must recognize,their role as one of modeling the users information

system rather than redesigning it to meet some external constraints. Only if a precise computer model

is produced will meaningful computer service be provided.

These interface problems are much more severe than generally recognized. They are solved only through

well planned procedures which increase person to person communication. In order to increase person to

'person communication, the project has chosen the procedure of on-site development and slaw-expansion to

other schools over a period of several years.
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ABSTRACT: 'A 2 year pilot study of interactive computing in teacher ucation began in 1971 at the Univer-

sity of Iowa.. Included is a didcussion of the organization, topperatizin of university-units, goals, imple-

mentation, result's, and future plans involve(rin integrating human and hardware technology.

INTRODUCTION

C. F. Hoban, in his discussion oflipe management
of educational technology, noted "...technology, in
its modern usage, involves the-taNdgement of idgps:'
procedures, money machines and people the in-

'. ptructional process." (Hoban, 1964 Sven so, many
who would introduce computer based instruction into
the curriculum focus on machines andthe."technical

language" nd give limited, if any, attention to

the nee and motives of those they intend to

serve. Consequently, meaningful efforts are often

doomed t fhilure even before they dreprtsented

ko
to students and faculty ditectly concerned with

4 . curriculum development.

The purpose of this paper is, to present, one

college's effort to systgmaticaIly develop a plan
to introduce computer based education in the on-

going curriculum. Through the planning process,
a concerted effort wab made to integrate hardware
acquisition and the design of technical
systems with a more fundamental commitment to fac-
ulty development. Institutional development Was

viewed as the prettet of systematic integratiOn

of g011ectixe contributions of. 'c,eative faculty,

staff ands sentsto dew applicStions of ideas,
mateiial au rOware for 'imprc;Ved learning.

_DEVELOPMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL COI, TMENT

lications at the
1972 revealed that

e 1. . ,%,

.An analysts Of,computing ap
University of I a conducted in
only 15 percent of total computgr usage was com-

mitted to instruction. Most instructional appli-

cationSlwere designed to teach research methodol-
ogy with practically none targetedc'tor Andergrad-

uate instruction. A preliminaky plan cAs devel-

oped to introduce interactive lcomptiting in Under-

graduate curriculh throughout the campus. The

):preliminaryplan included I'm gnition of the cri,t-

' , iCal necessity for attentl, to each ofthe fol -.

lowing support systems: '

' -,-.

1) A system to faerlilate faculty involveffient

in the planning and development process,
-... 2) A system to provide necessary technical

support,
.

3) A system to provide essential communication
among participating groups and activities,
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and, senior professor with a strong commiter
..-

4) A system of hardware and facilities to_sep backgroUnd,. .-

port emerging development andlementa- 1-A senioi professor with a strong background

tion. in learning theory and instructional design,
-A junior professor from secondary education i

with prior experience in computer assistedThe, initial plan for an experimental pi-oject
6 was visibly supported by the Director of the Com-
puter Center and the Vice President for Education-
al Development and Revarch. Together, they ac-
knowledged the need for collegiate faculty involve-
ment and support and announced a commitment to the
acquisition of an integrated system of mini-compu-
ters to provide hardware support. At ,the same

'time, support staff of the Computer Center were
designated to assist collegiate units in their sys-
tems development. (Weeg, 197/)

Selected colleges were invited to participate
in the project. If a unit elected to participate,
the Dean was asked to designate a planning.commit-

instruction,
-A junior professor from educational media and
instructional development,'

-A junior professor from elementary education,
-A graduate student in educational psychology,
-An undergraduate-student in elementary edu-
cation, and -

-An assistant dean.
-ry

The college committee was strategically select-
ed to include staff with prior experience in the
use of the computer, instructional den and de-
velopmentN and positive approaches to*Tatulty de-

velopment. 'Also, the two largest undergraduate

tee to work with the Office of the Vice President progyams (elementary and secondary education) were

for Educational Development and Research and the i\ regesented as well as the office of the dean.

Computer Center. Each collegiate planning commit- The committee was structured to facilitate comple-

tee was to have responsibility for site planning, mentary input of students, faculty, and,administra-

necessary training and development, and evaluation tide staff.

of'projecC development.
Nominations to the committee were made from a

The procedure for initial planning provided list of individuals who had responded positively to

several essential ingredients for effecting change a survey of interest in computet assisted instruc-

or development in academic organizations. tion.

1. The proposed project had visible support
from the University central administra-

ti

2. ,A commitment to technical staff support
was assured.

3. Collegiate systems received a commitment 1

of support from the dean through the des-
ignation of a planning committee.

4. An integrated system of hardWhre support

was committed.
5. A system of communications among university

administration, computer center support
staff, and collegiate units was established
through interlocking pranning committees.

6. Above all, a vehicle for faculty involve-
ment in the planning and development pro-
cess was identified in the form of planning
committees at the collegiate level. The

substance and direction of program devel-
opment efforts were the responsibility of

faculty planning committees,
4

DEVELOPING FACULTY INVOLVEMENT AND COMITMENT

Numerous studies have.shown that the inclusion

js of those most directly affected by plans and de-
cisions leads to better input and ultimate re-

sults. Similarly, involved professionals are also
more committed to goals and programs they have
helped develop. Above all, innovative development
of instructional programs is most effeWvely and

efficiently. realized through the effort of those
;itch greatest expertise - the faallty. 'Thus, re-

sponsibility fcir early planning effort was assigned

to representative faculty and staff committees at

the collegiate level.
.

Representatives named to the College of Educa-
tion Computer Based Education Committeeincluded;

314

The charge of the committee included responsi-,
bility for site planning, a plan for systematic
program development, and articulation of-procedures
for project evaluation. ''

4

ARTICULATION OF PROJECT OBJECTIVES )

The college planning committee focused its ini-
tial attention to the development of project objec-*"

tives, which were to serve as guidelines for project
development as well as a reference point for coor-
dinated direction for interested faculty and staff.

The recognized goal of the experimental project
was to make a significant impact on the use of com-
puter based education in undergraduate curricula.
The committee recogniled that improved instruction-
al effectiveness and acceptance of products devel-
oped would be contingent upon deliberate examina-
tion of each step of the instr tional_design pro-
cess. If the total development rocess was to suc-
ceed, committed faculty would ne d time, technical

support and recognition for inst uctional design,
software development and'evaluat on efforts. Em-

phasis was given to the reality that significant
contributions would result fro? programs which were
developed from deliberate analysis obinstructional
needs rather than CAI packages constructed as ends
ie themselves in search of 4 problem.

The following general objectives were articu-
lated by the planning committee.

I.

41 .

1. Stimulate Faculty Development: Identify a

core of committed faculty to develop spec-
ific computer based education' programs and
provide sufficient released time for pro-
gram Tanning, development, and evalua-
tion. ThoSe selected would become the nu-

cleus for continuing program development.



It

2. Maximize Student Impact: Select and devel-

op prOdects whith could result in i edi-

are impact on atignifIcant number o
; students in the undergraduate teacher ed-

ucation program.
3. Integration of Instructional Media: Explore

and develop the totential of computer
based technology as a complement to exist-

ing medidand methodologies. Concurrent-

the plan called for establishment of
a support lab to provide continuing hard-
ware, software, and technical suppore..sto

t
faculty and students.

4., Promote the Acceptance of Computer Based

Education: Through project design, ,field

testing. and evaluation, provide a sup-

port base for computer based education
\programs as effective learning strategies.

5, Development of Generalizable Products:
Through all of the above, the College
committee was committed to develop pro -
grams, and products which could betrans-
ferred and implemented at sister institu-

tions throughout the country.
6. Continuing Faculty'Development: As a part

of the total plan.,it Was intended that
the total project would proiiide'an incen-
tive and example for continuing faculty
development and utilization of computer
based,educttion ptograms and materials:

The slilf intended to integrate tkle--

commitmentto hardware accessibility. faculty suP-
pOrt and development, and broad student access:

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS AND STRATEGIES

Through a statement of prOledt goals and

tives, the planning committee sought.to clarify
expectations for the project. Still, plans to

identify and assure necessary space,hardware, per-
sonnel and software support remained to be devel-

oped.

Physical Facilities: The committee emphas zed

three criteria in their plan for physical, fac
ties for the computer based education project 1)

A spaclarge enough to accomodate a criticalimass
of terminals was essential. EfficiencY*of stddent

utilization was not to be constricted by thin dis-
tribution of available ,hardware. 2). Space for ihe

computer based'laboratory should hein,c3ose prdk-
imity with other eledents of instructional resourc-
es in the Learning Resources Center. 3) Facilities ,

should be provided in an environmental setting

' which would be pleasing to users.

Space adjacent io the existing Curriculum Lab-
oratory was reassigned far use as a .Computer Based'
Education Laboratory. An interior designer from a
local architectural firm was engaged in,a,pran tb

renovate and furnAh the reassigned space.

The,laboratbry was carpeted, walls 'and ceiling

treated with acoustical tile and complmentary col-
ors. and furniture was selected.to complete the de-

cor. A partition was designed to give privacy to

, a work spacg for a lab coordinator.

Facilities have proven to be flinctional and at-
.

tractive ,

.
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Hardware: Because the basis support system had
alrea y been selected by the central planning tom-

mitte and eight terminals (four CRTs and four
TTYs) assignpd to the College of Education, the
primary concern of the college committee focused on
proper distribution and functional of

available terminal hardware. The committe expres-

sed qommitment to optimum accessability for student
users, special support for restricted faculty de-

velopment, and flexibility.

Six terminals were clustered in the Computer
Based Education Laboratory and hardwired to the
central system. Two terminal were designated, for

faculty development, and placed in locations iso-

lated from the lab for uninterrupted faculty use
(one CRT and one Teletype). Thus, no direct super-
vision or technical support was available with de-
velopment terminals.' Two of the eight ports as-

signed to the college were maintained as tele-ports
to assure hardware mobility and flexibility.

During thefirst",ear of the project, data
showed that.the faculty development terminals were
receiving little use. It was decided to bring the

, o

CRT into the
Texas Instrument Silent 700

lab and trade the TTY for a

variable speed
which. could be takeh into public schools for demon-
stratidn and to other campuses for,41ension
purses. The portableterminal has also received'
Bubstantfal use in-sfaculty:development.

Within six months; it became apparent that de-
velopers would -be able:co accomplish more if they

were not interrupted byeboratory activity. An
office isolated from the:stadent tab, but nearby,
was designated as a'development offiCe and 'a CRT
terminal was moved Cei-provide-a quiet place for

both student and faculty development;

The ITYs are now ovei two andtohe-half years,''
old. They receive one-third to,ondt.:thalf the'dse of

CRTs. Only people who must have hard:-copy are
to..se the slower TTYs. --Because the TTYs

have depreciated over half their expected five year
life, maintenance is becoming a prRblem. 4llso be-
cause of'their slow'speed and high noise
consideration is being givento replacing the T.Kle
with DEC writers or some similar device one at a
-tine over-the nextthree years. Somebardcopy de-
vices are necessary for developers who geed list-

ings'and for'useraeo want print-out. There is

presently no plait fo replace the Beehive CRTS-JwhAth
.have provided good service while receiving more rise

than the TTYs.

Personnel' - Faculty Resources: The committee rec-
ognized_faculty and staff support as being the most
crucial.)clement of their effort, to develop an on-

going computer Based education program. Few faculty

had prior experience 1 instructional applications
of-the- Computer; software directly applicable to.
teacher 41dueation wag not, immediately available: and

no systematic program for staff development had been
identified. Thus, the committee outlined steps, to:

1) Create an awareness of the potential role of
compuler based education in teacher educa7

tion.

2) Provide resource support for faculty.who'ex-;,
pressed interest tp the'projece,

0



3) llovide access to available software, and

4) Entourage recognition for development ef-
forts.'

A survey of all faculty in the college wag_de-
signed to solicit expressions of interest. Re-
sponses from the survey wgre Used to identify prp-
jects which could lead to early success and imple-
Mentation. An early effort was made to develop a
proposal for external funding to support project
development throughout the university. Internal
resources of the college were identified and rev
allocated to support selected development projealts.

Probably the single most effective event in stL-
ulating C.A.I. development was the intercollegia
sponsorship of a simulation,designers workshop p
sented in the fall, 1974. Dr. James Bobula of. t
University of Illinois Medical Education Center
spent two 94 one-half days assisting designers i
dev ptig paper and pencil simulations. Some of
the paper and pencil simulations were later ex-

panded and implementedon the computer. Some of
these modules become the core research for Ph. D.

,,dissertations as weld as other research studies.

Other major events include summer grants given
by the University Computer Center and University
Council in Teaching to professors to develop C.A.I.

Aafer-14..s... Courses in C.A.1. languages and more
genaral,Computers'in Education courses have
aroused interest in students which frequently re-
sults in development modules. Local news aper and
Vaiversity:preas releases haveSevoted ar icles to
c'omputing%and its impact on education and to in-

fa4alty projects being developed at the
University.

e

c-

c

/
A d y-lpng faculty retreat was held o f-campus

which ocu§cd on the innovative use of instruction-
al- technology. The Dear encouraged fa...0 ty mem-

1
bers' to dismiss classes iZT the day so a 1 faculty
and (.tudentSisho tashed t.I.Liould be able to attend... -.

.

Continuing incerest,in computer simulation. has
led to two. adclitional!6imulation designers work-

shops preentdd locally'Vy participants of earlier
workshop.; s,,,hd-Orogressed into more .sophisticated
computer applitatIvn techniques-.

An -information exchange with the other Regents
,institutions led to addi6ional interest in devel-
opment. A similar exchange x1t}1 the University,
of Nel2raska at Lincoln should alo stimulate de-
velopment.

.

'he4,e, has been a, great dear.pf promotional ac-
tivity in order to ceeate.an aw4Fihess of comput-
ing and Itsyalue as axanstsuctional aid. A num-
ber. of user's and.developers.are involved and reg-
ularly utilize'th4 Sacilities provided. ',Aten-
tion fs now being turned to thcPse',users who are
interested but who donot have the time or exo,er-
tise to complete projects--,who are in 'areas which

is aKlmeHmade little use of computing. Thar
care of sophisticated:users who assist t cif fac-
ulty colleagues with new developt)ent. I this'
way, the expertise of a fay be vJewe as al
multiplier throughout the college.

The Computer Based Education Committee ha!
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formally recommended recognition for faculty de-
velopment of software in promotion and tenure de-
visions.

An analysis of our brief history has shown a
positive relationship between developmental events
and the incidence of usage. J

Personnel-Staff Support An early commitment
was made by the College administration and the
faculty developers and student users. Resources
were thus committed to basic support positions.
The goal of the computer lab staff was to provide
basic development support and general continuity
to lab users and deyeldpers.

The initial personnel consisted of a half-time
graduate assistant, who had five yearS' batch pro-
gramming experience. General direction came from
the Associate Dean of the College. Later, another
half-time graduate assistant programmer was added.
The two students split the responsibilities into
promotion-administration and programming. The
students shared responsibility-for assisting lab
users.

A ,year and a half into theaproject, the status

of both graduate assisedhes was chailged from half-
time to threelourths-time. Another half-time
graduate student was added temporarily for devel-
opment of a specific project. A work study pro-
gramming assistant was added for a summer project.
Concurrent support was provided for graduate stu-
ant' input as content specialists in selected pro-

/

jects.

After three years the staff was expanded to in-
c porate a full-time coordinators a half-time
g duate assistant programmer, a stude program-'

g assistant, a secretary shared wit the adja-
cent Media Lab, and a student typist al o shared
with the Media Lab. The coordinator re ores to
the Associate Dean of the College and serves as an
ex-officio member of the College Computer Advisory
Committee.

Throughout the project, th advice of C.A.q.
consultation at the University Computer Center has
been invaluable. The Computer Center has also
provided BASIC and IDF language workshops as well

las other workshops related.to computer usage's

As part of the Learning Resource Center which

also includes Curriculum and Media Laboratories,
and the Education - Psychology Library, the Computer

Laboratory is able to draw on the expertise and
technology of these resources for multimedia mod-
ule development.

The combined efforts of many people have gone
into making the Computer lab operational.

I-

SoftWare The coordinator of the !Computer Lab
assumed responsibility for Oh identification and
preview of software packages external to the Col-
lege which might prove beneficial in the teacher
education program.

New package titles developed by sudents and
facOlty within the College ire listed below. (A

complete description of projects is available upon



request.)

DRILL AND PRACTICE

Math - Basic math review and remediation.
Media - Review questions for midterm and final

exams.

Spanish - A brief program reviewing grammar
of the present tense in Spanish.

TUTORIAL

Systems Approach - An introduction to the systems
approach asft pertains to education.

Learning Theory To teach political science stu-
dents the imp ications and applications of
learning theo y to, socialization.

Interaction Anal sis - Teaches students the cate-
gory system o Flander's analysis; applies the

knowledge usi audio tape conversations of stu-
dents and teac ers which students learn to eval-
uate.

Behavioral Object ves tutorial introduction to

writirg.behavi ral obdectives.
Photosynthesis - A tutor al on the photosynthetic

reaction:

Math - A series of progr ms on complex numbers.
Computer Programming An IDF program to teach IDF

users who have had no computer experience.

Photography - A tutorial which'leads beginning stu-
dents through the meaning and use of depth
field.

Educational Administration - A tutorial program
which teaches the basiciconcipts, conditiohs,
formulas,and types of queues.

Statistica- A teaching module which stresses key-
'points n epetistics and allows students to
build ampiing distributions using simulated

ddta.

of Iowa law school.
Teacher Education - A set of classroom management

simulations for student teachers of elementary

grades.
Teacher Education - Series of management simula-

tions which confront science education student
teachers with classroom situations about which
they must make decisions.

Counseling - Simulation for counseling education
students where the student is faced with a
client and the-student must' make decisions

about the problems.
. Teacher Education - QugstiOning Techniques --A

simulation in which student teachers ';ask"
questions to gain skill in achieving teaching
objectives through questioning.

Teacher Education - Elementary Math -- Elementary
math simulation -- a course to assist teachers
in diagnosing and tailoring elementary math to
meet the special needs of the students.

COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

Instructional Design - 12 CMI modules which test
over readings in instructional design.

6'rTomputers in Education - Eight CMI modules which
survey computer application in education.

Teaching of Reading - A CMI diagnbsis and pre-

. scription reading program.
Counseling - Two testing modules for counseling

stud

Media -testtest item pool containing more than 2000
items to generate tuts covering a range of ex-
perience in educational media. For IBM 360

system.

is
SIMULATION

Photography - This progiam teaches students how to
process Ektachrome film using a simulated dark-

room.
Photography - Instructs beginning photography stu-

dents in the process of making black and white

prints.
Statistics,- Computation modules in Bayesian Stat-

istics where students input data and are able

to obstIve the results.
Computers in Education - Introductory program

dealing with differedt aspects of interactive
computing in instruction.

Math Education -,Teaches prospective elementary
school teachers the basic vocabulary and nomen-

clature.
Classroom Test Development - Teaches hILw to compose

effective classroom tests from a pool of lop

items. Gives statistics from the test produced.

Elementary Science - A 4-lesson simulation on force
and motion accompanied by film loops.

Delphi Inquiry Method - Program on the Delphi tech-

nique With siOulation and tutorial modes.,.
Sociological Game - GHETTO, where students are pry-

sented situations encountered by ghetto-dwellers
and try to improve the ghetto conditions through

their decisions.
Law - Two simulations which teach problem solving

in civil procedure. These are being used in

first year civil procedure classes at'University
/
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EVALUATION

Evaluation of the project, and products which
emerged fromAhe development effort, focused on ,

four primaty concerns.

1) Have development efforts resulted in in-
creased student use of computer based in-

struction?
2) How have students reacted to the intro-

duction of'computer-based units in their

classes?

4 3) How can support facilities and services
be improved?

4) Above all, can any measurable indicators
of improved learning effectivgness be
identified?

In the academic year piior to the arrival of
the Hewlett-Packard interactive system, (1972-1973)

344 graduate and utper division students used. the
LBM 360/65 system primarily for research in 11
classes. The first semester that the H-P was
available, there were 582 4tidergraduate and grad7
uate students in nine courses using the H-P systap:

There has been a continual increase In H-P use by

both undergraduate and graduate students.

Student and faculty development has remained,

fairly constan since the beginning of the H-P pro-
ject. Curren y there are 28.major instructional'
modules compl ted and three still in development.

Table I re orts the use data since the beginning
of the project.
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Currently, Lunditluns, costs, and diserubution
of materials are concerns with developers. The
Computer Laboratory, is cooperating with CONDUIT,
an established distributor,of computer materials.
CONDUIT is just beginning to handle education and
interattive modules.

It has been the policy of the lab to maintain
records of events and/or strategies of proinotion
and note the result in terms of operation, devel-.
epnent, and student use. For exaMple. the iso-
laced development terminals intended forfaculty
use sat idle much of the time. The faculty sel-
dom 1iireetly programmed of entnied their mater-
ials Studentsjhe assiUed e4ulty often needed
programming assistance so when the development
terminals were 'relocated nearer the lab program-

ming assistants. their use increased.'

Students were exposed to both instruttiondl
programs and computing, as,an insxruttional aid.
An attitudinal survey regarding several facets of
the ,eT,poter and computer related applications was
thus adinistered to a sampling of all. students.

The attitude survey polled 19 undergraduate and
graduate students in the summer' of 1974; 142 in
fall, 1971.; and 125 spring, 1975%

Result ot the largest sample (142) indicated
that 90 percent.of tee students had never used.a
computer before. Ni ety percent agree that the
computer was a usefu tool of instruction. Al-

though 85 ". said the4..had.no knowledge of rogram-

:Iing lanboages, ;0". reported that they wcul,i like

to take more courses dsing the computer though not
necessarily to program for it. About 507. said if

a computV were available, they woul4 use it in
their owneiteaehing. Howeyer, 50" felt that a tom-
'puter course should not be required for either a
degree -or teacher coartificaEion,

Process valuation of plans fot.suppor.t facil-
ities and services Ods conducted throughojt the /.

ftoiett. Thu-S, developmental terminals were re- -

located to better serve user needs pnd staff al-
'locations were adjuted acprding to emerging.de-
mand.

i:valuation of coshitive gains and,learning.ef-
sectiveness has been a structured objective within

all projects. One complete module reports results
of a multimedia series which teaches Flanders'

Iftteraetton Anal-vsis to--undergra4ate-secial,stud-

ies methods students: This "mocItit& shows that of a

"possible 22 post .test responses. the experimental
computer group (N14) hard six.per:ect scores and

five scoring 21. The lowest score Jas 19.- Irf the

control roup (N13) matched-to the experimental
group on ACT Aga cumulative grade point average,
the high scare was 20 and the low was 11. Tine

compression was also significant. The experimen--
tal group spent 2.2 hours in instruction, ,the
,ontrel group 3.3 It also appears that students
with low ACT and CPA generally performed better
via 4.A.I. than with the traditional method.-

.Similar results were obtsined in a series of
four filn loop and computee sinulations to teach
the relationship cal force and mrtion according to

Newton's Second Law. Thrge groups were used. 0114

group viewed the firms arifl used -the computed simu-
.

S,
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lation, a second group studied the same material

using non-computerized simulation materials and a

science lab, and a third received the usual lab and
class instruction. The Computer group spent a min-

imum of one hour and forty minutes on the termin-
als. They did no outside work on the material.
The studentwho had benefit of the lab and.simula-
tip material spent..six forty-minute periods on the
material p.lUs 45 minutes for each student outside

class. The 'regulate -lab group spent between nine

and eleven Cle.tyrmIriute per:fons on the material
plus twenty',.00chiqy minutes.on.homework. The rar
tio Of concept:Iearning for%che semputer. group com-

pared to thereguler-:10-g.reh,p, vast. 8:3 0,1. The
4 tgroup which-r eived.accees o-tli(Cstmul,ation mat-

erials and fttm but'Abt vdtthe c(Nplater fell be-
tween bdth,otber groups in'athieyeelent add .time
spent'. RetenGUn aftpr,a'sixfmon0 perdod wad, sign
nificant for all bUt,a'specialWfdr.the".'
computer .and ,regular lab

Other results bay; not used coptiel ,
signs but-haye 00,44.-.ptist'tkesr comparkso*-.all
of thick show learning was tti
C.A.1% Modules. .:'. /:,

CONCLUSION & FUTURE PLANS.

The UniverS.Ity of. Iowa Col'legeJof Editaiion Com-

. puter !lased Education project has had a.sig.nifict'nt
impact on 'both student users `and faculty' cteyelop=

ers. The project was the result of a 'copperatve .

effor which included the University adminisfa-
[Ion, Co ministratio
puter Center, Computer Lab.stsff,.anorskadenn
theCollege.

."

This integration of human haidware technology
has made possible instructional d4veloPment,whIctl,
otherwise would not exist./ Oneresult -oi
t.egration has -beettto provide anew mode of 117
sttuction to students in the LeacheF.educatiohiptp-,
grams at The University of Iowa. Tethaps the mos't

exciting results have been where learningAs moFe
effectively achieved throUgh..C.A.I- thah through

traditional :Classroom

Future plans include-commLtmetics to: *

.

1) Contiduing support for ficS10, development,
2) Speclal workshops to train *ecretai-,1A1 and,

part-time staff inIDF and user assistance,
3) A-program of student ordentatiap to tilt% lab,

and its resources is being reVIikd: .

4) Distrinution,ef products through ia.

being negotiated and,, : ,. .

5) Continuing evaluation of project446sults

. ... _
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THE TANGLED TRIANGLE;
COOPERATION,

COMPUTER BASED EDUCATION AND
PERSONALIZED SYSTEMS OF INSTRUCTION

Kenneth L. Ilbesitt
athematical Sciences Department

Indiana University-Purdue University
Fort Wayne, Indiana, 461305

ABSTRACT. A community of knowledgeable adults is a desirable and attainable goal of education. lle

concepts of community, 26Owledga,, and adult are discussed, as well as how they are relaterto the
..,rrespunding processes of cooperation, computer based education, and personalized systems of instruc-

cluri. cooperation is suggested as a valuOle aid in preventing the interpersonal isolation whiph may
result from exclusive reliance on individualization. However:models for cooperation in a content-
based education are sparse.. Computer science courses will be the content area'from. which scecific
examples are drawn.
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Introduction

A commun
desirable and
This paper wi
community, kn
are related t

cooperation,
personalized
will also oxp
,tion Can aid
which is a se

ty of knowledgeable adults is a
ttainable goal of'education.

1 discuss the ttlree conceptsof
wiedge, and adult; aqd how they

the corresponding processes of
omputer-based education, and

ystems of instruction. We

ore methods wherebycoOpera-
n bridging the isolation gulf
iouS side-effect of many com-

puter -based education systems and personalized

systems of iUstruction. Computer science

courses will be Vie content area from
which specificpamples are drawn.. .

:Motivation

Historically, formal education owes a

great ddal to religion: .Howevert in recent
centuries, much of education hasintention-
ally minimized any reference to a god, spirit,

sout,. etc. Unfortunately, in so doing, we
are now left with,a state of formal education

which is almost solely Cerebral (preferably
left-sided) in nature. Whereas, in the past,

slavish attention was usually given to,reli-
gious concerns, now most educators concentrate
on intellectual needs of students almost exclu-

sively. This is particularly true in higher

i

education, although the fact is certainly

evident in lower gr dos. Now, 'intellectual

growth is obviously a very desirable quality,
but, in my opinion it is most certainly not
enough. I believe that a community of known
ledgeable responsible pbrsons actively work-

ing on a mutual.end represents an invaluable
goal for education.

Computer-based education (CBE) and per-

sonalized systems of instruction (PSI) are
both remarkably. successful tools for instruc-
tional delivery in content-based courses. I

have utilized both in a variety of computer
scidnce courses over the past several years.
Each tool will be discussed more fully in
later sections. Hodrover, CBE and PSI are

both primarily designed to minister to the
intellect of the student. That is appro-

priate within the university, but it is not

sufficient.

Both CBE and PSI are addressed to the

clincept of individualization. Usually this

means mastery-level learning for each indi-

vidual, often carried out in a self-pacing

manner. Thfs process, I firmly believe,

is a far better altern4tive than an entire
term of the "me talk-y u listen (and learn?)"

professorial syndrome. The lecture as a

toolfor content delivery and acquisftiO

by all s dents is hardly adequate to th

task.

Fb all the many real advantages of
both CBE and PSI however, they share a cot-
mon side- effect I believe undesirable. They

both pr mote the likelihood of an individual

working n isolation. If one believes, as

I do, th t a community of responsible informed
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persona is important both tO each individual and -2-

to the'solution at many serious current problems,
then such isolation should not be an exclusive

mode of education.

Cooperation via working on a common goal re-

presents a positive resource in combatting the
possibility of individual isolation resulting
from CBE and PSI frameworks. Meaningful joint

efforts provide an arena in which the person can
exercise her knowledge, perhaps gained in a CBE,
environment, with a responsible attitude, perhaps

gained in a PSI environment'. The individual's
intellect art maturity provide a foundation for

aignifica t individual and mutual action. Each

of these v al-educational elefnents: intellect,

maturity, a community, will be discussed in

the'following sections as they relate to CBE,

PSI, and cooperation, respectively.

Computer-Based Education

Computer-based education (CBE), also known
as computer-assisted instruction (CAI), has a
firm foothold in higher education today. I be-

lieve that its greatest potentidl lies in an
increase in the quality of cognitive education
(difficult to measure) and secondarilyein cost
reduction (easier to measure) [31. However,

money being what it is, the second benefit is
receiving more attention, much of it negative.
Stories abound of how CBE System X was suppose
to cost N cents/student hour, and really costs

2*N or 10*N cents/student hour. The latter

figures usually incorporate research and develop-
ment costs; thg former is usually one meant for

production systems. The forthcoming evaluations
by Educational Testing Service for the large.

PLATO and TICCIT CBE systems,should help miti-

gate the altercations [101. In any case., it is

becoming less an act of faith and more a fact

of education, that CBE syst are increasingly

widespread. Future generatio s.of atudents"will
be hard-pressed to remain une posed to computers

in their courses. I belieVe is is primarily
._,.._

good because it introduces th to one of the

most remarkable inventions ever known, as well

as permitting them to learn many subjects by

doing rather than 'listening, and often at their

own pace. The increased quality of cognitive' .

skint; is the desired and, I believ1;attainable
goal.

1

--131-Ithe past, CBE has been considered the

domain of computer science departments, with a
smattering of mathematics, engineering, and
business courses also involved. I believe this

attitude held, until recently, primarily because
CBE was equated with eying students write pro-

grams. However, thi use of computers will pro-

bably not involveta arga majority of students.
This problem-solving mode is lust one of several

types of CBE.

.CBE now includes the use of computers in

education for: problem-solving, drill-and-prac-
tice, tutorial, simulation, games, inquiry, and
Socratic, or tutorial [181. Theae.divisiona are
not well-defined, and several workers in the
field have a different sat of categories [4, 51.
Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that compUterli

3
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will impact far more individuals in the "student"
mode, i.,e., taking a lesson, than will probably

use the computer in an "author" mode, i.e. con-
structidg a lesson. The trite analogy of "dri-
vers of cars" versus "builders of cars" is not
far afield.

'It.is evident that a variety of organi-
zatAns: governments, universities, and in-
dustries, are convinced that the time is ripe

Introducing an increasingly larger number
of students to computers. Funding of various
,CBE efforts by the National Science Foundation
is.well known [10].. The PLATO nationwide net-

,work cosponsored by the University of Illinois
and Control Data Corporation has rOceived a
great deal of pdblicity [1, 8]. The intro-
duction of the'CLASSIC minicomputer system
of Digital Equipment Corporation into school
systems holds considerablefpromise. And the
availability of low-cost terminals is provid-
ing pre-uniVZrsity school systems a realistic
option ror widespread computer use.

Faced with the honestly exciting prospect
of "coming of age" (the first issue of a CBE
journal will soon appear), CBE has not seriously
investigated the more sobering aspect of poten-
tial'increased isolation of its users. Yet"the
phenomenon is notzatnown. Aneas tBE continues
to be espoused as a tool for individualization,

I believe care must be exercised lest edu ation
concentrate solely on the individual to th
detriment of the community.

Personalized System "of Instruction

PSI, also known as the Keller Plan, is one
of the most promising approaches to content-
b tfd education now'aVailablp. The literature
on PSI is ample and growing rapidly [6, 15, 16].
A journal will soon appear, and the national

conferences are attended by.a wide diversity
of educators intensely involved with the learn-
ing process. An informal and ,informative news-
letter is available from the Center for PSI [14].

Briefly, PSIconc ntrates on-mastery-based
essential to self- respect and profes-

sion 1 competence. rn a,previo s paper, I
discussed how the use of PSI re ires the inte-
gration of freedom and responsibility [13]. An
"aduYt" was defined as one cillo takes responsi-

bility for,her own actio!s, regardless of
chronological age.

'

I

,

For those not familiar with PSI, the fol-
lowing terse summary should suffice.. It is
excerpted from the paper referenced above.
Briefly, PSI is characterized by five attri-
butes: .

a) mastery-based
b) self-pacing
c) non-lecture
d) written materials
si peer tutors. ..

The argement in favorlof PSI runs.tome-
thing 114 this. Students can gain in self-
respect-, and justifiably 4o, when they demon-

strate they can master' the material (a). But
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since students grasp material at widely varying
rates, such mastery will occur only if the stu-
dents are primarily responsible for pacing them-

selves (4)). HoGever, if they pace themselves,

"there is no way any lecturer could possible speak
to all students at their individual points of pro-
gress (c). But if the information is not trims-
mitted verbally, how can it be done? Written
material provides a partial answer (d). With the

widely varying rates*( progress throu'gh a course.:

there is no.waytme instructor could manage the
evaluation process for thirty students working on
twenty units of material, each with its own
multi-version unit test. Hence, peer tutors be-
come invaluable (e). They each, including the
instructor, take responsibility for about ten
students. Thai is, they go over the unit tests,
answer questions, suggest resources, etc.

As indica ed, the desired course content is
split, into 15-2 :) units, where each unit consists

of:.

a) an introddction,

b) statement of objectives
c) suggested procedure for achieving the

. objectives

d) supplemental discussion .

e)4 sample, problem/answers

f) multi-version repeatable unit tests.

In previous papers [11, 12],.I discussed the com-
ponents in more detail. For, example, the obiac-

tiyes are listed b,v knowledge levels. And the
suggested procedure involves any of the resources
we've discussed earlier, .g., taking PLATO les- ,

sons, in addition to read g the texts or con- .

structing structuredproce ures.

At this time, I have utilized a PSI frame-
work six times, four of them in an Introduction
to Algorithmic Processes coarse for freshmen
through graduate students. PSI has also been
used in a dual-level 0.gorithmic Languages coo se.
Results are consisten with PSI studies reports
elsewhere PI: procreptination is a problem; 8
of the students prefer it to lecture, and the
same ones do well on final exams, retention, de-
eire,for another PSI course, etc. In recent

terms the peer tutors have bepn utilized more
hesvi y by helping. to prepare clarifications to
.unit terial and unit questions. The classes
are not yet sufficiently large to uselcomOter-
generated exams. Also, incompletes are not given
unless the student has completed the number of
units for a B. Completion rates during the se-
cond nrm for incompletes given under looser
criteria were extremely low.

The major change to the PSI framework is to
introduce cooperation explicitly. I am., of ,

course, aware that,the instructor and pear tutors

master

after a fashion, with the student to
master tlia,,course material. Yet, individualiza-
tion is one of the avowed assets of PSI. As

mentioned earlier, this merle is a far better
alternative to instructional delivery than the
standard lecture in my opinion. It offers real
hope for mitigat ng the debilitating atmosphere
of competition b sed on grades, which are theth-
selves often bas d on speed. The use of PSI to
lessen u'ch rive ry is one of its greatast,assets
However, as I h pe to show in tip next section,
rr
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replacing a,dompatitiva-baieci classroot by one
devoted eXcluSivefY to the indivfdu 1 is neither

_necessary nor desirable.

Cooperation

Webster's dictionary defines cooperate

as "to act or operate jointly with another"
[19]. The idea of a common goal is also
usually associated with cooperation. Now

common goals are hardly a new phenomenon,
even when common goals such as cooperating
to beat the other teem are specifically
excluded. Cooperation to end wars, poverty,
pollution, starvation and other critical
problems is publicized daily. Cooperation

withfh a family unit to nurture oneself, perhaps
a spouse, and possibly children is a good and
often-realized ideal. And yet where does one
find cooperation in the educational process--a
process devoted to discovering more of oneself,.
each other, what the world is like, and how to
make a valued contribution? Why this dearth,

when students enrolled in the same course
supposedly have somecommon-goAs?'

Yet, looking about'the world of education,
there is little difficulty encountered in find
ing models of competition. What does Webster's

have to say &lout, competition? Competition is

a "contest between rivals," where a rival i
"one of two or more striving to reach that hich

only one can possess." Sound familiar? Of course

it does at the Astrodome or Orange Bowl. But

whet about the normal bell-shaped'curve exhibited
after so many hour exams, finals, and courses?
What percentage of your students know 90-100%

of the matorial you expect\of them?, Is that

rarified level reserved.for only a few, say 10%

of the class? Do you "reward" only the fastest
to master your course objectives? As indicated
in the last section, I believe one of the

greatest assets of PSI is the lessening of
such competition based on speed.

ConSequently, V PSI does in fact red ce the
"what'jde get"syndrome, what replaces the !ICU=

in the realm of i terpersonal relationships I

belics.4 it is too often indifference. If eery
student is tutore as "a class of one," we re

going to raise som vary socially-impoyerished

students. The nee and desire.to relate to

'Other students coul diminish drastically with
increased individual zition brought on by more
widespread use of PSI and CBE..

I believe that the usual competition7based
class, as well as the completely individualized
class can be replaced by the class based on a
knowledgeable (CBE), mature (PSI) c mmunit tef
learners. The community arises fro coopera;

tive efforts in a broad spectrum of sharing
activities and thoughts. The following exam-
ples of such cooperation are drawn from the
introductory computer science course.

-Perhaps the most major cooperative effo'14

4 derives its genesis from an exercise in the
excellent reference, Valuea'Clarification [17].
The exercise has 'the students form their own
lists of "What I know about X, and. what I
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want to know about X. )X is computers in our case.

From the latter lists, groups of 3-4 are formed
based On a common interest. The assignment of

each group is then to research their common inter-
est for presentation to the rest of the class at
the end of the term. 'The presentation is not
having someone read a research paper. Rather,

they are often multi-media in nature: video

tapes, interactive computer programs, stories,
photographs, plays, music, etc. And the topics

chosen cover a veiy broad range: med4iine,

graphics, weather, mathematics, landscaping,
traffic control, building a computer, consumer
indexes, etc. As our campus happens to be non-
residential, one class hour a week is devoted to
"project day" for those who wish to work in their

groups. Other students may wish to take or go
over unit tests, study, or clarify a point with
the instructor. This is a normalmode in PSI

classes. Other cooperative efforts vary widely,
depending upon the ingenuity of the instructor

and the students. The Values Clarification re-
ference mentioned earlier contains a wide variety

of such exorcises. The course includes a sizea-
,-ble number of films dealing with computer applica-
tions, moral- ethical questions, and technological

concerns of oomputers. A sample list is in

Appendix A. Round-table discussion follows each
film with all_people sharing their values, if

they wish.

Other cooperative efforts during class time
include taking undocumented prOcidures written by
other students, and working together to analyze
what problem is being solved. Also, since 4h6- "Iv=

dents do not have a senee of competition during
the course, they offer and accept help from other
students who may be unit or so ahead at the

time. Such aid could be on content questions ,"or
on how to obtain a listing at a remote batch ter-
minal by submitting a job from an interactive CRT

terminal. One of the most challenging cooperative
efforts is for a small group to design an inter-
active computer gate based on cooperation, rather
thAn competition, e.g., Star Trek, Hoonwar, hattle-

ship. etc. One Of their strongest responses is

that they have not had any models for games which
are cooperative in nature. How many do you know??

This fact alone says a great deal about the value
sygtems espoused today. The desirability and need
for cooperative efforts rather than competitive'
ones in the world and in education today. is very

great,, in opinion.'

Pr blame 4

The students are hardly alone when theicom-
plai they have few models for designing a game

bas on cooperation. I have a difficult time

disco tiring or creating methods to promote cooper-

ation within a course. The fen./ mentioned previous-

ly are no many, but they reprtsent a large in-
crease over my original virtually null supply.
The design of content-based courses to include
.cooperative interpersonal relationships is a fer-
tile research area, in my opinion. It does not
appear, for example, in The Yellow Pages of Under-
grsduats Innovations [9] which is a handy r#fer-

once for many other experimental appraoches to
education.
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The belief Persists, nonetheless, that
cooperation withln the classroom is not only
highly desrable, but also possible. A re-
cent artic e in Psychology Today [2] dealt
with such concepts at elementary grade levels. ,

The article was written in the context surround-
ing the forced busing for integratedipplucation
issue. References to additional soMes of ,

information would be grearly appreciated.

The introduction of PSI and CBE into the

claksroom has done a great deal to alter the con-
cept-,-of a professor as the person standing at the
front of the room dispensing.. information.

There are many educators who are excited about
forming a yew -rold'foi themselves, but also

many who are not so interested. The incor-
poration of cooperative efforts to help build
a community within the structure of a course
will also change the role of.the instructor. I

believe it is. too early to say how.

Summary

A community of knowledgeable adults is a
very desfisble goal for education. Computer-

.

based education can do a great deal to improve
the quality of intellectual content (knowledge)
ained`by students. Personalized systems of 111-
/trtiction give the Student the opportunity to
take responsibility for her actions which in-
volve considerable freedom (adult). Cooperation
based on common goals is a substantial aid to
balding a community of students. Moreover, .

.cooperation is not just'a frill. I believe
that cooperative efforts are necessary to pre-

vent the increased isolation of the student in-
volved with'the individualized instruction
espoused in both CBE and PSI. Unfortunately,

far too many of us, educators and students ,.

alike, havea multitude of models for com-
petitive efforts and a dearth of modeld for
cooperative efforts. I sincerely hope this

effort will prompt mare interns and work

in the design of content-based c urses which
include cooperation as an assent al component.

Y.
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Appendix A

Ken Modesitt Fall, 1975

Computer Science Film Schedule

Sept. 3 (Wed.) The Computer Revolution: Good
overview of computer applications
as of late 1960's. Part of

Cronkhite's 21st Century Series.

Sept. 10 (Wed.) Computers.at Work: Good applica-
tion Flick (cakes, toys, etc.)
Comput-Her Baby: Graphic spoof

1
of computer dating.

Sept. 24 (Wed.) Incredible Machine: Bell Tele-
phone plug for computer music,
graphics, motion pictures.

Oct. 1 (Wed.) The Right of Privacy: Superb
acco1nt of ways in whichwinsti-
tuti ns invade the rightkof
ipdividuals. And how thelom-
puter can "heip".

Oct. 15 (Wed.) Computer Sketchpad: Good early,t,

film of applications and methods
of computer graphics (CRT-based).
Bart Automatic Train Control:
Shortkinimated promo

Oct. 22 (Wed.) The Leading Edge: Excellent in-
depth coverage of computers in
aircraft mapufacturingt
ling, ptoduction control, man-
agement systems.
The Catalyst: Univac promotional
Mt on potpourri of applipatiops7
-somewhat sensational.

Nov. 5% (Wed.) Discovering Electronic Music:
Great film for music lovers.
Shoos how synthesizers are'con-
structed'and how computers aid
composers. Far out sounds.

Nov. 12 (Wed.)

.

Thinking??Machines: Gdod-Bell

Telephone Flick on dilferent
types of "thinking" and how well
computers do with each type. \
Robots Get Smarter: Late 60'S
'account of artificial intelli-
gence work on hand-eye and mo-
bile robots.

Nov. 26 '(Wed.) Spires/Ballots: Review of

work in information (document)
o retrieval in a computer-based

system at stanitira%

I
Dec. 3 (Wed.) Matteelof Survival: Scare film

of;hoy one man is affected by
his'companY-ticoming automated.

Dec. 10 '(Wed.) GAT inNew York: The use of pro-

, . totype computer-assisted ihitruc-
.tion (CAI) in,s New York City
elementary school. Quite a con-
trase to standard modes as wall

as to PLATO efforts.
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THE CALCULATOR : A BOON TO EDUCATION

Pearl A. Skoll
Proje,ct btnector , "The Mobile Computer Math Lab "

Los Angeles Unified School District Area K

8111 Calhoun Ave. ,Panorama City, Ca' 91402.

ABSTRACT. The impact of the computer revolution has been upon us for several decades and will
continue to affect our lives for generations to come. Miniaturization of electrO tc components has been
responstble for the devloprrent of the minicalculator. The economics of our cou try has made this a
product available to the consumer at a very reasonable price. Thus the minicalculator has become a
responsibility of the educator. It is necessary that we learn to cope with the calculator and create ways
to use this highly motivattonal device as an instructional tool in the classroom. Documentation of the
success of students in mathematical achievement was made possible under; grant awards from Title III,
6_sEA, from 1971-1974, fqr the "Mobile Computer Mathematics Laboratory". The project developed for
grades 5-12 in five schools of Area K, LAUSD, has now expanded to 40 schools, grades K-12. Students

,use a vartety of calculator's, from desk-top programpables to the hand-held minicalculator to learn the
concepts of mathematics and to improve basic computational skills and understanding of numbers, One
vital component of a calculator, program is the trainingt5f teacher's in proper techniques for using milli-.
calculators in the mathemat7cs class. Administrators, teachers, parents and students are involved irk
setting local policy regarding the utilization of calculator's in math classes, within thqframework of the
matlientatics program. Thus, through creative teaching strategies, and students' proper use of the
calculator 7 - - the calculltor is, indeed, a goon to education !

, .

There is no doubt that the computer will continue
to affect society and the world in which we live.
Due to technological advances and miniaturization
of electronic components, the size of computing
equipment has becorneiso relatively small that
calculators with a great deal of mathematical ,

skill fit in the palm of your hand.

Industry hAs developed a produit that is available
to the general public. I refer, of course, to the
minicalculator. Due to the economic sttuatton in
our country, the calculator has become a "thing"
of interest, excitement, and pleasure to individ-
uals of all ages in all walks of life. When a calcu-
lator used correctly. a problem is solved accu-
rately, in a minimum amount of time. Thus the
dr'udgery of laborious calculations does not stand
to the way of understanding, and learning develops.
The emdtional feeltrigs one derives from "success"
cannot b rttten down - for there are varying
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degrees of reactions.

Thus, it is the responsibility of educators to offer
"success" to their. students in a mweimum number
of learning situations in a given time period. A
student's "curriculum" refers to qverything that
affects his daily life. Whether one names a
subject area "science", "home economics ", ;
"driver education" PI:music" , "art" , or whatever;;
when numbers, size and shape, measurement,
relationships, and logical analysis of a problem
require an accurate numerical solution, it is the
arithmetic of mathematical procedures that does
determine whethel^ this answer has been calcula- _
ted correctljr.

The minicalculator has been built to do this.
Correct answers "pop out" one display screen,
Fantastic!? Not really! This is true only if an
individual enters the correct numbers in a Correct



-
' procedure, twithin the capabilities and.capacity

of the particular calculator.

Now a variety of problems and,cOncerns face
administrators, teachers, parents and stud-
ents. The calculator - a boon to education
must not be misused; for abuse of the calcu- '
lator is more detrimental to education than not
using it aall. The per of this toot must be
contained within the framework of a meaningful
instructional program, that w il continue to

,:\offer students the opportunity t improve their
bastc corrfputational skills while learning and
understanding the concepts of mathematics.

Thus it is the resprsibility of the educator to
expose students 0 the various types of calcu-
lators in meaningful ways. One mint devis'e ,
create, cope with, or develop situations of the
world in which we live, to which the calculator
can be adaptti,".,

The calculator is a highly motivational device/
Everyone wants to at least touch one. Thes the
educator must channel this enthusiasm toward
learning experiences. Then the calculator will .
take its place in the classroom, 'along with paper
and pencil, chalkboard, books, and multi-media
materials and equipment, to fulfill its role as
an instructional aid and learning tool.

. k

Similar to the developmental processes required
for a baby to proceed from crawlirh to Walking
and running, are the levels of abilities of students
to work with and use calculators/4 as they pro-
gress up the ladder of learning And understanding.
Although a calculator will compute an answer ,
it wilt be the decision-of the student whether to
accept this value or not, at a reasonable answer
to the problem. Thus students develop a "number
awareness" through the ability to estimate answers
andlconsequently accept or reject the figure that

. appears on the display.

'Students become interested and involved in their
mathematical studies. Enthusiasm
to explore, think, deduce, predict, a d.solve
problems - for the fear of mathematics and the
failure previously felt because one does not know
the entire "multiplication table" ,(as one of many
'illustrations), no longer stands in the way of
understanding.. The calculator, fills the gap be-
tween understanding what to do to solve a problem,
and the actual computation of the numerical answer.

The creative, astute educator will find that the
calculator maybe used.as an aid in improving
perceptual skills-of the.psycho-motor_domain; and
behavioral attitudes of the affective domain; all
this simultaneously during the period Of mathe-
matical growth. With reference to perceptual
skills, educators algree that some mathematic
errors might appear ,because a youngster has
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vision prolileM'', or reverses numbers, or has
poor handwriting, or poor;Totor development,
or many other types of problems that have
nothing to diwith the rules of arithmetic.
Through a variety of activities on the mini-
calculator, many perceptual problems can be
corrected - erd mathematical skills eventually
improved.

Educators also agree that learning is difficult
when poor behavioral patterns and attitudes exist
within the educational environment. Since we '.tfincl,that students are anxious to use calculators
forrthe study of mathematics; what simpler way
is there to develop self-discipline within a child
than to take a calculator away and deprive him
or her of using one until one can show self-control.
and respect for property? Once again the calcu-
lator has come to the atd.of the educator in the
growth and development of the child. Now the
students wants to learn, and so he will - - and,
mathematical skills are again eventually impro-
ved.

/ '.

1CI 'not take this statement rightly ! It is not inten-
ed to mean that the "magic" of the calculator,

always works wondets, or even verily quickly ;: ,
but rather that it possibly can do something where
other efforts have failed.

This year, we are finding that our work with
kindergarten youngsters is Correcting recognition
difficulties. Children had been reading the num-
eral "2" as a "5", or vice-versa; and even read
the number "5" as the letter "$" ..*,4are con-,
vinced that the earlier these types of errors are
corrected, or-at least made "cognitive", then
they can be corrected and no longer cause the
child tOe)tperience failure in school.

-

Many of our students find that they can compute
certain problems faster than tha.calculator. The
challenge then becomes one of Using larger num-
bers, or problems of higher difficulty. Students
begin to understand the "how" and -"why" of
mathematical computation through reasoning ,

\I-atriel than by rote memorization.of a technique
told to therrl by a teacher.

The low and underachieving studentke encou-
raged to study. arithmetic bectuse they are,now
scessful and understand the bnderlying concepts.-
The gifted students are challenged"to higher
levels of analysis in their understanding of
Mathematics.

IAn underlying
the minicalcu
is 'simple:to o

ingredient for the acceptance of
lator by society is the fact that it
perate. Anyone can push the keys

and have numbers appear on the display.

Now thetdoriti15-versy is heard ! "Children 'are
cheating when they use a,calculator."
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"It's a great gimmick." . ." The calculator ism

so cheap now we can buy a class set." . . . "Ashy.
should the schools buy calculators if, everyope
is buying hts/her own?". . ."When you learn the,
basic facts, then you may use the caftculator in
school. ". , my child uses a calculator now
he won't be able to balance his checkbook." . .

"Do'you Clow the use of calculators during a
test'," ."Don't you ever bring a calculator into
my classroom!". . ."Show me what this gadget
cao do, and then maybe 14ll use tt in my class."
. ."What security measures can we take to prevent
theft and vandalism?". . ." Iswthis calculator
electwally safe for the children . .etc etc.

TheSe are but some of the concerns to society.
Educators across the-nation are attempting to
deal with the "popularity" of the calculator.
Its impact and existence cannot be ignored.
There is no doubt that the calculator has a role 44
to perforrr within an educational program. The
calculator in itself is not a panacea. Staff
development is an important component of a
calculator program.

A teacher should feel " Ifortable" in how to
use a calculat% to acI ve definite goals and
objectives,. . . for , rib matter I*w "cheap " a
calculator-413,, it it too expensive to be used
solely as Ycheck to see if calc0latIng was done
correctly by paper and pencil. An answer
sheet serves this purpate very well.

Our program, "The Mobile Computer Math Lab ,

funded from 1971-1970 under Title III, started in
ftv-e schools in the San Fernando Valley (grades
5-12): There were'twenty classes involved to
the program.

Test scar es over a three-year period, 1969 -1971,
indicated a need for concentrated mathematical
instruction. In,two of the five schools targeted,
to receive services under the project, test scores
were and 21 percentile points lower for 6th and
12th grades, respectively, than the average of all
Schools in the dtstrict.

A van was purchased and converted into a mobile
r'nathernatics center. Equipment and educational
materials were rotated amongst the schools as
the project director traveled to each schOcil. A
variety of calculators included desk-top program-
mables, memory-type calculators, and those that
used either paper-tape or had a nixi-display screen.
An was also used with the programmable
calculato Ouipment was limited, so a variety
of filmstrips e Aides cassettes, math kits and
games were also used to supplement and enrich
the mathematics programs at the project Sclicols.

taff development and community involvetnent were
omponents vital to the success of the project. Once

the teachers_and students learned thg real value of
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proper use of the calculators in the teaching and
learning of mathematics, their enthusiasm for this
type of learning situation soared.

The final repOrt in June 1974 contains the fo!-low-
ing on effectiveness:

E1.6 % of all students who took both the
pre- and post-test were enrolled in
grades in,which stattstically significant
progress was made, (in terms of pre-
post "Z" scores of the applicable norm
group) 11.9 % of students were on
grade levels in which no statistically
significant of-ogress was made; and .

6.5 % of students were in a grade leiel
in which progress was significantly
negative."

In addition, this final report includes some very
important, though unanticipated findings. These

Nivre:
,(a) Student attendance improved.
(b) Parent interest increased.
(c) Teachers at the project schools used

techniques they learned in demon-'
strations with students who were not
officially included in the program
and/or evaluation design.

(d) Teachers in the project schools who
were not included in the demonstra-
tions took the time to learn our
techniques and used them with their
students.

(el Teachers in schools, not included in
the project, but who had similar types
of equipment, picked J the techniques'
used in this program.

(f) Articulation heightened amongst teach-
ers of. carious grade levels from the
elementary and secondary schools. "

I.
With the decrease in the cost of the minicalculator,
many schools began to purchase their own types
of equipment. Requests for proper techniques
for using calculators to teach the concepts of
mathematics were received from many schools
in LAUSD. Title III funding was no longeri
available - - yet Area K decided to continue"
this project. For the schocal year 1974-197
our services were expandeid to include 23 s hObls.
The 1975-1976 school yea Sshows &further ripen-
sion. . ...q..we now travel to 40 schools in Area K
Occastpnal demonstrations are held in others Areas
of LAUSD, as requested. (There are 12 Arleas
in 'LAUSD.) Our expertisq is alSo requested
at,prOfessional mathematics conferences across
the riation, . . and as an extension tnstructor at
UCLA, CSUN, CSU-LA, P6OfSerdine University
and a Canmunity Adult School.

Thus, we eel that the calculator it'not a gimmick,
.

nor a crutch". . . but rather a v,aluable,exciting
tool that,when used Properly and wisely, can help

t. f
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children to learn what mathematics eally is !

Further conclusions discovered as the minical-
culator continues to invade our classrooms are:

" *(1) Calculato'rs take the drudgery out of
computing.

(2) Calculators cannot "think", and con-
sequently do only what they ai'e told to
do - - thus, students have to know their
mathematics, and press the right keys
on the machine to get a correct answer.

(3) Much more number awareness aed
critical thinkino are required when
using a calculator correctly and effi-
ciently for the-study and learning of
mathematical concepts.

(-1) The low and underachieving students
are encouraged to study arithmetic
because of the success factor in their
learning of concepts, The Sifted
students are challenged-to higher
levels of analysis in their under-
standing of mathematics.

(5) Students have a great respect for the
calculator's efficiency and capabili-
ties. Enthusiasm fOr mathematics
ranks very high in a class where
calculators are being used. "

-Most teachers take pride in their professiOn and
receive many rewards through the success of
their students.

The calculator has the potential let help "turn
youngsters on" to education. . in this case,
through-the learning and understanding of
mathematics. ,

It is, therefore, the 'responsibility, of each local
school's administration, teaChers, parents and
students to discus.s the implications of th
existence of the calculator; and to develop a
polity concerning the utilization of calculators
within their educational prograrn.

Through creative teaching strategies, and
students' proper use of the calculator - - -
the calculator is, indeed, a boon to education !!

From the book,"Coping With The Calculator", by P, A. Skoll
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FACULTY RATING POLICIES OF COMMUNITY

COLLEGE MATHEMATICS STUDENTS

Vernon M." Guymon Sr.

Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 ,

The purpose of tne study was to'aetermine what faculty rating policy or poll -
c'es tea subsets of MCCCD mathematics students used during the 1975-1976 academic
yt.ar.

- of this study was .o deter-.. ..

rating policy or policies
:,::sets of Maricopa County Commu-

ni-: ;:llege District (MCCCD) students used
t:, 12'5-1976 academic year.

Fac,,Ity evaluation by students is an
nrea -f great r'oncern and the focus of much

researc;%. Ir. Ic)74, the MCCCD
irc.cer-liIg board directed the district fa-
7lty to deel-lp a faculty evaluation pro-.
ct.so wnich would include student evalua-
tio-,o fac.:lty. A faculty committee was

Imisvion,d to create a proposal to be
outmitted for district faculty approval.
In December, 1975, the committee's proposal
was presented and voted upon oh a campus by
campustasis. Two of the 5 district cam-
ri3e3,arprved the proposal. Each campus

o '6Whic rejected the ororosal was given until
March, 1:;77, to develop an evaluation pro-
cei,re 4itn the stipulation tnat the proce-
,re include studjnt evaluations of faculty.

2t,dent evalations of teaching effec-
ti7ehers nave been found tq be related in
erms student rating policies. Identi-
fvinglthese rating policies has been a pro-
blem. However, a technique for capturing
and clustering raters' policies, Judgement

(,7AN), was suggested by Bottenberg
and ^hital (1) and Christal (3). In a
study at the University of Northern Colo-
rado, Houstan (5) us,-d JAN as a vehicle
for identifying different judgmental poli-
cies used by various subsets of student
raters. Regardless of the grouping of
students (grade level, reasons for taking
the course, school or college in which the
%students Jere enrolled), one faculty ra-
tirrg'policy emerged for the student groups.
The policy was described as student con-
cern for he perso.al characteristics of
the inctrtotor (in.tructor's interest and
enthusias, , inter- rsonal relationships,
ability t communic to the subject, abili-
ti to com unicate t e subject, ability to
interest ,nd motivat students). The in-
structor', 'classroom anagement charac-
teristics nd professional qualities (at-
titude, kr wledge, and preparation) did
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not make a significant contribution to the
students' policy.

Following the procedures used in the
Houstan study (5), JAN was used in a pilot
study to identify different judgmental po-
licies used by various groups of mathema-
tics students attending Glendale Communi- '
ty College and Scottsdale Community Col-
lege during the 1974-1975 academic year.
When students were grouped by the campus
which they attended, one faculty rating
policy emerged. Aowever, when the stu-
dents were grouped by their mathematics
instructors tlfaculty rating policies
were obtained. "4

PURPOSE OF THF:d7UDY) "Tbe. purpose of the
study was to-,determine what faculty rating
policy.or policies se'ipcted subsets of
MCCCD mathematics students' used during the
1975-1976 academic year. Three grouping
methods we,;.e. used. ,Specifically, students
were grouped by campuses, mathematics,
courses, and by mathematics' instructors.
By the use of JAN, the identification oQ
the minimum number of different judgmental
policies was made for each of thq stude t
groupings. Student evaluations of facult
were conducted in December, 1975, and in
May 1976 to determine if the faculty ra-
tingpollcy or policies of the various
student groupings varied'from semester to
semester.

HYPOTFES: The following hypotheses were
teste in this study:

Hl. A tingle faculty rating policy
is obtained when students are grouped by
campuses in the December evaluation.

H2, A single faculty rating policy
is obtained when students are grouped by
mathematics courses in the December eval-
uation.

H3. A dingle faculty rating policy
is obtained when students are grouped by
mathematics instrutors in the December
evaluation.

H4. A single faculty rating policy
is obtained when students are grouped by

1
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w'.en ztuden*: -

:attell': tora7etric notation as fclnwz:
tivariate. rezreo-
are actually tne miatcint Ler

twee:. tivaria-e and multivariate rout

fa_.. It. rl-fn- 7 ic. aro considered as tivariate for olas:ifl-
t%Inel parr-:ez.

- for "Neely happening." The
variables measured in this study were not

- 1 manipalated.nor interfered with.
- ^r "gated." Variable 1 was mea-

:ared Fef:'re variable 2, variatle 2 was
-easared tefore variable 3, etc.

- for "ancontrollea." All of tne
rocsisTy involved variables left unmeasured
and unotserel (classroom facilities, time

1!- of day cf etc.) were allowed to
differ as trey will.

a for "abstractive." Tne research-
vay er variables to observe accord=

ins to a zrecIfic hyrothesis about rela
1,.orKT a-onr a set of variables of interest.

e - r ".,eved to a biased sample."
Facult- -e-tens wnc volunteered to parti-
"Ipate in t' is sttiv were selectiv'e in de-
termininr ,,icr, classes evaluated tneir
rerfnrmar.::e.
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students were askel-to
ran' fneir rathematics instructors on each
item of tne'-following, instrument.

"'F If:CTRU:'TION

7:ea:e rate only this instructor in tnis
rorticular curse in accordance wion this
ratir :scale:
(1 F"-Tr (-) FAir (3) Average (4) rood

,) 2+7.

hf I:ter±st 1 2 3 4 5

P. lo 1:elaately an- 1 3 4 5

t flit, -..^mmunicate the 1 2 3 4 5
atI-n 3,4,1cc matc,r effecfiveiy.

Atility to in-ereot and mo2 1 2 3 24

,17a-e

FatTrne, .-. in t" and 1 2 3 4 5

adarp- 1 2 3 4 c

needs.

Aire 1 ' 3 4 5

:)."

.r I, a.

r '1 :1-,
r`t- :
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irsf rt='-ftivys are met. 1 2 3 4 5

con:Idered, in- 1 2 3 h 5
ii 7trtni-Tf.:T and weak-

w-1.11 rate the
leacf,er.

1..r."-r.ment was used by Houston(5)
f-licies, existed for var-

fol:: c!. raters at the Uni-
--r:ftv ,o,f tweet -t'r. olorado. :ince 'the
in.strt.rent ft-)t, widely used or recognized,
i yrry imr...-r4ant to :consider its

- ! ,

.r011alllity-- A- reliability c,f an



. .
.

instrument refers to the .stabld,ity, re-
.

reata,'Ili-y, or the precision 'of the Etta

collected from tne instrument. The re
ror itemsse- on the first 8 item on the in-
,rure , were considered as tredi.ctor vari-
ables for tne response on item 9. In.the
-,istn stdd, the F.' (m_.,Itirle'R squared),

-al des exceeded .74. This indicated a
rtigh degree of intrareliabilit for-the
%rsrtner- 7:10rado st,:dents. .hen data
..;er. -olle-tel using tnis instrument at.;,/

,L, . it the pilot stuov during'the
lc,7-1',75 s.:nool year, the F' values ex-
ceel'e! ..I,. :These results indicate am'
alel..a.t.,_ 1,ree of rellaciit: for the
I- .r...-...,t. . '

.ill's - The validitY if an instru-
refer: to tne extent to which data
.e I.str.,ment measure A': at t,-ley were

4...r.:-,: ' , -el's,,re. Any estimate of the
-xt.:.' ' ,,t '-. ,a,, instrument is valid re-

, a; ready existins- instr'dment or
2'e h,ich na: s,.fficient relevance,

--Ilasil!': ani validity to se ,sed as a
cri'erion measure.. In the domain of tea-
-,,- -ffeC"yeres's or a criterion is not

,vailacle. ..o4ever, 'sato (4) used a
ite- 1.e.tionnaire to determine the num-

,r ',nd %at :F-e 7.f the facto's whic under-
lit, :t .dent rerceptions of eacners. A

-i%gle fact -,r acn-untei for '1.55 of the
rtane 1,-. test items. Tre hignest

.-0.: -f''',..is factor were on (a) "clarity
-f -Y:lanati-ns", (t) "fairness", (c) "at-,
~it .1- to.:1 students", W "Stimulates
i-t.-res--", (e) "attitude toward subject",
f` "attl- lie toward student opinions', (g)

irage-e,t 7,r ::talent participation".
:15f,'-: 1 trr.,%gh . or the instrument used
!., tnis sta, are addressed to these con-
iert:. /:tems 7 and 8, while apparently not
1,-n..licin'l: related to student percept
l.;' ,_: teac%ers, 4ere retained for com-

raris-)n 'hit., the Houston study.

7OLLECTION: A prepared packet of
1.-,ctionnaires and answer sheets was given

nar'icipating faculty member'for
his classes. Tne packets wee

iistrititel to the fw'ulty, luring the weeks
Iof %over-ter 24th and April 1?th. All pac-
:ke43 here collected prior to finpis at' the
lend -f ea.,h semester. ter. the front of each

has a code for the specific class
ihstrtor, and a set of instructions

Iregarling the administering of the ques-,
Itionnaire. Briefla, the teacher was in-
structed to chose a student in the room
to adminster the survey and then leave the
room whll the survey was romoleted. The
racket was then delivered by the student
-in charge to the mathematics office.

,.TIF-1- ATMENT CF THE DATA: The students were
gr.lted int) three selected subsets. The
first grouping was made by campuses with-
tin the MC-CD and resulted in 4 subsets or
,gro..ps of students. The researcher treated
n12 'f the individ'ial groups as fi judge of
,r.',athematics teaching perforMance in the 0
first JAN investigation. The second group-

e .
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ing resulted'in 10 groups each of which
was treated as a judge in the second JA::
analysIsi The third grouping of students
was made on the r;asis of mathematic:, in-
structors. ThiS grouping resulted in 26
groups, which were treated as individual
judges in the thrid JAN analysis.

JAN utilizes a multiple regresSion mo-
del and a hierarchial grouping technique
which clusters resters on the basis of the
homogeneity oftheir prediction equations:-
The procedure relates each of k dimensions

thfk stimuli (tn& predictors) to the re-
sponse(criteria) made by d rater through
a leaSt7.-squares .regressiow4e4UE,,,U.n.... Once
ratings for all stimuli have been obtained,
the JAN technique uses an interative"me-
thod of clustering criteria which retains
optimum. predictive efficiency.

As described by Houston, "the JAN tech-
nique starts with the assumption tnat each
judge has' din individual policy. It gives
an R (multiple R coefficient squared) for
the initial stage consisting of all the
judges, each one treated as an individual
system. Two policies are selected and
combined on the basis of having the most
homogeneous rrediction equations, there-
fore resulting i-n the least possible loss
in predictive efficiency. This reduces
the number of original policies by one and
and gives a new R value for thig stage.
The loss in predictive efficiency, can be
measured by finding the drop in R" between
the two stages. The grouping procedure
continues reducing the number of poliCies
by one at each stage until finally all of
the judges have been clustered'into a sin-
gle group." (6)

Following the. procedure used by Hous- .

ton, the researcner examined the s-cces-
sive drops in R2 at each stage of he JAN
process. The determination of whe her one
or more policies were present amon the
judges'was made on,the basis of th stage-
by-stage drop in R4. It was determined a
priori by the researcher that a slippage
greater than .05 between successive stages
represented to great a loss in predictabL-
lity,, (According to Houston, a .05 drop
in R' usually coincides with a departure
from linearity in the drops.) By em-
ploying this procedure it was possible to
determine the Decellther and May evaluations
for each of the seil7dttrt..,groupings.

Supplementing the JAN procedure the
researcher used stepwise multiple regres-
sion (BMDO2R) in an effort to explain the
policies identified by the JAN technique.
The researcher determined the unique con-.
tribution of proper subsets of the predic-
tor variables, 1-8, to the prediction of
the criterion (Variable 9). The contribu-
tion of a set of variables to the predic-
tion of the criterion can be measured in
terms of the difference between the full
model (FM) R' (all predictor variables 1,n-,
eluded) and the restricted modelQ(RM) R
(some variables omitted). This difference
may be tested for statistical significance

using an F-ratio or by establishnig an
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VARIETIES OF INTERACTIVE COMPUTER-BASED TESTING

David B. Thomas

University of Iowa, Iowa City,. Iowa 52242

ABSTRACT: Computer-based instruction has spread from the obscure laboraporiq of the 1960's to often
extensive usage by colleges and urUversities, public schools, business and industry, the military, and `

government. A recent accompaniment to the growing use of computers for instruction has been the develop-

ment and use of computer-managed test item banks and computer generated tests. Further developments have

in.Auded procedures whereby studentS are tested while seated at computer terminals. This review will focuS

on the varieties of interactive tests and on research which has suggested alternative methods for present-,

Ing and scoring tests presented by computer. Particular emphasis will be placed on a comparison of sequent-

ial, branching, linear, and multi-staged item selection and presentation models for interactive computer

based testing.

Computer-based tests have generally been

characterized as groups of test items which are
stored, constructed, or generated by means of a

computer systeN. Such is the focus given by the
systems described in a voluMe edited by Lippey
(1974) in which test items reside in item banks
stored withinthe-computer systems and in some

cases on tab cards retained by individual instruc-
tors. These models of computer assisted test
construction provide for automated item selection
(according to criteria such as content, difficulty, t
discrimination, and the like), item generation
luslpg item forms), and printing of tests and

forms. Sta sties relating to item

and jest usage and item nalysis data are also

usually retained by the omputer system for eval-

uatidn Of tht:titems or for use by item selection

algorithms.

An almost universal characteristic of the
computerized test construction systems is the
necessity for off-line administration of the tests.
The applications for such test construction
systems are widespread, and usage of the systems

is increasing. Recent work has begun to extend
the applicability of sogh automated systems to
testing which takes p/.5.ce at ap interactive term-

Inal so that the testing situation may be uniquely
and dynamically structured for the individual

student.

An interactive test may Le defined for
present purposes as a test, administered at a
computer terminal, such as a teletype or cathode
ray tube display, in which the student's response
to each question is immediately evaluated by the
computer, a testing decision may be made, feed-
back to the student may be provided, and another
item may be selected for presentation to the

Student. The interactiveproceps is then repeated

as often as necessary until the testing session

is concluded. A distinction needs to be made
between the concept of an interactive test and

some forms of computer'assisted instruction (CAI).
In certain varieties of CAI test questions play a
majortole. Drill and practice programs consist
almost entirely of questions; tutorial. programs
Intersperse questions with text; simulations and
inquiry systems often use test-like questions as
part of a dialogue. Groups of test questions such
as these are not considered interactive tests
within. the present discussion even though these
uses properly fall within the definitions provided.
The interactive test as used here provides guidance
useful between units of instruction whereas the
CAI usage generally provides guidance within the
unit.

InIthe interactive testing situation the
examinee is presented with a test item through a
computer terminal. The response to theitem is
.evaluated as to its correctness and this inform-
ation, together with other information which'may
be available (difficulty of the item, response
latency, prior test or item scores for the student,
for example) is employed in a decision model which
may permit or select the next item to be presented
or may even terminate the-testing session.

The interactive testing models which have
been developed may be classified according to four
points of view representing the prdcedure employed
as the student proceeds from item to item 'through

the test. These procedures, or models, have been
classified as (1) linear, (2) branched or tailored,

(3) sequential, or (4) multi staged.

Linear interactive tests - The linear inter-
active test is one which is translated directly
from a paper-and-pencil format to computer presen-
tation. In such a test an item is presented ,to,the

student and a response is elicited. The correctness
of the response is determined either through refer-
ence to a key or by comparison of the students'
respOn80 to a t)enerated answer if the item is

dynamically composed. A key charafteristic of the
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linear test is the general absence of a dedx'S'ion

function which would alter the length of the test

or route the examinee from item to item. Items

are.preseneed in a redetermined order without

exception. Linear nteractive tests are common

in computer-manage instruction (CMI) courses

such as those at F orida State University and the
University of Iowa. 4cf. Hagerty 1970). The

student enrolled in CMI corsps at the Univer-
sity of. Iowa signs on to a' computer terminal.

is presented wAth a short linear test, the test
is immediately scored an the student recei'es

feedback as to whether tA i instructional unit has

been passed. In the FloridState University
system, the same model is fa lowed, except that

the short linear tests are c posed of items

randomly selected from an rte pool. A more

complex mode of interactive t sting and one
protuding a higher degree Of i dividualization

is the branched testing mode. '

Branched testing models - Test i ems presen-

tt-ti under abrancheeforqat resdMble t e form o£

irltera,tion seen in a programmelinstr ction text.
The student regponding to a bra hed tg,t is

presented with an item, an answer is el cited'',

the answer is evaluated, and the next it m is
selected for presentation on the basis) the

answer evaluation. Typically, the\next item

selected is determined On the basi9, 'of item

uifficulty. The difficulty level o the previous

item and the examinee's answer are determinants of

the'dif,ficulty of the succeeding item. It is

desirable that items employed in aptitude and
ability tests have difficulty levels Of approx-
imately .50 (about 10 the examinees, answer the
item correctly) for 'the population of students for

whpm the test is designed. For the individual,

the objective is to design a test with difficulty
level nearly the same as the examinee's ability,
and to do so in a way that the test has difficulty

level of .50 for.that individual. The branched

te,-;t is desigrld to do this by presenting a more

difficult item after an item answered correctly

and presenting a less difficult,item following
din item Answered Incorrectly. The items in the

item pool making up the branched test are cali-
brated to determine their difficulty levels prior

their being administered to examinees for whom

branching is to occur. An examinee typically
begins the test by answering ap item of moderate

difficulty.

Within this framework, Bayroff and Seeley
(1967) constructed branching tests of eight and '

nine items for use with Army enlisted men. The

initial item presented had a difficulty. level of

.60 and each subsequent item differed from the
itch) preceeding it by .05 on the difficulty scale.
These investigators foutd correlations between
scores on the branched tests and 40-50 item linear

tests of .79 and .83. Reliabilities were found

to exceed those predicted for the linear tests

of similar l'ength. Hansen (1969) constructed
similar tests for use with students in a college

physics course. High reliability was reported
.

as well as a reduction in testing time.

If prior itformation.rogardinq,an examinee is
available, suchas a teacher rating, reliable self
.reports, or prior test scores, then the difficulty

level of the first item to be administered may be

selected in a manner consistent with this prio

information. Weiss(1973) describes a branch0

testing procedure (stratified-adaptive or stra-

- daptive) in Much items are grouped }nto nine
strata representing approximately equal difficulty
levels. 6-Items of difficulty level approximately
.05 form the first stratum, items with difficulties
ofsabout 15 form.the second, and so on. The

examinee is first administered an item from the

stratum closest totthe ability level suggested by
the prior information available. Correctly answer-

ed items are fdllowed by administration of the next
available unanswered item selected froM the stratum'

of higher-difficulty. Items answered incorrectly

are followed by the next available item in the

lower difficulty stratum. Testing continues until

both basalAk ceilihg strata are ideritified. Over

A dozen scoring formulae are'being investigated to
derive the actual ability level obtained. Weiss

has shownthat for the stradaptive test the di
culty level for the individual is very nearly to
optimal level of p = .50.

Other procedures for branched testing have
been proposed some involving paper-and-peqcil it

votsions utilizing programmed booklets and special

answer.sheets. Alternative item selection strat-

egies have also been investigated, notably Bayesian

methods.

Sequential testing models - The branched test-

ing models described previously are procedures for

routing the examinee to items in a test which are

appropriate to his or her abikity.level. With the .

.exception of the stradaptive to t, all of the tests

described are of a fixed length. Even th6ugh the

item makeup and branching rules differ, a specific

test will typically be designed to contain a fixed

er or items for each examinee. \Only the stra-

ti ptive test'empleys a termination rule which

results in tests of potentially different length.
The sequential testing models to be described

employ either afixed item sequence o a rule for

generating homogeneous items. A scoring and tam-

ination rule delimits the number of items present-

ed during the interactive test.
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The sequential testing procedure is implement-

ed as follows: the student is administered a test

item: the response, to the item is evaluated accord-

ing to the specific requirements of the model; the

examinee is tentatively assigned to one of a

number of classes representativ of the ability

estimate obtained at that point The risk of

incorrectly assigning the exami ee is evaluated

in reference to the amount of i formation avail-

able at that point in the test, and to parameters
supplied by the test administrator. If the risk

of assignment to an incorrect class is acceptably
low, the test Will be terminated, but if the risk
exceeds an acceptable level another item is admin-
istered and,the decision process is continued.
Three major differences between the sequential and
branched tests shbuld be appare t. Firstly, the

number of items in the sequenti 1 test is variable
compared to the generally fixed number of items in

the branched test. Secondly, t e items themselves

are fixed in the sequential to t. Every examinee

Who completed ten items, say, ill have been

presented the same items in th9 same order (unless

er"
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homogeneous items have been generated). Thirdly,

whereas the branched tests are designed to direct-
ly estimate the examinee's ability level, on a
continuous scale, the sequential'tests are design-
ed to classify the dxaminee into a group which is
representative of the ability level. Alternat-

- ively, classification'May be made into groups of
other kinds. Examples of such groups are pass-
fail, high-middle-low aptitude, accept-reject,
program 1 - program 2- program 3, and so On.
For many applications, such class designations
may be sufficient and perhaps preferable to
traditional ability scores.

A sequential testing model has been developed
Sy Thomas (1975) which employs repeated appl,ica-,.

tkons of discriminant functions to classify exam-
inees into one of four ability groupings. As

items are presented to the student, a previouly
it,rived discriminant function is entered using the
..omplete'response protocol for the present and all

prvious items. The discriminant function indi-

atea class to which the examinee most likely
be a.signed, given the response protocol at

that point in time. When a small number of items
have been presented, the probability associated
with the "most likely class" is typically small
enough so that gee would not be highly confident
of a decision to assign the student to the identi-

fied class. Thus, the probability of membership ,

in each ,.lass is employed as a termination rule.
After each item has been evaluated, the highest
probability (i.e., that associated with the "most
likely class") is compared with a minimum accept-

able probability. If the minimum is exceeded,
then testing stops; otherwise testing continues
until some previously specified maximum number '

of items have been administered. Thomas found
that only 1/2 to 1/3 the normal number of items
were required )for classifications and that 70%
of the examinees were correctly classified.
"Major" errors Aof classification occurred for only

5% of the examinees.

r

i

Ferguson (1971) employed a hierarc 1 model

of criteriion-referenced measurement in luction

with a sequential probability ratio tes Wald,

047). Homogeneous items were individy ly '

generated hrough the use of item forms. Exam-
inees were evaluated relative to course ologect-
Ives by ad inistering an item and applyii4 the
sequential probability ratio test to determine
whether th student had achieved mastery,
failed to thieve masteky., or whether judgment

should be suspended. A non- mastery decision

terminated testing: In the case of suspended
judgment, another item was generated, the item
was administered'to the examinee, and the seq-
uential probability ratio test was repeated.
A mastery decision led to testing of the next
objective in the hierarchy. As a result of

shaving to test fewer Objectives in the hierarchy,
the author fbund high reliability and a total
testing time reduction.

Linn, Hoick, and Cleary (1972) employed a'
similar medel of sequential. testing with three

scales of the College Board's College Levtl
Examination Program. The items were administered
in the same order as in the original scale.
These authors found that one-half the traditional

numbdr of items were required for the sequential
testing model to identify students whci should be

plAped into one of two categories.

The sequential testing model have not enjoyed
the attention nor have they been the subject of as
extensive research interest as the branching tests.,
This is primarily becadse they are inherently con-
cerned With selection rather than measurement, per
se. The seciria.7.rocedures as a group require
the development of fewer items than the branching
procedures and may ultimately emerge for this
reason. Perhaps the selection function necessary
for the multi-staged tests, described next, will
provide the stimulus for more interest in this
Procedure.

Mufti- Staged models - The final variety of
interactive tests to be presented are the multi-
staged tests. This testing strategy requires two
or more sub-strategies on sub-tests. The first
stage consists of a routing test which is admin-
istered to the examinee to ascertain a geseral
level of ability. This level may be characterized
as broadly as high-middle-low, or may be somewhat
more precise in nature. The routing test is
typically followed by a "measurement" test which
is peaked, at the ability,leieel indicated by the

routing test which preceeded it. Characteristic
of the multi-staged tests are those which have
been investigated by Cleary, Linn and Rock (1968)
using simulation techniques and existing item data.
Four procedures were studied which divided examin-
ees into four ability groups. Each of the four
ability groups was then administered the measure-
ment test of the appropriate ability level. The

four routing procedures were:

1. Two-stage routing test - Tpn items were
selected which had difficulty values of
approximately p = ,50. The examinees ware
divided into two groups on the basis of
scores on this first ten-item routing test.
Each group was then administered a'second
routing test of ten items selected'in the
same manner within each ability rage. Four
ability groups,were thus,formed which could
be administered the appropriate measurement
Vests.

2. Broad r ge routing test - Twenty items were
selectc which representeds broad range of
difficu ty. Examinees were administered
these t enty items and divided into four
groups n the basis of stokes.

3. Group d scrimination routing test - Tw nty
items were selected which showed the 1 rgest
range of within-group difficulty Indic s
(i.e., difficulty values computed for each of

four ability groups). The score -bp thbse

twenty items was used to form four ability

---- groups. .

4. Sequential routing test - Twenty-three items
were selected for use in a sequential test
as described in the previous section. Four
ability classes resulted. .

These investigators, in a series of tftudies, fiave
showed that a procedure of sequential routing to
the measurement test showed highest correlations
with the total test score, but that the group-
discrimination routing test showed higher corre.-

0.



lations with external criteria such as achievement
scores in History and English.

Application or Research? -4 Tge varieties of,
interactive computer-based,testing which have been
reviewed 'are largely confined to the research lab,

oratory, Researchers are nut presently prepared
to recommend specific models foi wide-spread
adoption - indeed could-not do so without signif-
icantly expanding research with studegts in a non-

laboratory setting. The interactive oomputer-
based testing which does occur within the context
of ongoing instruction and which is relatively
free from user concern for examinee welfare
relatc;s to one model only: the linear test. Yet

even the linear test is not free of affects
related to the computer terminal situation. Some

research, for example, seems th indicate Pat
black students perform better :II a terminal-
oriented test than on a traditionally administered

test. Eindinqs of this nature lead to specula-
tions as to the equivalpnce of alternate forms of
the test 'and to the errors of mca,sarement -
whether stimulated by .omiuter or by paper-and=

pencil testing.

The use of computers for interactions of any
kind with students ,lead to c:-Tisiderations,of costs

vs. benefits. Consideration of the relative worth
of teacher and student time also needs to be made.
In thosp situations where ..-.tudent time is impor -

tant and costly, as 'in the military, for example,
computerized tests may be administered on demand
within an individualized instru..tion framework.
Even if administrative costs are not lessened, -
cost- effectiveness may be improved. I

In situations where many different tests are

given or where fast scoring 1. desirable,
computer-based tests may,: be an attractive alter-

native. Where testing occurs at different times
for different students and item security may be
a factor, the computerized test may be valuable;
an item on a CRT display leaves no hard copy
for po§sible compromise.

111 summary, let it ):2e said that computer-

based interactive tests are being actively
explored by measurement spocia1ists, educational

researchers, and instructional technologits.
Mucp testing has been taking !lace at computer
terminaLA, primarily' of a linear sort, and the

trend to \nerease computerized t, sting

tions will continue. The techniques described
here,'whieh individualize thy testing inter-

action, will certainly he developed to the stage

that will permit their.educa iolal use within a

very few years.

I
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THE CONSOLIDATION OF SOCRATES*:

GROWING PAINS IN A LARGE COMPUTERIZED TEST GENERATION NETWORK

Lisa Gray-Shellberg, California State College, Dominguez Hills
W. Van Willis, California State University, Fullerton

Oliver Seely, Jr., California State College, Dominguez Hills

State-Wide Project Directors

SOCRATES Computer Assisted Test Construction

Substantial increases in the number of users, number of item banks, And item bank sizes have occurred in
the past year. These changes, coupled with feedback from teachers and support perionnel, have provided
valuable input for consolidating SOCRATES from a pilot or demonstration phase to a routine operational
phase. The experience gained in this task should provide invaluable input tp. educators interested in
developing and implementing computer based test generation, scoring, and analysis (CTG) 'Packages for class-

room support. Five areas of.experience are discussed as especially important to any such project: design

of item banks for maximum selectivity and item retrieval, design of items and processing them into the banks,
user attitudes, habits, and training, hardware and software constraints; effective use of CTG as a class-

room resource.
,

Introduction

Notice!!! Test preparation is no longer a labor-

ious task. The timesharing Exam Program enables
an instructor to prepare a test by entering the
following simple commands into an office terminal.

Exam test request (identifying the test genera-

tion Program)
General chemiatry (identifying the question bank

to be used)
Stoichiometry, volume calculations - 10 items

(identifying category and ow:Laity of items to

62'selected) .

Chemical equations, predicting products - 10 items

Nomenclature, binary Compounds - 10 items
Redox, determination of oxidation numbers - 5

items
Keyword: test 23, chapter 3, 4 (questions to be

limited to those from a particular text and chap-

ter)
Hied difficulty levels, 4 versions

The screen displays the requested items se-
quentially, allowing the teacher to accept or

reject them. Five different output options are

provided: (1) the test may be placed on floppy

disc at the test center for students taking the
course on a self-paced basis; (2) the test may
be printed on the electrostatic copier in the
department office (1-10 copies); (3) the teat may
be printed on spirit duplicating masters at.the
teacher's office terminal with a 50% linear re-,
duction (11-200 copies); (4) the test may be

copied automatically onto microfiche cards with
tri-color diagrams to accompany the text of the
questions (11-200 copies): (5) the test may be
transmitted to a queque at the duplicating center
to be processed on its computer controlled mul-

tilith machine (100-5000 copies).

Sound like sciencepfiction? It is if the

teacher is employed by any public or private iJ
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stitution of learning in the U. S. Yet the tech-

nology required to retrieve tests and delivez1 them
by any of these five options has been available
for.over a decade.

The development of SOCRATES began in 1972.
Since that time many people have contributed to
its growth. Our task this year has been to con-
solidate the progress to'date. We have observed
certain'problems associated with the application
of computer technology to the educational process.
be present some of our experiences here for others
who plan to develop a simile': test generatiOn and
scoring service.

The teething/learning process contains two

major comionents: (1) the delivery of subject

matter to the student and (2) the evaluation of
student progress. Altho8gh the number of ways
in which these two components Can interact is large,
the relationship is often in one direction only;
the nature of the second is determined by the
nature of the first, but not vice-versa. Folldw-

ing.a period of learning,.the student is examined
for acquired knowledge. The e amination gerves
as,an evaluative tool only and of as a guide for

the delivery of more course mat rial. As long as

the level of delivery is aimed a the average

student Inn the exams are normed on the class
average, this.method is considered to be'a success.
That some studentsexcell and others fall further
and further behind is considered simply to be a
peculiarity of "the system". Over the years, this
commonly observed shortcoming gained greeter promi-
neve and educators began to suggest methods that
wain! more sensitive to students' needs.

Today we Bee many outgrowths of this early
desire to improve the ayst : programmed in-

struction, computer assiste instruction% self-
paced learning, personalized 1pstruction to name

just a few. All of these method tend to focus on



the students' needs in determining the level and
the speed of course work. Unfortunately, they

have the fault of requiring the teacher to
spend excessive amounts of time preparing and/
or evaluating course work for stbdents at various
levels of progress. It is the evaluation of stu-

StrQt which proves to be tperticularly
burdensome: most of the personalized methods
use n modular approach, with each module being
concluded by a test over its contents. Some

teachers administer a pre-test and a post-test
as well as repeated post-tests until p certain
mark is attained. It is here that the computer
offers a solution to a very real educational
problem. It can generate and print tests quickly,

score the results, maintain student records,
and compile item statistics for future test devel-

opment.

Cf course, educational administrators
gad-

get

for mar. than that a new method, medium, or gad-
get be Able to solve or alleviate a recognized

educational problem. First, it must be just as

ncressiblr ns the method earlier used for the

same purpose. Second, it must be competitive in

price. These two additional criteria pose larger

problems.

A comparipon of manual preparation and scor-
ing of equal numbers of exams.vs. computer gener-
ation and,scoring will doubtless show the auto-

matiemethod to be cheaper. To compare the genera-

tion and scoring of large numbers of tests for in-
dividual students, even by the computer, with the
manual assembly of perhaps, a one-hour midterm
examination and a three- hour final examination
each term, the cost comparison becomes somewhat

less favorable. There is another problem. Even

if one were to compare the cost of generating and
scoring equal numbers of examinations by both
methods, the coat of the computer generation is
added to-existing educational costs rather than

replacing them.

The teacher is still paid the salary of a full-

tame faculty member. The secretarial staff is not

reduced. That the teachers and secretaries can I

now redirect their efforts toward more useful en-
deavors thereby improving the educational pk)cess
cannot be denied; it is not, however, an argument

for reducing costs.

Then, there ia,the matter of accessibility.
In the early days of this century when the auto-
mobile first made its appearance, people worried
about the problem of refueling on long journeys.
The automobile enthusiasts of the time went out oh

a limb in predicting that refueling would be no
problem at all as someday there would be one gaso-
line station in every large city.

Moat educational institutions, in contradic-
tion to the state of the art, find themselves still

very much at the beginning of a new age. It is" '

one thing to paint rosy pictures of automatic teat

retrieval as we have at the beginning of this
articlebut quite another to attempt to convince
financial officers of the educational efficacy 6/

computer assisted teat conatruction'when the system,
is plagued by any of the following prIeblems:

The\kerminal which printer the tenets is more than'',

five hundred railed away (for some of our campuses).

The terminal which prints the tests is half-way
across campus (for the rest of our campuses).

Your lodal Oampus'ADP director will support the
printing of tests on the local high-speed printer,
but willoenot supply them on continuous form re-

production masters.

The reproduction of tests printed on white paper
reqUires an advance notice of two weeks at the

duplicating center.

The local campus ADP directorawill not support the
SOCRATES system because he is already understaffed.

The teat request (telephone-oral) gets garbled in

transmission.

The test renuest (pfinch card via cable) is MIR

punched.

The computer breaks down. ( cx

The ADP director is supportive of the system, but
the print chain on his terminal is the wrong one.

The teacher discovers during the duplicating pro-
cess that the ditto masters were mounted backwards

on the high-speed printer.

The test arrives on standard white forms, but the
print is too light to produce decent optical mas-

ters.

The test arrives by first class mail ten days after

it was postmarked.

The Organizational Structure of SOCRATES

The Division of Information Systems of the
California State University and Colleges is cen-
tralized at the Chancellor's Offite in Los Angeles.
A-dualCEC3300 computer services the needs of all
nineteen campuses, though each campus has a smaller

computer which can handle small jobs with quick

turn-around. The organizational structure of pro-

ject SOCRATES is shown in Figure 1. The role of

the major components in the diagram are described

below.

User-Contributors

There are slightly over three hundred users
registered to request tests through SOCRATES.
These users are distributed over the nineteen cam-
puses of the California State Udiversity and Col-

leges. The potential user group within the system

is roughly sixteen thousand. If the SOCRATES sys-

tem remains centralized and its use is opened to
'faculty of the community colleges as well, then
tiiia potential user group would expand to over

,thirty thousand individual teachers. The daily

request rate varies from one to three percent of

the total registered users. In the month of Nov-
ember., 197$, there were 151 teat requests processed.
Users request teats from hanka covering sixteen
subject matter areas in one of two ways: directly

by telephone to a clerical assistant hired to take.

test,. quests at tha,,Chance1lor4o Office or by
remote-Ph-eh-try ht one's local ohmpus computer
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center. The component labeled "communications
interface" accounts for either of these functions.

From the very eginning, our users were encouraged
to submit thei own items to existing banks and to
develop new b s in other disciplines. As con-
tributors, they are exposed to the finer details
of cross-classificationx categorieh; keywords,
difficulty levels, behavior levels and special
characteristics. Six of our existing banks and
five new ones hive been built by faculty who wel-
comed this opportun ty and immediately saw advan-
tages of using computer assisted test Construc-
tion in,their disciplines.

, -

lank Coordinators

Excluding the U. S. 'History bank which t

was developed by a large number of teachers in the
Los Angeles Unified School District, each SOCRATES
bank was developed by one or two faculty members
in the CSUC system. Developmeny included writing
appropriate category indices, gathering items for
inclusion, classifying the items according to cate-
gory, difficulty and behavior level andcertain
cross-references. In the early stages of develop-
ment, SOCRATES bank coordinators were from our
Southern California campuses. Oply recently, as

the system has began-to-be better publicited, are ..."

coordinators from the northern campuses beginning'
to volunteer their efforts. After a bank hbaloassed
through its initial development, users begin to ask
if they may submit their own items to the bank.
Dedication to this task varies greatly, but'the
overall effect is to change the role of the bank
coordinator from innovative developer to that of

manager. As new groups of items are received, they
must be logged in and checked against earlier con-
tributions to guard against duplication. Keypunch
operators need to be kept informed on changes in
notationconventions for each bank. As the volume

'15,cW
4Ltted items increases, coordinators find

it mpossible to undertake the task of coding them;
those faculty who have submitted items are gener-
ally assigned this task. It is the coordinator's
job to keep these individuals informed of changes
in the category index and conventions on keyword and
special characteristics. Finally, it is the coor-
dinator's job to set standards of reliability based
on the item statistics and periodically to edit
the bank on the basis of these standards.

Campus Coordinators

Each campus has a testing_ officer whose tradi-

tional duties haire included the administration of
personal aptitude inventory tests, the coordination
of periodic college board exams held on the campus,
advising the local academic senate on the establish-
ment of standards for teaching effectiveness surveys
and'assistance to faculty with research requiring
expertise in the area of tests and measurement.
The development of project SOCRATES, the avail -
ability.ot automatic scoring packages locally and
the renewed awareness among faculty toward relia-
bility of testa has given these testing officers
the added responeibiVty of becoming the local
SOCRATES expert; The response from the testing
officers ranges from enthusiastic support to pre-
meditated ignorance. The former generally see the

role Of their office"to be that of Service to
faculty, Oatever the need may be. The latter are
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often employed by the counseling centers on their
campuses and they traditenelly have not been involved
in classroom testing. Nevertheless, as SOCRATES
grows, we shall look more and more to,these
duals to take on the task of maintaining a local
supply of documentation and assisting faculty to
order tests.

Project Directors

As the SOCRATES system grows, the role of the
project directors changes from that of inspired
(possessed?) innovator to that of evangelist. In

the beginning, it is necessary to secure borne pro-
, gramming support to write the prototype r trieval
system and a few dedicated (hoodwinked?) acllty to
develop the first item banks. After the first Ifew

banks are operating, and with the assistance of the
workshop coordinator, the directors travel fromIcampus
to campus, spreading the gospel and distributing
dumps of item banks like Gideon Bibles.

Systems Analyst - Programmers

Project SOCRATES employs one part.time systems
analyst and a full-time programmer. The systems
analyseand the project directors together evaluate
desires and suggestions made by users, bank coor-
dinators and ADP directors on the various campuses.
After much discussion and establishment of prior-,
sties each year, the programmer tackles the job+of
implementation. The programmer also serves as trouble-
shooter when requests for tests fail for reasons e.

yond the knowledge of the clerical assistant who
takes the request, or the user who submits the re}\
quest by remote-job-entry.

Local ADP Directors

The SOCRATES system represents a vex", minor pa t of
the job responsibility of ,the local ADP direct rs,.

whose attentions focused on supporting the r gis-
tration, accounting, grade reporting, and a br ad -
spectrum of instructional computing services. .

/Nevertheless, most ADP, directors see SOCRATES a a

way of giving instructional computing a larger voice
in the determination of campus policies affecting
computer dervices. The ADP directors, through .

their support personnel assist users in generating
examinations by remote-job-entry and having them
printed on schedule at the local campus high-speed
printer. The bad.news is that there is a wide-

,

'spread reluctance to have SOCRATES tests-printed
locally. Faculty are reluctant because the local
character set is slightly different from that used
at the Chancellor's Office; ADP directors are re-
luctant because the line speed is only 3600 baud- -
any significant use of SOCRATES by faculty would
swamp local campus systems. Practically all ADP
directors refuse to support the local use of ditto
masters, partly-because of the expense involved and
partly because of the static they get from their
operatbrs.

6i

Summary'

The reader might. wonder what hasThappened to
the rest of the connecting lines of command in
Figure 1. The answer is that there are none.
Each circle in the diagram represents a person whm
works for and is paid by a different administrative

4
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unit. The bank coordinators are largely faculty
members on separte campuses, unpaid for their de-
dication to SOCRATES. The same is true for the user-
contributors.t The keypunch support for this year 1

i

has been by the ADP director on one campus.

The project rectora and workshop coordinators
are employed by the Office of New Programs and

/Evaluation. The computer operators are employed

by the Division of Information Systems. The campus

test offices are usually professors of tests and
measuremen on the various campuses. The systems

analyst an programmer Krk for the Instructs al

iiiipport up of the Division of InfOrmation Systems.

The dmlistrative structure of SOCRATES is

a manage 's nightmare and an academician's dream.
With the exception of the 'keypunch operator and the
commter operators, who answer directly to their-
supervisors, everyone else is free to do as he or

she pleases within some very loose philosophical.
boundaries and the programmed constraints of the
system. The campus testing officers are free to
enr-l'irre sr not to. encourage faculty on their

cnmpus,,6 to use the system. The bank coordinators
are free to use' many forms of cross-references in

develnping their banks or none at all they are

free to work closely with users who Wish to con-
tribute their own items, or to let those users work

directly through the project directors in getting
their items coded and loaded. Users are encouraged

to use existing banks and to developifiew ones in
different disciplines and specialties. Although

they are encouraged to use the SOCRATES scoring
package in order to add to the item statistics
file, they are free to use scoring packages avail-
able at their own campuses or to use more accessible
self-contained scoring machines. The workshop : -

coordinatpr4Maintains an active schedule of meetings
with interested faculty on the various campuses, -

assisting in the request of initial tests, The
project directors maintain an-office which'serves
as a clearingh9use of ideas and documentation.
Suggestions:which are deemed suitable for serious
co sideration are discussed by all concerned'ata
mo hly coordinator's meeting. The office maintains

. cur nt copies of all system documentation for.
users, coordinaltors and interested correspondents .."

alike. At this early stage, the directors' job isi .

to extend an open, invitation to faculty both to '''
participate and tonbribute to the bhnks: -..

-A
.

There are at least CWo.advantageft to such a

loose structure, First, the system will grow
through faculty initiative rather than admini'S--

trative diTect've.- The charge that SOCRATES ia'
being used,as a Means of controlling,011 classroom
curricula centr Ily will be groundless,, Secondly,

expansion-of the systeM to include- the'community___
colleges of California 41en the _public agency data
yrocessing network is implemented will require little
-change in its:administration; there will be some

new banks, some extra money for hiring additional
support-personnel and a greatly 'expanded group of

user-Contributors. There is still widespread un-
certainty and outright nor and ignorance among
faculty and administrators about applications of
computer technology to the educational process.
The development of syhtems such as SOCRATES is
better served -by a loose structure, because its
slow, natural growth threaidas no one. It has

the added advantage of bilE,g Us time to improve

the system. .

On the other hand, it is imperative that we
recognize that the key to success is to continue
to strive, through effective management, to achieve
"the greatest good for the greatest number". The

question is wit whether to give permanent support
to computer assisted test construction, thereby
assuring its continued development. The observation

that the computer has become an indispensable tool
in supporting routine operations of educational
institutions. including the maintenance of records
on registration, grades; library holdings, and pay-

roll, forces one to realize that the real nuestion

is whether ;.c, allow computer assisted test construc-
tion to develop on nineteen campuses in nineteen
different ways with hundreds of programmers duplica-
ting eWrl'-'hther's efforts and thousands of professors
sub:hitting tens of thousands of test items, many of

,which are the same items that Are being submitted
by their colleagues, to4hundreds of keypunch operafitirs,

all punching them in different formats. Can we

afford to let professors keypunch their own items -

to be used in their own private bank with primitive

retrieval systems written by them in the evenings
and on weekends with no coordination with A single
other professor in the whole CSUC system?

That the final success of,computer assisted test
construction is inevilable,ithere, can be no nuestion,

judging from the increasing demand for more rapid-.
and efficient information retrievl from many sec-
tors of society.- fts usefulness will continue to
be hampered though until the computer be4pmes_as
reliake atAhe department secretary or the office-
-typewriter,: until teachers place the sem-, trust in
,the computer to, produce tests as-they-do in a text-

book to produce s for, test quehtions and until
users begin to de and the same-quality of infoap
,mation retrieval service as they can now get from
their-chmpus llbririahs,
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COMPUTCR-AS E EST.ING IN THERMODYNAMICS AT U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY' I.

Chih Wu

49
United States tiaval Academy'Annapoli

ABSTRACT:' The objective of computer-assisted testin
questions as efficiently and as accuratd.10 as posii
students at time of question presentation and the frra
'edge In thermodynamics. Questions from a ,computer to
assisted-instruction in thermodynamics developed by the thor and other professors at
U. S.'haval Academi, from 1961 to 1971. The questions can be selecte'd by students on the
basis of behavioral objective'. Feedback is given at the end' of the test as to what the

student missed and what work needs to be prescribed for him. The more feedback loops

used in the testing r.oJgram, thd closer the testing approaches to compdter-assisted
instruction.

a

Maryland 21402

in thermodynamics is to present ,

e, with the minimum feedback to the
imum evaluation of student's knowl-

is Selected from the computer-

.....
1. Introduction r,

. ,

.

. From 1962 to 1971, the D)vision of
Engineering and Weapons, together with
the Academic Computing Centers of the U. S.
Naval Academy engaged in a j9int omputer
assisted instruction projectkl) t pro-
duce teaching materials_inithermod namics
for adaptation on the IBM 1500 instruc-

.

Llonal system. .Four experimental sec-
tions consisting of sixty -two midshipmen
taught b'y the author and Lieutenant Com-
manderM. Tuft used segments of the con-
pleted CAI material in the thermodynamics
course during the 1968-1969 and 1969-1970
academic years. The project was set up
in three phases:

(a) Development Phase - To beused
to write all the CAI materials and to
Rro9ram them into the computer. The
preparation of each snit of the course
material in instructional form is de-
scribed by Wu and Lee(').

(b) Valid ion Phase - To be used
to coMuct classes, to determine
whether the objectives are metv, an
Make revisions where needed(').

(c) Evaluation Phase - 10 [le used
to conduct classes, to determine the
CAI preentation as compared to the
non` -CAI presentation, and to mike re-
visions and recommendations rgqarding
implementations. A general sursteyt")
and a statistical survey(5) on the CAI -

thermodynamics have been reported.

34 3
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e CAI thermody miss course has
specified to be "Iota immersion," i.e.,
all the terials of he course are to be
taught b CAI. However, the results of
the stu nts' performaRce and responses
.in the AI clasges aod the experience
gai,oed y the authorl5) and other pro-
fessors who taught CAI or non-CAI therrrlo:
dynami s from 1967 to 197.1-pointedto the
fact t at due to limitation of the CAI
materi 1 authors' time, the CAI instruc-
tional material could not be as thorough
as the professors desired, thus causing
the co cept of "total immersion" of the
CAI th rmodynamics course to be dropped.

To make use of the existing CAI ther-
modynamics material, students who enroll
in tOe thermodynamics course will be en-
couraged to take testing pf those seq-
ments in which they may experience diffi-'
culties.

2.. Equipment

The computer-assisted teaching unit
isthe IBM 1500 system which is comprised
of an 1800 processcontrol computer, a
15021 multiplexer, five 2310 disk drives,
two 12400 tape drives, a 1442 card reader/
punclh,land an 1132 printer.

Ealch st dent.station consists of:

ia.) A 1

board, whit
troltthe ma

ght pen and a typewriter key-
allows a midshipman'to con-
hine's presentation of test-

ing puestiods and als,o to submit his an-
swers to the testing questions, -

k



(b) An image projector and a 1515
cathode ray tube which enables the sys-
tem to communicate with the midshipmen.
The testing questions are presented on
the cathode ray tube and figures or
graphs are displayed by means of the
1512 image projector.

3. Testing Logic

The computer- assisted testing mate-
rials in thermodynamics are made in many
segments. Each segment consists of a
test which is corresponding to the post
test of a CAI segment, The midshipman
who passes the test is considered to
have completed the specific segment and
achieved the desired objectives of the
_segment. The testing segment requires
the midshipmen to go through a certain
sequence of questions and to answer cor-
rectly each question posted in this se-
quence. He is told that he is wrong when
an incorrect answer is picked However,
the correct answer to a question is not
provided in the test. The midshipman who
fails the test, twice in a row, is given
the inf6rmation 'cut off, and see your,
instructor." The problem is either that
the Midshipman needs some additional in-
struction or there is an information gap
in the testing segment. Some improvement
to the testing segment should be made.

4. Discussion

. Tutor:al learning, especially under
total immersion is too ambitious con-
,stder:ing the present state of computer
usage as an edwcational learning device.
Material appropriate for.computer-assis-
ted testing seems most effectively in
the area of training such as use of
steam tables, gas tables, etc. ,
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(1) Wu, C., Computer Assisted Thermo-
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(4) Wu, C.,.T e CAI Thermodynamics
Course and the IBM\ 500 Learning System:
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1973..North Central ASEE Section Con
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(5) Wu, C., A Statistical Survey on
the CAI Thermodynamics at the U. S. Naval
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Georgia, 27-29 Aug. 1973.

(6) Wu, C., Effectiveness of Computer
Assisted Instruction in Thermodynamics
and Fluid Dynamics at U. S. Na0a1 Academy,
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:n development of a di' trict-wide mathematics curriculum was undertaken. Die approach

v. !;.e., .?.rw ter arhievement*aSscs,,meni i;(as criterion refereAce testing. StUdents would be tested

usi4g, test i.teris,taken frnm'ad item bank based on the curriculum objectives. Ty) this end,

3..teattters .was -coMmlioned to create such a bank oresst questions Dr items. The next

_ . ; rf,t, le the 1691,wcs of presenting-the test 'Items to the .students. Tests contdinirig, groups of object-

WPce likely toe testes together were treated. Two difficulties ensued. First. the cost

4,.ha'etr...r,ese tests printed, across all grade levels, 4as prohibitive. Second, the objectives on a

tl.!!*,if test were nof 'necessarlly the exact ones a teacher might.want to test since the objective

-f.,u1 1 'tri different seguenCes depending on .the student/ and teacher. Thit paper will .tescrib

ho'y.:tr.ese ;.,r',,hTerrt weresolved by. titili:Inq a Computel- Assisted Test Construction System, aeronymed

for 1,6mouter Defer nced foluatiarirt Assessment inyathemktics. ,developed totally 'in house" f

I8M Syst a/i.Zodel 10. BotW the system4 design and softy-T(1;e will he described.- ...

,

t4" R U C T 10fi"

.

;ei I nv, o thi\gues,tion -Vrow trfttr tn.e is

inst.:,:-:1!..in I ,prtsgram?". usual I/ droves

, -3 th fr.AS'rating.experience'for

'
''ont'l9h-3dm nTstratOrs. supervisos

' A nPrs alik4.' The our-step prOce-dure'

tiplow represerit-s.. stmptrfjed criciae ,inich

n r;*..it wheriiplanq tg a program designed

atn of lectively evaluatd thevnstructional ..

7,rr?lri,,, of a giveh sehp01;

i ler 1 i y the specific olije:C: 1 ves of: the

in,iuccional program .,..;

,,ate evaluation instruments that canbe:Wd
'o obtain information aboutstvdent aLhieve-
-ent as related to the objectives of the ..

Instructional. rogram

, evelop and fm lement pir6ctdu'res for .

' adpinistering he. tests (or other evaluative ,T

. Instruments) ,
.

.

s. Collect data a d interpret results ..

This pOsentation will be concerned primarily

1

with o ints 2 and 1 of the above model How..

long.point
ever. _fore pro'eedin.).to these

digression into the philosophy under
1 is ne essary. .-.'

. ...

INS RUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

The pros and cons concerning the contrbversy over

the desirability (or undersirabilitvl lof
delineating instr ctioual objectives (also known
as performance or bdhavioral objectives) will not
he reiterated wit in thescope of this presentat,

ion. The specifi ify and completeness of nstruct-

ional gbje, tives as been a point of cebat for

many years. Theo etically, a well written
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?Ittructional objectivB should state j1)-What is

it that the student ',rho has maslered the concept

or skill identified in each objective 1111 beabl
to do, (2) under what conditions will tie be'zbie
to do this. and (3)' to what extent will he bh aBle

to do this.
.

In practical usage,'safice it to say that.one
major advantage of an instructional objectiv&
is derived from the simple fact that it is written.

Once it is written. it is visible. Once . .

visible, it can be reviewed, evaluated. modified

and improved. As the movement for raccountabilitar

in eduation increases, this necessity for ip-
creased 'visibility and specificity in objectives

will become apparent. No longetiwill education

be able to cloak inadequacies, incompetencies:
.

and mediocrity behind the guise of vaguely stated.
unoeasvraVe peals and objectives.

The rather opvious Ruraose pf an 'instructional
'Objective should be to make clear to teachers,.

.

'students axed other interested person wHat student$

should be 'able. to:do as a result of, tile, instruct-

.- ibnal program. 4nfortunately, School :systems

crriTonly 1 ack comprehensive and reasonably

tori s ten t set; oyhstruc t iona 1 objectives.
\

,.:1;RITERION7UFEkENCED TESTING

.fiie ;method of "e'oluatOn commonly associated with
-ins.terktional:ot9ectives is known as ,criterion-

reTerenced ts.tjhg. In. t6is'imode of evaluation:
coritv'gs:Crto. norms re fei-ented -test ing). no

attempt is Made tl compare tde performa'nce of an, .

individual witli gnat '.R6ther., one

'seeks" to ev'aluate..Pprforplande illr 'terms Of whether

an individual has- Oifeied 'or fa i 144.t0 achieve

specific tristr cticinal 'otijottives... It .iieris to



answer the question, "What specific skills,
knowledge, and understandings has a pupil.

acquired?" In its most elemental form, the
response of each Apil to each test item is
evaluated as correct or incorrect; the skill
or ability measured by an individual test item
has dither been mastered or it has not.

Perhaps the most fundamental assumption
implicit in criterion-referenced testing is
that there exists a generally agreed upon
hierarchy of skills or knowledge in the field in
which one wets to test. Basically, the criterion-
referenced approach is of little valbe unless the
assumption i made that mastery of one skill or

t bit of know) ge is essential. for mastering
another skill r bit of knowledge'of a somewhat
similar charac r at a higher level of difficillty
or complexity.

THE PROBLEM

Based upon these precepts and philosophies,the
'devJupmeAt of a district-wide kindergarten
through eighth grade mathematics curriculum was
undertaken. This objective based curriculum.
was to be developed in-house by a committee of.
teachers representing the various grade levels.

The actual content of the'curriculum wa's to lib
comprised of a compllailon of generally acceptable
mathematics objectives from various source;, .

including textbooks and currently atrailatle
list'ngs of objectives. These objectives woold
ther be edited d todifid to best meet the needs
of. our scho district. ,

.
.

: This objective basecmathematrcs syst
Lomprised of three components. (1) a

'guide which delineated the appropria

tonal objectives fdr each grade leve
record keeping component designed to chart and

1

profile' individual and group progres through the
specified objectives, and (3) a cr terfon-
referenced evaluation component. Th first two
components of this system became ope ational and
effective within twelve months of their inception.
The assessment component proved to be ;fibre

difficult to put into effective operational
format. 'L A

The philosophy regarding the assessment component
was in Concert.with criterion-referenced testing.
Td4develop the necessary test items for the

objectives that were developed during the previous
year, a committee of to hers was commissioned
to create a bank of to t items or questions. These
test items would the be used to tds for student
mastery of the speci.ied objectives. After the
test items were developed, they were organized into
packets or group of items which we considered
to be most`likelY to be tested at t same time.
The original intent was to have thes packets
printed and _made available for use for all teachers
with all their students; The high costs of
'printing prevented,this particular strategy. In

lieu of this prodedure, tests were placed on ditto
masters (ori a one -shot basis) and as many copies
of the tests as possible were distributed to the

tedchers. Teacher reaction to these tests was
.Quite positive. However,certain problems arose.
Most importantly, the objectives which were

m was to be
curriculum
instruct-

, (2) a

grouped for a particular test were not necessarily
the exact ones a teacher might want to test since
the objectives could be taught in different
sequentes depending on the needs of the student.
Secondly, after the first year of use, the supply
of test was depleted and were no longer available
for teacher or stuciebt use.

The need for a more flexible and economically
.

available method of reproducing the criterion-
referenced test items was apparent. Flexibility
was necessary in terms of grouping test items,
number of test items per bbjective, number of
test items per test, pre-tests and interim
assessment tests. A readilyavailable method of
reproducing the tests was necessary in terms of
quantity of tests required, various puOposei of
testing and economy of reproduction.

It was to meet these needs and maintain the

criterion-referenced portion of the mathematics
curriculum that CREAM, acronym for Computer
Referenced Evaluatlbn and Assessment in Math-
ematics, was developed.

DE5IGN CRITERIA AND SYSTEM DESIGN

The design criteria for CREAM was developed
under the direction of the Mathematics-,Supervisor.

The initial requirements of the system were
relatively simple: provide a'method for storage '

and r t ieval of xt-type information. In

additi , several parameters for format of input
andou ut were established. For example, it
was decided that only, short answer type questions
would be used (multiple choice, fill-in, true-
false). Maximum item (question) sizes were
established as well as output formats. In the
final (but tentative) design.the system would
operate as follows. For each grade level, a
bank of items would be established. This bank
would contain approximately ten questions per
objective (roughly 100 objectives per grade)

although.the actual number of items per
objective could vary from objective tb objectiye.
When a classroom teacher decided to test a class,
group of students, or individual student, he/she
would submit a form specifying the grade level
and the number of items desired for each objective
require'd e.g. three items in objective 29-, seven
in objective 32, et . The computer would then
randomly select fro its item banks, items to
fulfill the stated quirements and output a test
on a "ditto" master eady for reproduction.,
Minimum turn around ime was an important design

. criteria. 11,was also required that a teacher be
able to retrieve alternate forms of the same type
test.(different questions forthe same objectives).
The task of systems design was then turned over
to the Data Processing Manager.

File structure and access' techniques were the
first Items considered. The restrictions imposed
by the limited hardware (IBM System/3 Model 10)
were of major consideration. After several
iterations, it was decided that two files would be ,

used.for the item bank. The primary, or main Atta
file wodld be direct random access and contain the
actual item text. This file would be "mapped" by
a second file which would provide retrieval
information for the main file. This procedure will

A



be described in more detail later.

The next phase of design was the selectibri of
a programming language. FORTRAN was initially
selected due to the logical type operations
which were necessary in.item selection (random
selection ora specified number of specific
type items rom a larger group) aswell as
character string manipulatidn. However; the

rnefficiencies of System/3 FORTRAN soon caused .

the limits of our hardware to be exceeded (we
were working with 16K of main'storage). The

system was then converte to RPG II (the System/3's

most efficient high 1 1 language) and jt has

evolved in that e ronment. This choice did

pose some techn 1 problems, however,,we were

able to write e software without thg expense of

a hardware u grade. Specific technides used in
the coding w 11 be described under "software
design., Th selection of RPG II did offer some

substantial advantages. Its ease of file access

and its facilities for table and array handling
provided the ability to write the main test
generator.utilizing less than 12k of main stor-

age. The entire system will run on a System/3
(any model) with 16K of main storage, 96 print

o position printer and one 5440 type disk drive. It

can, in fact, be run in 12K, however, the
required overlays significantly downgrade system
throughput.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

As previously mentioned, two files are uSedn
the bank-retrieval system. They are created as
follows. The text file (ITEMBANK) is loaded from

a unit record devi . Each record. contains the

text of one item a ong with the objective,number
tcowhich the item applies. The.record length of

this file is 190 ytes. 4k11 but five characters

al-e availaDlg fo text and control characters,

1control char t rs indicate format considerat-

ions such as sKt a line, suppress spacing, end

of item. etc.). After this file has been loaded,

itilkl sorted int ascending order by objective

number. At this stage, the item map file
(ITEMMAP) is cre ted as follows. The main text

file is processe and the records per objective
number are counted. A record is written in

ITEMMAP containi g the objective number, the

. ,number of items ound n ITEMBANK for: that object-

ive, and the i're atjve record number" or relative,

disk address of he fi st item for that objective/

in ITEMBANK. T refor , by accessing a record

in ITEMMAP (whit is Indexed SeqUential with thel,

objective numbe as the Key),,the system "knows"
how many Items , e stored. for that objective

and where to fi d the first one.

The system evol e'd in'a mathematics environ-

ment which is p ssibly the most difficult subject
(along with chemistry) which could have been

Chosen. This is true due to the special signs

and symbols as well as the use of exponents,
subscripts and superscripts. To accommodate these

fea,tures, atyp of "subV or mini language was

constructed. I actuality, it is more.a format

discipline than a language. Exponentiation, for
example, isachieved by ,writing the base, skipp-
ing a line (), and then writing the exponent
after counting the appropriate number of spaces.
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This has prqved a most viable'method of handling

this problem. In this way, long hand addition,

subtraction, d multiplication examples can be

constructed in the traditional column format and .

we can even cre to such symbols as long division

(/ ).

Returning to the item selection process, items
are selected randomly from the group for the

specified objective. Therandom number geneV:ator

is of the "power residue" type and generates
cimal numbers on the

ately), The procedure for
llows. Let us assume that

evenly-distributed
interval 0-1 (approx
item selection is as
the request which the machine is currently
servicing calls for three items fromobjective
number 37. After proper editing has taken place,
objective.nubber 37's record is accessed in .

ITEMMAP. The system determines, from this lookup,

the number of items which are contained in
ITEMBANK for objective 7 (assume 10) and the

relative record number the first item for
objective 3Z (assume 567).. The program now
invokes the random number generator and retrieves
a decimal number (8 places) on the interval

0-14(asske .87625951). (Actually,the interval
for'the random number is 0-.99999999 since
only decimal positions are allocated). Next,

the random number is multiplied by the number
of items contained for the objective, the
decimal is truncated, and 1 is added to this

product giving the item to be selected (.87325951,

X 10 = 8; 84 1 = 9 ie. select the ninth item
. 'for objective 37). The system now must find the:

position(relative record number) of this item.

Well, it "knows' the position of the first
item for object 37 (567). It simply adds eto
this giving the position of the desired (ninth)
record (567 + 8 = 575). (The reader may ponder

the necessity ofadding.1 to the product of
the random number and number of items and then

subtracting 1 to find'the relative record number.
In actuality, these self cancelling steps are

not performed by the machine and are included
here for the sake of clahty.) Now that the
relative record number of the desired item is

known, it can be quiEkly retrieved. However,

.first it is checked against a "memory" array to
determine if it has been used already in thisrun
If it has, the program returns to the random
number generator and computes a new item number.
If it has not,tbeen used in this run, .it is .

recorded in the "memory" array (so it will not

be used again) abd the text is then retrieved.
. .

All that,remains to be done is to format the
selected item for,output and print it. This is

accomplished by simple character string
'manipulation as Oided by the imbedded control

characters'. Seveeal editing considerations

take place such ds assuing that a given test
item does not ca* page overflow (having a
question split over two Rages may cause sufficient
confusion to a primary grade youngster as td
invalidate the item). The item is then printed

and the system returns to select the next items
(in the above example two,more items from object-
ive 37 must be selected. It will then process
the other requested objectives if any). Further
details concerning the actual code may be
vohtai,ned by contacting the authors. .

1-



"7.7.. BELLS AND WHISTLES

The procedures outlined above represent a basic

CATC system. Thel-e are several enhancements

that may be undertakem based on the needs of the
individual user. Some of these will be described

in this section.

1. Machine Scoring - The logical extension of
machine generated tests is machine scoring.
The computer Can easily generate and store
an answericey Ton each test it generates.
This key.may be used in conjunction with an
optical hark reader to supply complete
scoring and analysis services.

2. Item Validation - Once machine scoring has
been implemented, analysis of the test items.

may be undertaken. The most popular

.type is the point-biserial correlation

technique in which the validity of multiple
choice questions may be established. This

type of data is extremely useful in up-

dating the item bank.
3. Student Progress Profile - Another off-shoot

of machine scoring, students' progress
through the curriculum may be charted and

-fed back to the student, parents, and tea-
cher on a periodic basis to aid in identify-
ing strengths and weaknesses. \A variety of
similar types of computer managN instruct-
ion techniques may be employed e.g. student
retard keeping, identification of curriculum,
deficiency areas, etc.

4. Multi-entrant Selection Criteria - In the

system outlined in this paper, only two .

selection criteria were employed i.e. grade

level and objective. 'Itis possible how-
ever, to build a hierarchal structure of
selection criteria which may be entered at
any level. For example, let us assume that
a coarse curriculum.is a continuum through
four text books. A selection scheme could
be established such that a teacher might
request a test in certain objectives.
Alternately the request might be for a
chapter or group of chapters which may
contain many objectives or perhaps a unit
which contains several chapters, or a book
which consists of many units. Finally, a-
request for a test on toe entire course (a
final exam) might contain questions on all

four books for that course. In this'case
the hierarchy from lowest level to highest'

wouldbe oDective within chapter within
book within course.

5. Item Generation - In the system Oescribed
, ..

aboveeach item had to be individually
developed. That is, ilf ten items were
desired for An objectiye which sated "the
student shall be able to add a pir of two
digit numbers", then tan examples of the _

type 34 + 79 =.? would have to be written
) and entered into the ank. Thb.eader will'
e no doubt recognize th t if the form of the
+ item + y = ?) were stablished, then. the
computer cquld randoml supply values for x

and y. This would gr tly ease the burden

_ , 1 of item preparation as well as provide an
almOst limitless number of items.

6. Other Disciplines - The techniques described

i

1 irefn can be applied to many other subject
I

Areas. In fact, fiany disciplines lend

themselves far more easily to CATC than 'ides
mathematics; chiefly because special print

characters and syinbols may be eliminated.
Any subject which has quantifiable sub-areas
(such as behavorial objectives) 'is a
potential candidate for CATC.

OUTPUT

The primary output from the system is of course,
the generated test. This is presented to, the
requesting teacher in the form of a "ditto"
master or rexograph stencil. In one mode of

operation, the ssrstem also prints the answers
to the questions inrthe right hand margin of
the stencil. The teacher may then "run off"
one copy of the test with answers, place a strip
of tape ofer the answer column, and then
reproduce the test for his/her students. An-

other type of output consists of a "dump" of a
section or entire contents of an item bank.
This is used by teachers in determining whether
9r not the system contains the type of quest-
ions which he/she needs. In addition it serves
as a vehicle for deleting, adding, or changing
items in the bank.

While not machine generated, another set of
material is helpful. This consists of a booklet
of diagrams and illustrations. CREAM is not
currently capable of outputing these types of
graphics. The solution to this problem is-to
reference an illustration or diagram in the test
item and provide the student with the required .

pages of the graphics booklet. This is extremely
useful.in subjects such as map study, art, music,
reading comprehension, etc.

Figure 1 shows the coding of a test item for
r71FcfTr7to the system and its formated form,after
output.
Figure 2 is a page of generated test output. Note

that the request parameters (number of questions
and objectives with the first line being the
number of questions. for the objective beneath,
it on the second line) are printed at the top
of each test.
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A MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM FOR 4APID GRADING OF SHORT ObIZZES

G. A. Dtatsman

Assistant Professor, Mathematici
Ohio State University-Mansfield Campus

N,

ABSTRACT. Frequent short ouizzes provide valuable feedback for both teacher and students and also
encourage students to keep up with homework. In a system devised by the author, students write quizzes

on punch cards. The quizzes are graded by a human who inspects the students' work and places each card
in an appropriate stack. This allowsttading of the students" methods as well as answers and the
giving of otial credit. The sorted cards are computer processed.

By taking over all of the paper shuffling, marking, and recording.of grades, the computer makes
possible human gra g of students' complete work at 8 rate exceeding ten nuizzes per minute. This

may be a desirable al ernative to conventional machine grading.

INTRODUCTION

If one surveys controlled experimenta-
tion in education, it soon becomes apparent
that the vast majority of studies comparing
one instructional procedure with another
report no significant difference between

them. There is one striking exception.
_many experiments have.indicated that frequent
quizzes are effective in improving student
performance.

Dr. F. C. Durk summarized her exhaustive,

review of the lite ture on Quizzing by stating
Most studits appe r to support frequent test-
ing at both high s,hool and college level
and in a number of subjects including mathe-,
matics."1 Her on study done on college leveloven

algebra students revealed that when students
were given frequent quizzes their per(orman
was improved by a difference which was sign

ficant at the .D5 level.

These firididds are certainly consisten

with both common sense and psychology. We

would expect that students ho study rnyla ly
and keep up with a course .w 11'do better.
Freouent quizzes should enc urage this. Th y

also should Provide valuabl feedback to't e

students, allowing them to correct misconcep-
tions, discover weak areas, and focus-attention
on the most important areas of a subject. Very

short quizzes are sufficient to accomplish
these objectives if they are frenuent enough.

lf, for example, a student expects a quiz which

I B.C. Durkee, ".Study of the Effects of Three
,Homework Procedures on Achievement in Col-

lege Algebra" (unpublished Doctor's disser-
tation, Arizona State University, 1972)i -

P. 20.
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will be similar to a randomly selected home-
work problem, he must do all of the homework

to prepare for it. Of course tt is of no use

to copy another students' homework.

Even short gyjzzes can take a lot of time
. .

to grade if one has very large numbers 1Sf

students. Machine grading, however, has

several diSadvantages. It is difficult to make
UP a good Quiz of the multiple choice or some
other tyhe which can be machine graded. Also,
nuizzes are valuable feedback for the teacher

as well as for the students. It is important

that the teacher actually see d analyze . i

students' written work, so t t he can see what

errors are being made and de ide what sort of

help his students need. Als , I feel .that most

of my colleagues agree that it is very

desirable to givei artial cr dit for correct,.

PrikU yieldwhich eld wron answers due to

minoreerrors. This is (as ar as I know)

beyond the present capabilities of machine

grading.

TIe remaincier of this 'paper describes a

system which al
nuizzes at a ve

take over all o
fling, marking,

I

ows a teacher to grade short
v fast rate by.having a computer
the time-contuming'paper shuf-
and recording of grades. .

ORIGIN AND4NATORE OF THE SYSTEM

The system grew out"pf efforts to increase
efficiency in q ading ouizzes. I was ,convinced

that much of th time required to grade a stack

of quizzes was Pent in simply moving the papers

around. Signifi ant additional time pas spent

making marks on he papers, computinc scores,

and writing the cores on the papersA,



The first step in improving on the situa-

tion was to have thstUdents write their
quizzes on 3 by 5 cards. The cards were much (0...

easier to handle than papers and their small

size kept me from making thewouizzes any longer
than necessary. I could grade these nuizzes on
cards fast enough that I became frultrated by
the necessity of pausing to write the grade pn

\each card. To save time in doing this I began

simply virting the cards into stacks according
to their score., When finished grading a quiz
I would have a stack of A's, a stack of B's,
and so forth. By this time it took me as much

' time to record the grades as it took to grade

-'.. the nuizzes. I soon realized that a comnuter
could do the recording for me sand also compute

summary statistics.

Computer Processing has proved invaluable
for this type of quiz grading. For the last

two years we have been using the grading method
at a small campus with no suitable computer
facilities conveniently available. After pre-

viously having used a computer, the use of
human labor for this work was, in crparison,
most unsatisfactory. A Student helper recorded
grades, and she was not always available when
it was most convenient for us. Consequently

it was difficult to get good turnaround time.
Theere recording of the quiz grades for our
large sections of freshman algebra students was
very tedious, and of course totals and averanes

had to'be comnuted by hand.

We are now using the computer at a nearby

technical school to process grades. Initial

costs were no higher than for the student
helper, and we:expect them to decline with
increased use of the system to the,noint where
they are considerably lower than for human

clerical help.

cards for other classes_a____

cards for additional quizzes from
the same crass as those preceeding

DETAILS ON USE OF THE SYSTEM

The student ouiz cards are each punched

with a student identification number. They

are punched in reverse so that the number
anpears on the blank side of the card.
the-beginning of a course each student in a
class is assigned a number and given a supply
of cards'on which his number has been punched.
By giving students only a few cards initially
and bringing a box of additional cards to class
each time a quiz was given we have had no ,

dificully in getting students to use correct
cards in sufficiently good condition for a

card reader to process.

Fach student writes a ouiz on the blank
side.0 a card with his number punched in it.
To "grade the nuizzes one simply inspects each
quiz card and decides what"grade is to be

assigned. Nothing need bt marked on the card.

Each card is placed in an appropriate stack.
This sorting process is very rapid. It is not

difficult to grade 100 short nuizzes in ten

minutes. When the sorting Is ebmplete a
"grade card" is placed on each stack which tells
the computer what grade to assign'to the
quizzes in that stack. The stacks are then

assembled into a deck which is preceeded by a
"ouiz card" indicating the number of the quiz.
One or more of these ouiz decks makeup a deck
which is nreceeded by a "c1Sss card" which
identifies the class. An "end of class" card

follows the deck. Finally, one or more of

these class decks make up the input for the

program. An optional "school card" identifying
the school may preceed the rest of the input,
and we use and "end of school" card to bMng the
program to an orderly termination. The

following is a graphical illu %tration of the

deck.setup for input:

more grade cards and student
ouiz cards for the same ouiz

as those preceedino

students' ouiz cardsoto be
apinned the nrade indicated

by the grade Lard immediately
oreceeding

3S1
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The printout from the computer shows each

student's score on each ouiz to data. It also
showsthe total number of points accumulated by
.each student and his average and percentage.

We do not mark on students' Quiz cards or return
them to the students, but rather go over each
quiz as soon as the cards are handed in The
students estimate the grade they expect to
receive on the quiz and make anote of it.
Every few days we pass around a copy of the
latest printout (on which students are identi-

.

r

fied by number only to preserve confidentiality
of grades). Ira student does not find his grade
to be very close to wh4 he expected he checks
out the reason with the tnstructor. We keep the
quiz cards on file until after the course is

over. We also, keep the grades stored on a disk
file in case the cards might be lost and to
avoid having to read in the same cards more than
once. A sample of output from the program
appears below:

^

TnTAL AvFRAGE

WILSON 101

PERCENTAGE

STUDENT NUMBER 1 26 2.89 58

STUDENT NumHER 2 39 4.33 87

STUDENT NUMBER 3

sTuDENT NUMBER 4 39 4.33 87

51UDENT NUMBER
STUDENT NumBER

5

6 30 3.33 67

STUDENT NUMBER 7 P.3 2.56 51

STUDENT NUMBER A P6 2.89 58

STUDENT NUMBER 9

STUDENT iNumBER 10 33 3.67 73
STUDENT NUMBER 11 37 4.11 82
STUDENT, NUMBER 12 12 '3.96 71'
STUDENT NUMBER 13

STUDENT NUMBER 14

STUDENT NUMBER 1.5 39 4.33 87

STUDENT NUMBER 1.6

STUDENT NUMBER 17 35 3.89 78
STuRENT NUMBER IA

'''54,451D-ENT NUMBER 19 32 3.56 71

STUDENT NUMBER 20
STUDENT NUMBFP 21 30 3.33 67

STUDENT NUMBER 22

STUDENT NUMBER 23 30 3.3'3 .67

STUDENT NUMBER 24

STUDENT NUMBER 25 19 4.33 87

STUDENT NUMBER 26

STUDENT NUMBER 27 39 87

STUDENT NUMBER 28
STUDENT NUMBER 29 33 3.67 73

STUDENT NUmpER 30
STUDENT NUMBER 31 4'l 4.66 91

STUDENT NUMBER
STUDENT NUMBER i13 43 4.74 96

fl STUDENT NUMBER 34 27 3.00 60

STUDENT NUmALR 35 39 4.33 87

STUDENT NUMBPR 36 33 3.67 73

STUDENT NUMBER 37 10 3.33 67

STUDENT humnFp 14 33 3.67 73

STUDENT NUMBER 39
STUDENT NUMBER 40 .38 4.22 84.

THE PROGRAM

',The pr:ogram for the system is ouite simple

and straightforward. It allows'corrections to be
made of graces on the disk file simply by insert-

352
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SCORES ON ALL 1JUI7ES

1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4 1 9 1 1 3

5 5 ,5 3 5 5 3 3 5,

ti i S '5 c 4

5 4 5 3 5 3 5

5 0 1 4 2 5 3 ? 1

3 3 5 3 2, 1

3 4 5 5 5 5 3 e

5 4 5 5 4 5'
4 5 5 3 4 5 3' 2 1

5 5 5 4 4 5 4 2 5'

3 5 4 3 5 3 2 .1

5 4 3 F 5 5 s

5 5 3 4 5 5 bt 3

b 5 1 3 5 3 3

3 5 5 -5 4 5, "4 3

3 4 p 5 5 3 5 4

5 4 5 4 5 5 3 2
N, '

5 4 5 5 3 5 5 5

4' .

-5 5 5 5 4 5 6,

3 0 1 31 5 4 2 5
5 5 3 5 5 4 4 4

3 2 5 4 5 4 5'
3 1 3 A 3 5 4 3 4

5 5 .4 p 3 5 4 2 3

5 5 .3, :5 5 5 4 & 4

ing an appropriate Quiz card, grade card and

student ouiz card in the input for the n xt run.
A flowchart of the program a pears on T'fol-
lowing,pages, and a ing is av ilable

upon request for non-commercia use.
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED TEST CONSTRUCTION
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Classroom Support Systems
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Introduction
Visibility.yf systems.:

ira:CompprisOtrc6mputCr-basef/
Receitt ne6tis if education

Functions Prov..idecP,by CATC
Banking of qliest,ions
Generation of questions
Selection of questions

Item classification
Selection decisions

Printing of tests
Relations among functions

existing systems
Varied environments
Distribution by institutions
hunctions implemepted
Item banks by discipline
Size ot banks

Advantages of CATC
Centralization of questions
Printing tests
Selecting items
rest security
EconomicAkfeasibility
Lack of threat

Other Possibilities
(

Testadministvttion
Relations to scoring
1:volution of systems
Cookrapon, among dev'61opers
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.*0 ALLCOMBS:

A SYSTEM OF COMPUTERJASSISTEDTEST CONSTRUCTION BOR

1 t

ALL COMBINATIONS qi QUESTION CLASSIFICATIONS

Jot It Jones
4

Texa's Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129

,.-

ABSTRACT: ALLCOMBS is a comptter system of test construction for any printer-somposable question set re-
trievable on any Boolean combination f unrestricted question classifications. Free-format entry of

variable-length records is used n file construction and retrieval for maximum system generality and
ease of user access. Question cI sificatioio are designated in unlimited character strings without ref-

,
erence to a fixed classification t or hierarchy, and as a consequence, questions can be classified wi
qualificatdons permitting multipl applications of any given file. A user option providing for.exclusi n
of questions previsly offered an individual student or class allows for unique rot-examination as re-
aired

dt t-

I

4

uired in.tompetency-based instruction. A,v

I. Inteaduction to Co4Sahr-Assisted
Test Construction and ALLCOMBS

This'is a description Of'a system of,diamputer-
.. ' assisted teL construction undergoing implementa-

tion at NexasChristian University. As is sug-
gested by,the system,aprwM, ALLCOMBS, this sys-
tem offers some generXlity in retrieval and compo-
sition ols'All combinations of question types.

Programs of compdter-assisted test construe-
tion, CATC,.have been under deWlopment'fOr tthe
last decade. Successful°applications of test con- .
struction systeins have been described at the Con-
ference on Computers in the UndgWgiaduatc Curricu-
1um since the initial meeting pf t5is ann4a1 con-
ference in 1970. Special interest Conferences on
Computer-Assisted _Test Construtcipn, meeting in

1974 and 1975, "havo'caffitmed an increasing inter-
est in questionS of;CATC implementation.

S.

Ywo primary sources in the professiorial litera-
ture a/for overviews of the extensi'e acceptance of
CAM in a diversity of testing erkiconsients., Tfie

first of these sources is the March 197, issue of
the Journal Educational Technology is is de-

voted to the topic, of test construction,,, The most*
recent,comprehansive source is the book Computer- 1

' , Assisted Test Construction edited by Gerald Llppey
and published by Educational Vchnology.Publications
in 1974.0

. 1

1

P t
the summary view offered here is,thatthe effi-

cacy of CAM systems has been established and that
further development offers the prospect of increas-

ing applicability and efficiency., The ALLCOMBS
a system to bepresented here has evolved in this con-

text of CATC de4plopment as a generalized and flex-
.

able system of test construction explicitly designed

, to facilitate Mady access to CATC by the'individual

User.

\ ' ,

it 'II's,
I or

.4y
4

1
f

olv

4

4

DominantAdesign criteria for ALLCOMBS have been
system generality', flexibility, and ease of user

access. The'system is general in that it will tom-

pose alI question format types such as multiple
choice, true-false, completion, apd essay questions
retrieved,op the basis of any combination of ques-

.

tion classifications appropriate to the needs of

the individual academkc discipl4ne or individual

user. The system is flexible in that question for-
.' mat typei and classifications may be expanded or
.contracted selectively on an existing file and ret7

ord dimensions may be adjusted RI the span* require-

ments of a given system installYtion: Ease of user,

apneas is proOided for by alree-format.s
file entry and retrieval, the expadsive e of d

nostic (error) messages, an the steep ance of

verbal- system parameters in file cons ruction and

retcapvel. " ,

. There are ch&Icei made in any system design
'which amount. to trade -offs between desirable aCrri-

' butes which are,potential in the system. Th the

ALLCOMBS system, tpe election of Combinatorial gen-
erality in specifitation of question clpssifica-

tions forfeits certainosificienclestof file organi- "

zation and retrieval whicItareirdesiiable for very
large files. At the other limit, the compositional
generality of ALLCOMBS imposes a system of record

taggi searching, add editing for print composi- g

bion which ectessary, processing burden for,

simplifieds fixed-format printer reproduction of

, exaMinations,

r. .

The ALLCOMBS system is appropriat
Arcient fo'r a large central range of a

d e f f

ior s of
computer-assisted test construction. 4 thin this
range,:there is sufficient latitude ttqpermit the

.ouser to.begin file development end retrieval at'A
Rimplified level which cean extedd in sophistication
With the increasing. needs and experience of the

. .

User. 46
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II. ALLCOMBS System Outline

ALLCOMBS is written in FORTRAN IV for batch-
mode execution on computer systems utilizing .
EBCDIC character sepresentation in 32-bier words,
the hardward deslkn of the IBM 360/370, the Xerox

Sigh. 5/7/9, etc. Initial input is punch card
to tape or disc files and output is by line printer.

ALLCOMBS is executed in one bode for question
editing and file development and in another made
for. question retrieval and examination composi-
fton. Subprograms are shared by the Om modes of
execution and are designed to be resident on the
computer system disc file, or other intermediate
storage, subject totall by the individual user.
these resident programs permit users to donstruct
ond access exclusive individual or combon examine

tiles. It is not anticipdted that 'assistance
proiessional computer personnel will be required

tor routine file development or retrieval with the
system.

Examination questions are prepared on plinchf

cards by the user for diagnostic editing and subse-
quent, transfer to.magnetic tape or disc files. 4

Each eloCk of records constituting a question intry
is composed of a permanent file number, a classifi-
'cation record, a question record) an answer record,

and a source record. The classification record is

any set of verbk, numeric or alphameric fieldsse-
lected by the user for question classification.
The quesezenorecord &any combination of main par-
agoephs of verbal text, response paragraphs, for
multiple-choice questions and any literal character
strings utilized for composition of blank response
lines, tabular displays or line-printer graphics.
The answer rebbrd can contain a Single character
designation of a correct response to a multiple-
choice or true-false question and/or a full solu-
tion on explanation of the correct response to any
question type. The source record carries any appro-

priate designation of the source of the question in
abbreviated or full bibliographic style.'

In the diagnAtic mode of.system execution, a
trial composition is made of each question,°the com-
pletion of essential fields and records is verified,

and storage limits for variable-length records are
tested against parameters selected for the given sys-

tem insthllation. The complete block of fecowis for
each question is printed in a hardcopy file to be
.verified against the original source document.

After diagnostic editing, a given set of Nes-
,tions,ts added Co thq existing question flie., File
.4re4prences to question olassifications are exphnded
...% dynamically to include any new classificatiots in-

1 troduoed, the question and answer records are en-

! Zrypted"for file security; and the. file is updated

in all respects for eubsequent qtrievat. .
. .

. .

TOhccess theA question ales, the user pre-
parcrOn examination request which accesses4ALtiCOMBS

ih reriev,a1 and compositionMode. In examination

retr,thval and composition, the user may selectlep-,,

% tionl zn regard to designation of expainees1 examf
ttation content, and examination composition, br'lay-

out. 4
. .

. 1 ,*

, ,

; ./... r . v6 . l'
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By appropri4te re erence Co a separate file,

examinees may bd de nated as all students listed

on a given class roster. Alternativery,,examina-
tions can be pre red for students who are individ-
ally named, or ltiple examination copies can be

A 46

prepared for stu ents not designated by name.

Content of the examinations may be selected by
a combination of options which specify inclusion or
exclusion of particular questions or question clas--
siftcations. Additionally, the user may specify
exclusion of those questions which have appeared
previously on examinations given t6 a class or to
individual students.

Individual questions may be designated for in-
clu'sion or exclusion by reference to the permanent
file number of the question. The user may make this

reference explicitly 16 the examination request by
appropriate entry of the questionfile numbers. Th0

t separate file of the class roster carries the re-
' cord of previous vaminations by question file num-

ber anSiselectickso.: ad l,examination containing al
hew questions for students in the class makes im-
plicit dkclusion,of the questions which were used
previously.

The most general and flexible specification of
examination content is by question classification.
Examinations can be composed of any number of ques-)
tionslrom any number of question classifications f

in any combillation specifiable by the logical pr

Boolean operators .AND .NOT., and .EOR.

(exclusive "or"). Within the question sets select-
ed by question classification, questions ire se-
lected randobly from those meeting criteria set
in regard to these classifications and Co the unique-
ness of trfe'questron set. The selection by
tion classificqtion can consist of a singl
ication formingWthe set from which random se

is to be made,

complex as may

on the given c

the logical expression can
permitted by the FORTRAN co

user system.s

tarsi

ctio

e ap

iler

Options for co -,s io 1 out includes se-

lqtion of thp, number Ip' a estion lumns 4 be`
printed across a page of variable :ra, length.

ALLCOMBS will print any feasible apsoci cation of

one through six question columns on a line cif22
through 132 °character's. Line breaks in the ques-
tiep text are generated automatically on the blank
or hyphen nearest to the calumnarolibit. A system ) a.

default to full-page layout ensures that questions/
with lengthy...literal strings will.be printed.

.

As implied in the previous description for ex-
,dro

aminArfon selection, the use may specify a unique,
examination for each student or a common examine-.
tion for all students. In examination composition,
the user may specify random reordering af questions
on a common exibination..

. + ' 4
.. .

lk

,
examination key is psdpared .for.effIch examine-

.ticPwhich. is uniqUe in questiin content or corder.
Fir tfcemben eXaminationtin identical order- for all

'students) the user may elect eAhiai to print one key
for the:Common'examination or pdivirjual copies of

0,
the key far eachexeminatiptir._,.,

4 .

..Asaniaddic.:konAl Spti.On,Of composiCfon the usit-----.4.

ma/prineunique instrintions
#
on.ehOl exam set, i

6
.

...:.
A , . ": '

,. 3.57 , 1.

4.....
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III. Introduction to Data Preparation for ALLCOMBS

The organization of question files and examina-
Lion requests for ALLCOMBS is based on the subdivi-
sion of data into fields, records, and record blocks.
Within the question text, more direct references are
made to the\composition oc.these general subdivisions
into question main paragraphs, multiple-choice re-

sponses or subparagraphs, and literal strings of
characters.

Excepting the fixed field'designated for the

permanent question file number to facilitate card
handling, all fields, records, and record blocks
are punched in free format with special characters
used to denote data divisions. Data divisions may
begin in any card position and entries'may continue
without regard to the physical break between succes-
silk cards. Column eighty of a givencard and col-
urn one of the succeeding card are interpreted as.
adjacent pu"ch positions and the user may, conceive
of the input medium as a continuous tape.

It%c

Within t se data divisions, literal records are
utilized for t se compositions foirwhfch automatic
line breaks based on blank or hyphen Separation
would be inappropriate. Literal records are uti-
lized for such purposes as composition of tabular
displays, reproduction of line-printer graphics and
state nt of mathematical expressions. Additionally,
the u er instructions for an examination are repro-
duced rom a literal record without program editing,

With the txdeption of'these literal records, ,

leading blanks are accepted within all data divi-
sions and trailing, blanks are accepted in all but
numeric. fields. Given this system of free-format
data preparation which accepts leading and trailing
blanks, the user can organize data decks for maxi-
mum personal convenience and readability. The
principal obligation of the user in preparation of
question files and examination requests is to ob-
serve certain minimum conventions of record desig-
nation and ordering.

Excepting some more elaborate tabular and

graphic.compositions, question files typically can
be prepared directly from original written sources.
Keypunch ors are neither requited nor recommended.
The free-format conventions of ALLCOMBt permit the
user to ileCentrate on content rather than form.

ProcedurA for preparatiCh of question files
and-examination requests are presented brexample
in the following two sections. The presentation is
expository and explicitly avoids some formalisms of
outline and definition more appropriate to a tech-
nical reference do6ument.

-
IV. Preparatiomof.Question Record Blocks

,Illustration 1 on the following page shows an
examination format which could be obtained by se-
lection of to columns of questions to be printed
on a seventy-character line. The questions have
been chosen to illustrate the composition of
multiple-choice, completion, true-false did essayt A

. questions. Questions 1 and 2 also demonstrate the
.'application of literal cheracter wings in quest

tion coripOsition.

358

.
Illustration 2, shown on the next page following

Illustration 1, shows card images of the four blocks
of question records which could pave originated the
question file used for the retrieval in ILlustration
1. Beginning with the first line in Illustration 2,
reading 75062804 4 MULTIPLE CHOICE . . . , which
is to be read as the first card in the deck, each
print line in Illustration 2 tleptesents successive
cards in the original card file for the questiOns.

The four questions are identified by the four,
eight-digit file numbers 75062804, 75123008,
6022703, and 76022756. These file numbers may be
any eight-digit set, but as used here represent the
date-sequence of the question. The four pairs of
digits in the file number denote the year, month,
day and sequence during the day of the question
origination. Used in this way, the uniqueness of

the file number is more nearly assurediand the file
number can provide a basiS for file aging by origi-
nation date.

Each record in the question record block is
terminated by a record mark; the record mark se-
lected here is the ampersand, & . The first record
in the block is the classification record which may
contain one or more verbal or codified classifica-
tion fields beginning with the field mark, 0 , the'

numeric symbol. The first question classification
record contains 4 MULTIPLE CHOICE 0 FREQUENCY
DIMIBUTIONS 0 etc., and terminates with

DIFFICULT,/ EASY 0 .'

The next record is the question text, which
includes the responses to multiple-chpice questions.
The question record of the first question begins
with 0 THE DISTRIBUTION OF . . . and terminates
with . . . BUT IS NOT GIVEN ABOVE. & . Main para-
graphs of the question text begin with the field
mark, 0 , the numeric symbol.

Multiple - choice responses begin with the "at" -

symbol,. , which initiates program assignment of.
the alphabetic sequence "A.", "B.", etc:, The tabu-
lar material of the first question is composed in
literal character strings marked at each end by the
"pot" symbol, , .

t!

The criteria for selection of the symbols for
data divisions are that the symbols be unique and
not hAeeded within the text to be placed on file.
Fdr any giveh system installation of ALLCOMBS, the

. user may make any choice of data - division symbols

which meet these criteria.
. 31\

In composition, a line is skipped automatically
before each main paragraph, before each supara-
graph used as a-multiple-choice responsi) and before
each set of literal character striligs. Dints are

"skipped': between literal character strthiri by
,printing an empty String with the symbols: .

-

The composition routrne centers the Piteral
strings in any given question column on the basis
of the count of the longest string in Ole queition
record and left-justifies all otherlitdral charac-
ter Strings to this common origin. If a columnar
fbrmat has been selected which will not permit . -

printing of the longest string in a question, the
compositton routine wirl default to the declared
print limit of the system for printing that single

question.

s
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Illustration 1

.

1 THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES 2

FOR AN EXAMINATION IS SHOWN AS

EXAMINATION SCORES

RANGE NUMBER

90 AND MOR2

80 THRU 89
70 THRU 79
60 THRU 69
LESS THAN 60

12

17

32

24

15

1'HE FIRST DECILE OF THE SCORES

IS

A. A SCORE OF 90.

B. TEN ST1IDENTS.

C. CANNOT BE DETERgINED° FROM

THE DATA GIVEN.

D. CAN BE DETERMINED, BUT IS
NOT GIVEN ABOVE.

3 * HtFER TO GRAPHICS FILE
ITEWLC74/182. *****

AS SHOWN ON THE SCATTER
DIAGRAMS FROM THE GRAPHICS
FILE, THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
COLLEGErGRADES AND SAT SCORES
IS HIGHER THAN THE CORRELATION
BETWEEN COLLEGE GRADES AND
CLASS STANDING AS A HIGH
SCHOOL SENIOR.

TRUE (OR) FALSE

. r

I

369

A PERSONNEL WORKER IN A CERTAIN
PLANT IS COLLECTING DATA ON
EMPLOYEE ATTITUDES. SHE GIVES
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TO,
EMPLOYEES AND ASKS THEM FOR A
RESPONSE FROM THE LIST WHICH
FOLLOWS.

"I FEEL THAT I AM PERFORMING A
VALUABLE SERVICE FOR SOCIETY
WHEN I DO MY JOB WELL."

1 = STRONGLY AGREE
2 - AGREE
3 - NO OPINION
4 - DISAGREE
5 - STRONGLY DISAGREE

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

VARIABLE NAME

OBSERVATION UNIT

MEASUREMENT SCALE

4 IN USING SMALL SAMPLES TO TEST
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
OF TWO. NORMAL POP TIONS, THE
SAMPLE VARIANCES A "POOLEDc."

EXPLAIN WHY THIS PROCEDURE IS
POLLOWED AND WHAT OTHER TEST

OF HYPOTHESIS IS IMPLIED.

86

.(WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON THE BACK
OF THIS SHEET AND IDENTIFY IT
BY QUESTION NUMBER.) .

NO,



Illustration 2

75062804 # MULTIPLE CHOICE ik FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS # DECILES # JONES P
ERSONALFILE 4 DIFFICULTY EASY &

# THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES FOR AN EXAMINATION IS SHOWN AS:
'EXAMINATION SCORES,

RANGE NUMBER,

,90 AND MORE '12,

,80 THRU. 89 17,
,70 THRU 79 32,

,60 THRU 69 24,

,LESS THAN 60 15,

it THE FIRST DECILE OF THE SCORES IS: @ A SCORE OF 90. @ TEN STUDENTS.
CANNOT BE DETERMINED FROM THE DATA GIVEN. @ CAN BE DETERMINED, BUT IS NOT G

IVEN ABOVE. & ANSWER IS D. & JONES PERSONAL FILE '&

7.5123008 # MEASUREMENT AND SCALING # SHORT-ANSWER COMPLETION # DIFFICULTY MO
DERATE &
# A,PERSONNEL WORKER-,IN A CERTAIN PLANT IS COLLECTING DATA ON EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE
S. SHE GIVES THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TO EMPLOYEES AND ASKS THEM FOR A RESPONSE

FROM THE LIST WHICH FOLLOWS. # "I FEEL THAT I AM PERFORMING A MALUAELE SERVICE
FOR SOCIETY WHEN I DO MY JOB WELL."

11 - STRONGLY AGREE, ,2 AGREE, ,3 - NO OPINION, ,4 - DISAGREE, ,5 - STRONG
LY DISAGREE, 4 COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
,VARIABLE NAME 1,
,OBSERVATION UNIT , , ,

'MEASUREMENT SCALE ,. &

VARIABLE NAME IS EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE. OBSERVATION UNIT ISM INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE. M
EASUREMENT SCALE IS ORDINAL.
S RS AND PETERS CARD FILE,. 1973 &

760 2703 # EXTERNAL GRAPHICS # TRUE-FALSE # CORRELATION # DIFFICULTY EASY &

# ***** REFER TO GRAPHICS FILE ITEM LC74/182. *****
# AS SHOW§ ON THE SCATTER DIAGRAMS FROM THE GRAPHICS FILE, THE CORRELATION BETWE
EN COLLEGE GRADES AND SAT SCORES IS HIGHER THAN IRE CORRELATION BETWEEN COLLEGE
GRADES AND CLASS STANDING AS A HIGH SC1400L SENIOR. 1

TRUE & TCU ADMISSIONS OFFICE DATA FOR 1973 &

76022756 # STUDENT'S T-TEST # DIFFICULTY'HARD # TIIEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS OF

TEST PROCEDURES # POOLING )jARIANCES # ESSAY ANSWER # TESTS OF HYPOTHESES
# TESTS OF'MEANS # TESTS op VARIANCES &

# IN USING SMALL SAMPLES TO TEST THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF TWO NORMAL POP
ULATIONS, THE SAMPLE' VARIANCES ARE "POOtED."

4 EXPLAIN W1Y THIS PROCEDURE IS FOLLOWED AND WHAT OTHER TEST OF HYPOTHESIS IS I
MPLIED.

# (WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON THE BACK OF THIS SHEET AND IDEN1IFY IT BY QUESTION,NUMB,
ER.) &

UNDER THE TEST CONDITIONS SPECIFIED, THE STUDENT T (OR THE F-RATIO),TEST IS USED
, AND INVOLVES THE ASSUMPTION OF EQUAL POPULATION VARIANCES. POOLING OF SAMPLE
VARIANCES IS AN AVERAGING PROCESS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE COMMON POPULATION VA
RIANCE. THE TEST FOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS UNDER THESE CONDITIONS IMPLIES A'
TEST FOR EQUAL POPULATION VARIANCES, &

EXAMINATION FILE FOR GRADUAT QUALIFYING EXAM IN STATISTICS FIELD, &

e

87

45
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The question recor can consist of any combine`- V. Preparation of the Examination Request,

tion of main paragrap and literal character

strings. Any number number of multiple-choice Where the slash symbol, / , denotes the end of
subparagraphs may appear at the end of the record a -record and the cent symbol, c , denotes the end
for printing at the bottomaf the questionotut the i ot a record black, the examination request is made
number probably will not exceed five or six in , ---"" in the sequence of records shown in Illustration. 3
practice.

.

. at the bottom of this page.

The answer record, printed on the hardcopy ques-
tion tile and on the examination key, can consist
of any character set. In the first quest in

Illustration 2 on the preceding page, the ntry

ANSWER IS D. h could have been followed b an ex-
planation of why this was an appropriate.c oice or
why the other choices were inappropriate.

The final record is the citation of question
source which is printed only on the hardc4ques-
tion file. The source citation in the first ques-
tion in Illustiation 2 is dupliCated by a question
classification which permits retrieval on the basis
of the question source. A common application of a
source citation in the question classifications

would the composition of examinations based on
,a given textbook.

Finally, each record block is terminated by the
cent symbol, c . Use of an end-block character pre-

vents the'cumulation of record sequencing errors
from bne question to the text in file construction.

Question 2 illustrates'the use of literal char-

acter strings for the unabiguous reproduction of
the scale-included in the question and for the-crea-.

tion of response lines of minimum length to be used

for answer completion.

Question 3 illustrates a suitable flagging of

an external filerequired for a,queqi4p. Addi-dt

tionally, the question illustrates,the use of the
"conditional" symbol, (EBCDIC hexadecimal 475, to
terminate the question record of a true-false ques-
tion. This symbol causes automatic generation of
the response line TRUE (OR) FALSE . AlternagVely,
the user could hare entered Q TRUE @ FALSE in

the question record as a multiple-choice response
to facilitate automatic grading.

Question 4 illustrates the fuller use of the
answer record fors the benefit of the grader or the

exipinee.

1P Control ot the editing and filing phase through,

ALLCOMBS is also specified with simplified verbal
parameters in free-formatosityle. Creation of mag-

netic files pecessarily involves some peculiarities
of the job control lafiguage of a given installation
and this complete:topic of file construction is
deterred until a reference system and installation
are defined.

As a specific example of the construction of an
examination request, the four questions presented
in Illustrations 1 and 2 in the preceding section
could have been retrieved by the examination re-

.

q st shown as card images in Illustration 4 on' the
fooltlgwing page.

Both the password and the-key for file encryp-
ti and decryption are unique to each file. The

pa ord is time dependent and'ALLCOMBS will .

ac ess the computer system clock to permit only one
a horized file entry in any time period specified.
T e password disclosed,on,one. submission of a batch
n, cannot be used again for unauthorizedjile

access, nor is it likely that some trial proctss of
password generation will. permit unauthorized file
entry, paiticularly if the'decay interval of the
password is kept short. File decryption is made to
a scratch disc or tape only for those questions se-
lected for the examination and the scratch file is
cleared automatically after - examination composition4,

After the password in the examination reqeest,
shown in Illustration 4, the next three records con-
tain identification of the instructor, class and
examination. To facilitate identification of.the
.output, thel*irst twelve characters in each of Giese
three records are block printed on the title page
fon the examination requess.

In the next record after-the examination iden-
tification record in Illustration 4, 'options have
been entered for a seventy-character line to be
printed in two.columns for twenty recipients not
named. The user has selected a common examination
for all recipients, with one key to be printed.. In

this record, the user could have entered ROSTER,

rather than NOT NAMED .., 20, to have obtained an
exaMinaclonfor all class members listed on a class
roster, or the user could have entered EACH NAMED,

to have obtained examinations for students named in
the last record bloat of this request file.

For a common examination, the user could
entered, SCRAMBLE, to have the questions reor ed

randomly'on each examination. If the examinees had

been`selected by ROSTER, or EACH NAMED, the user

could have excluded questions previously given the-
clltss or individual student by entering CLASS NEW,

or STUDENT NEW;,.

Jllustration 3

Passworti / instructor ideeLfication / class identification / examination identification (by time

.
or other distinction) / options for composition, for designation of the group of examinees, or for
exclusion.of questions given on previous examinations / literal instruction set for this eStamina-
tion / questions to be included or excluded by file number / questions to be retrieved by question

' classification specified by Boolean operators / j . . then any number of classification retrieval

records terminated.by the end -block symbol, c / identificatiot of individual student and questions

on prior examinations / . . . then any nutber of student records terminated by the end-block symbol, c /
1
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'Illustration 4

.

PASSWORD / JOE H JONES - NEELEY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS - XT 507 /

STQT 2153t20 / FEB DEMONSTRATION EXAMINATION /

PAGE WIDTH = 70, COLUMNS 2,,, NOT NAMED = 20, COMMON, ONE KEY, /

THIS EXANINATI'X HAS BEEN PREPARED TO DE4ONSTRATE THE COMPOSITION
OF EXAMINATI BE OFFERED IN THIS CIASS THIS SEMESTER. c / -

INCLUDE, 760 756, /

3, ( # MULTI LE CHOICE # .OR. # SHORT-ANSWER COMPLETION # . OR
# TRUE-FALSE 4 ) AND. . NOT . # DIFFICULTY HARD #, / c' /

-A

Selections of options which would lead to proc-
essing contradictions.are signalled by diagnostft
messages to the use1, and ih instances in which
reasonable resolution seems possible, a system de-
,fault selection is made.

The record following the options record holds
the card image of instructions to.be printed on
each copy of the examination. In Illustration 4,
this record begins with .THIS EXAMINATION HAS . . .

and'ends with the end-block symbol,,t1 . Following
this instruction set is a record containing the
designatioporquestions to be included or excluded
by file number. The option INCLUDE, followed'by
any set of file numbers will select those questions
without re rd to question classification. The

option EX UDE, will omit the following questions
by file num er, irrespective of any other selection
option exAcisedr

The record beginning with the numeric field "3,"
' indicates that three questions are to be selected by
classifications which meet the truth criteria of the
logidS1 expression shown in that record Each ques-
tion classification in this record begins and ends
with the field mark, (.0 , the numeric symbol, and
each logical opqator'is enclosed in periods, as in
the syntax of FORTRAN IV. 'Parentheses control the
ordering of evaluation of logical expressions.

In retrieving with logical expressions of ques-
tion classifications, ALLCOMBS passes through the
complete question file testing for the truth of the
logical expression in each classification sex of
each question. Where the classifications satisfy
the logical conditions specified, the question is
Copied onto a disc file to form a collectionIf
questions from which final, random selection canbe
made.

Th6 examination request.by classification can
consist of an unlimited block of these'tlassifica-
tion request records, each having a specification
of the number of questions to be selected by a
unique logical' expresiion. The sample composition
in fllAtration 1.6Ould have been retrieved by the
record block,reading: . . . / 1, #MULTIPLE CHOICE
f 1, #sellOgT-ANSWER COMPLETION# / 1, #TRUE-FALSE# /

,c /
r

VI. Prospects for the ALLCOMBS System

ALLCOMBS has been utilized in reduced form at
Texas Christian University for exemination.composi-
tlon in a class orgatizd for self-piked instruc-
tion. Major features o the design have been veri-
fied, but the full system is not yet implemented.
t is expected that the complete'system will be
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implemented and documented by September 1976. No

data are available on the total computer system
space requirementsor execution time characteristics
of ALLCOMBS. Nonetheless, some characteristics,of
the system are sufficiently established that it does

not seem premature to offer some evaluation of them.

ALLCOMBS will share.oprineipal characteristic
ot all CATC systems in freeing the instructor from
major time demands of examination preparation. The

instructor will be freed to consider alternative
teaching forms such as self - paced, competency-based

instruction.

Designed. for the individual instructor, ALLEOMBS
will offer some convenience and simplicity of syAem
access which should serve to encourage the use of
CATC and the diffusion of its advantages.

A major distinction' of ALLCOMBS, which consti-
tutes a major advantage of this system over some
applications of'CATC, is the generality of the
classification and retrieval system. ac-

cept virtually any system of classification and
will accept expansion of the classifiCations as
need and experience dictate.

1
ALLCOMBS will accept contradictory classifica-

tion sets for questions, so long as the classifica-
tions are unique character sets. For example, one

user of a file may classify a question as DIFFICUL-
TY HARD and another user may disagree and class,ify
the question as RESCALE MODERATE. Retrieval can be

made by reference to either classification without
interference to any other user of the question set.*
A generalized question file,can tontain classifies- '

tions which tailor subsets of the file to specific
courses or instructors. '

The generality of the format and symbolic desig-
nation of data divisions shOuld lead to, some effi-
ciencies in exchange of question item banks. It

should be possible to translate many item files in-
to ALLCOMBS format with a minimum of editing by
placement of symbols for data divisions in the ques-
tion record block. '

And, finally, a note of disclaimer, appropriate

to all CATC systems. The enjoyment of retrieval
and compositional efficiencies' comes after a suit-
able question file has-been created and verified:

. 'The opment and maintenance, of a question item
f e requires a major commitment of resources in
Ordqr to have a file of sufficient breadth and rep-
lication to obtain full advantages of computer file
management. Establishment of a question file is

ndt a problem to be minimized. The first question
a potential CATC user must answer is wheth1r the
game is worth this candle. '.
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CISS was developed during 19b9 and 1970 as

ak experimental
application under a joint

study agreement between IBM and the Los

Angeles City Unified School District_ It

is now in use at several locations, most

of them institutions of higher education.

This application gre%, out oftherecogriltion

that a computer can perform an important

function by relieving the leacher of

clerical chores related to the construction

of tests, while loaxing him free to make

professional instructional
Although it, has value in improving pedago-

gy, it is primarily a cost-effective tool

for improving productivity: More'infor-

mat ion regarding the rationale which un-

derlies applications of this kind may be

found in an article by the author(1975).

CfSS uses a centralized data bank of ques-

tions on-disk storage to aid teachers in

constructing.tests and exercises. The

system also scores students' answer sheets.

It operates in ba,teh mode, with teacher

requests, tests, and scoring reports trans-

ported physically between the teacher and

compliter center. In this connection, it

should be mentioned that the over-

whelwing majority of educationdl insti-

tutions are not sufficiently affluent to

interactively administer test's in quan-

tity or even to provide teachers with

fermrnals which they might use to obtain

tests. It would not, for example, be

feasible for the Los Angeles schools to ,

provide CTSS service via terminals, acid

this economic barrier is likely to remain

for a long time.

CTSS assists teacher& in choosing ques-

tions. Banked itemnmay be classified

along several dimensions, Ocludang sub-

ject matter, difficulty, and behavior'

required. They-are,.-retrieve,d according

to classificaSion'criteria,set by the

te?cher. Thus, a liSt of questions, day

be eoristructed so
that it contajjis, for

exampls4 number or questions db each

of several topics, with the desired mik

of difficulty levels.
Specific items

may also be requested by their Identifi-

cation numbeis.

fhe items selected are listed as an "ex-

ercise," which is assigned a number and ,

remembered by the system. The teacher

ma,specify that items be deleted or add- ,

ed, to produce a new
"generation" of the

exercise. This process may b repeated

for subsequent
generations un it the ex-

ercise meets the teacher's ne ds.

With each exercise, the teacher receives

the classification
assigned to the items

it contains. He also receives references_

to two sources of published material associ-

ed with each question, A summary of the

teacher's request and the items retrieved

as a consequence
accompanies. the exercise.

As a4 teacher option, an
exercise may be

printed on reproduction masters. Also,

upon request, the system will create sev-

eral "versions" of an exercise, each hay-

ing the items resequenced at random.
/

Wheh multiple-choice
items are in use, the

correct answers to exercises are remember-

ed by the system; so scoring keys nebd not

be. 'submitted. The teacher may add items

of his own .to be scored and, in fact, may''

submit answer sheets for tests entirely
constructed by him; in these cases, he

must of course provide the correct answers

to the questions he suppjies 'Scoring of

individual questions can be s,ip`pressed.-

The usual raw data, frequency/dtribu-
,. rions, summary

statistics, and iten re-

sponse breakdown are provided to the'tea-

cher. Questions can be assigned to parts

of an exercise, each of which will be

scored separately.--If scrambled versions

were obtained,, additional repo'rts for

each version are available.:

For each item collection,
there is an item

statistics file which containsusage data

for every question. This information in-

cludes the number of times the question

was selected by the,System, deleted fra
an exercise by a teacher, and suppressed

from being scored. The file also contains

data obtained from scoring, such as the

cumulative number of responses to each

option and.a central tendgncy.of dicri- .

mination indices. A program is available



to*test selected statistic. against spe-
cified thresholds to obtain a li'st Of
those questions likely to need revision'
Thresholds can be set for high teacher
rc)ection rate, lou average discrimina-
tion index, unusually heav> use of a
di.tractor, and very high-Or lou measur-
ed difficulty level,

lafc.imation on system activity 1F), accu-
mulated in a system statistics file.
this file contains data on 25 different
kinds of activity, representing the use
of vaifous LISS functions. The informa-
tion is accumulated simultaneously over
two time periods (long and short). It 1s

4 cla.sified by item collection used and
b, up to tuche groups.to ullich teachers
r1. iti he assigned. System activity reports
s.s. he obtained at an' time. k

1n a,,ortment of additional programs is
.1%.(flable for printing and updating item
bank and other files.. Also, several do-^
:en speciali:ed programs were written to.
all those uho,oversee system operation.
er a dozen collections of machine-read-
flk questions have been prepared for use
with LISS, and others are under develop-
:tent.

1arious a,pects of CTSS have been des-
kAibed elSeuhere. These include the role
it plays in the Los Angeles City Schools
(Lippcy et al, 1971) and the approach to
its implementation (Lippcy, 1972). Since
the uere prepared,' several improvements
here made to the system. Inquiries re-
garding its present state and its avail-
ability should be directed to the author.

11though LISS appears to be th most com-
preheysive item retrieval and t st printing
systeM, there are a large number of com-
puter programs-which assist with test
construction. The author has briefly re-
viewed over 100 approaches,, and there
must he at least two to three times this
number: Most of them make use of test
items in machine-readable form to print
questions on demand. Many include, as
toes CTSS, computer assistance in select-
ing questions. Some "generate" similar
questions using random techniques, and a
fin, assist only in the item selection
process, leaving the items and tests to
be formatted and printed by conventional
means. A fairly detailed,discussion of
computer- assisted test'construction can
be found in the book by this title
(Lippe?", 1974).
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